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I. INTRODUCTION
A. PURPOSE
This report is the final product of the spacecraft design project completed to fulfill
the academic requirements of the Spacecraft Design and Integration II course (AE-4871)
taught at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School.
B. BA CKGROL_'D
The Spacecraft Design and Integration II course is intended to provide students
detailed design experience in selection and design of both satellite system and subsystem
components, and their location and integration into a final spacecraft configuration. The
design team pursued a design to support a Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) communications
system cu_ently under development by the I_oral Cellular Systems, Corporation.
EacE of the 14 team members was assigned both primary, and secondary duties in
program management or system design. Hardware selection, spacecraft component
design, a_nzd\'sis and integration were accomplished within the constraints imposed by the
11 week academic schedule and the available design facilities.
C. PROGRAM CONCEPT
On June 3, 1991 Loral Cellular Systems, Corporation of Palo Alto, California
submitted to the Federal Communications Commission a licensing request for authority
to construct their proposed GLOBALSTAR communications system [Ref 1]. The request
proposedajoint effort betweenLoral AerospaceCorp., which will provide for aerospace
systemsdevelopment,andQUALCOMM, Inc., whichhasexpertisein theareaof ground
communicationssystemtechnologies.
GLOBALSTAR is a satellite system designed to provide global
Radio-DeterminationSatellite Services (RDSS) for real time position location and
tracking, and voice anddataservicesto mobileusers. Ratherthanbeinga completely
self sufficient system,GLOBALSTAR is intendedto be integratedinto the existing
Public SwitchedTelephoneNetwork (PSTN),PersonalCommunicationsNetworks,and
private, specializedandcellularnetworks.By complimentingexistingcarriers' networks,
GLOBALSTAR is designedto makeRDSS, voice, data, fax and freeze frame video
availableto usersanywherein the world.
In theIicensingrequest,Loral definestheGLOBALSTAR programconceptwhich
is comprisedof threedistinctbut interrelatedsegments:the spacesegment,the ground
segment,and themobileusersegment.Figure I-1 depictsthe integrationof thesethree
segments.
1. SpaceSegment
The GLOBALSTAR spacesegmentis intendedto consist of an on-orbit
constellationof operationaland dormantspare satellites. Loral plans a two phased
programacquisitionapproachfor the manufacture,procurement,anddeploymentof the
space segment. For this design project, the first of Loral's phases, a smaller
constellationoptimizedto providecoverageprimarily for the continentalUnited States,
hasbeeneliminated, and instead,the designgoal was to developa systemto provide
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global coverage, which was Loral's second phase. Thus, the design is based on a
constellation of 48 operational satellites in circular LEO orbit, with no on-orbit spares.
The communications payload designed by Loral for the GLOBALSTAR
program is the sole payload incorporated into the design. Documentation contained in
the licensing request provided the basis for determination of the payload supportability
requirements which were the primary driver in the design process. Consequently, the
launch vehicles intended for use in the GLOBALSTAR program, specifically Delta and
Ariane, are also the launch vehicles on which this design is based.
Development of a single satellite configuration to fulfill the requirements of
the space segment was the primary focus of the design project.
2. Ground Segment
The ground segment is identical in concept and design to the ground segment
proposed by Loral. Key elements of the ground segment are: multiple gateway stations,
two Telemetry, Tracking and Control stations located in the Continental United States
(CONUS) with potential additional overseas stations positioned to provide continuous
satellite-ground command link, a Satellite Operation Control Center (SOCC), and a
Network Control Center (NCC).
a. Gateway Stations
Gateway stations link the orbiting satellite constellation and the PSTN.
Stations are distributed throughout CONUS and the world and are installed and serviced
by commercial communications carders. Mobile users not serviced by an existing
communicationssystemare linked to gatewaysvia the spacesegment. Most gateways
aredirectlyconnectedto thelandmobilecommunicationsnetworkwhich in turnprovides
accessto the PSTN. In additionto the routing of voice and datecommunications,the
gatewaysprovideRDSSfunctionsin conjunctionwith userterminals.
b. Telemetry, Tracking and Control Stations (_&C Stations)
Tr&c stations are located on both the east and west coasts of CONUS
as well as potential sites overseas. The stations perform tracking and ranging operations
as well as satellite systems' performance monitoring to ensure proper maintenance of the
on-orbit satellite constellation. A two-way link allows system status information to be
downlinked and commands to be sent via uplink. Satellite ephemeris are transmitted to
the SOCC for distribution to the gateways to allow them to acquire and track overhead
satellites.
c. Satellite Operan'on Control Center (SOCC)
Tracking and ranging data provided by the Tr&c stations are processed
at the SOCC for acquisition, synchronization and satellite and beam handoff coordination
between gateways. Individual satellite station-keeping
executed from the SOCC via Tr&c stations.
d*
maneuvers are planned and
Network Control Center (NCC)
The communications network is managed by the Network Control Center
which performs the management functions of registration, verification, billing and
J
network data base distribution and resources management. Initial plans call for one NCC
located in CONUS with options for the construction of additional international centers.
3. User Segment
Currently, three types of user equipment are envisioned to support the
GLOBALSTAR concept. These include: hand-held or vehicle-mounted units strictly for
RDSS services; hand-held units for voice and data services; and finally vehicle-mounted
units for voice and data services. The GLOBALSTAR user segment concept and design
has been adopted in this design.
D. SATELLITE DESCRIPTION
1. Statement of Work and Design / Performance Specification
The Statement of Work, presented in Appendix A, was generated based on
the system information contained in Ref 1. Initial system design and performance
specifications, presented in Table I. 1, were also derived from payload supportability
requirements delineated in Ref 1.
2. Operational Orbit
A constellation of 48 operational satellites, positioned in a Walker Delta
pattern, provides the requirements for global coverage and redundancy. There is no
allocation for on-orbit spares. The operational orbit is circular with an altitude of 750
nautical miles (nmi). Eight planes containing six satellites each, are oriented with 45
degree spacing between planes, 60 degree separation between consecutive satellites within
each plane, and 7.5 degree sparation between adjacent satellites in neighboring planes.
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Table 1.1 Design and Performance Specifications
ORBIT
ALTITUDE
ECCENTRICITY
COVERAGE
LAUNCH VEHICLE
MISSION LIFE
INITIAL LAUNCH DATE
STATION KEEPING
STABILIZATION
POINTING ACCURACY
ELECTRICAL
BUS
OPERATION
THERMAL CONTROL
PAYLOAD
MISSION
POWER REQUIREMENTS
MASS
750 nmi (1389 krn)
0 (CIRCULAR)
750 N / S LATITUDE
DELTA and ARIANE
5 YEARS
01 JULY 1996
3 AXIS STABILIZATION
+ /- 1.0o ALL AXES
28 VDC
CONTINUOUS
(100%) DURING ECLIPSE PERIODS
600 Watts FOR 33 MINUTES
MAXIMUM
DIRECT VOICE AND DATA RELAY
NETWORK; VOICE AND DATA
LINK POSITION LOCATION
800 Watts FOR 20 MINUTES PEAK
(50 Watts) NOMINAL
60 kg
Orbital period is 113.54 minutes at an inclination of 52 degrees. The spacecraft
environment in the operational orbit imposes no significant design constraints.
3. Launch Vehicle Integration
To provide scheduling flexibility, the spacecraft is compatible with both the
Delta and Ariane launch vehicles. Since the Delta 7925 launch vehicle places the most
7
stringentmass,volume and launchload restrictions, this paper is primarily concerned
with satellitedesigncompatibility with that launchvehicle.
A SatelliteLaunchDispenser(SLD)designedspecificallyfor theDelta7925,
allowsa singlelaunchvehicleto placeanentireplaneof theconstellationon orbit. The
SLD resemblesa chest of drawers which ejects each satellite individually into its
respective location in the operational orbit plane. By designing the deployment
mechanismto pyrotechnicallydecouplethe satellitesfrom the SLD andto deploy them
via load carrying mils, significant advantagesover the standardstackeddeployment
techniqueare enjoyed.Specifically:
satellite does not adversely effect
a failure precluding the deploymentof a single
the deployment of subsequentsatellites, and
developmentof a single optimum satellite structural design is achieved. The SLD
precludesthenecessityto eitherdevelopdifferent configurationsfor eachsatellitein the
stackbasedon appliedloadsimposedby thesatellitesstackedaboveit; or to structurally
over-designupper stack satellitesto withstandthe massloadsimposedon the lowest
satellitein the stack.
4. Structure
The central structureconsistsof a frame of rectangularcross sectional
aluminumtubing. Attachedto thecentralframeon four sidesarealuminumhoneycomb
panelsthat provide the mountingsurfacesfor low heatgeneratingequipment. On the
remainingtwo sidesof thecentralframe, the thermalcontrol cold platesprovidebotha
thermalconductionmeansand a structuralattachmentsurfacefor equipmentrequiring
8
higherheatdissipationcharacteristics.
to thebottompanelof the spacecraft,
o
A circular support ring, structurally connected
supports the propellant tank.
Payload
The RDSS, voice and data communications payload is identical to the payload
incorporated in the LORAL GLOBALSTAR System A design.
6. Telemetry, Tracking and Control
The Tr&c system receives uplink commands from the terrestrial TT&C
stations and downlinks telemetry data from various spacecraft systems. The on-board
capability to store data for future execution provides for limited semi-autonomous
operation. Command uplink and downlink frequencies bracket the C-Band spectrum
allocated for the payload, using 6.5 GHz and 5.2 GHz, respectively. Telemetry and
control data rates of 1000 and 500 bits/second require bandwidths of 500 Hz and 250 Hz,
respectively.
Data encryption is used to prevent unauthorized communication with the
spacecraft. Double redundancy is provided for the key components of Remote Tracking
(RTU) and Command (RCU) Units, and the micro-strip antennas. The RCU's, which
serve as the Tr&c microprocessors also provide data bus protocol functions.
7. Electrical Power
A regulated dual bus system provides a constant 28 volts to the electrical
components of all spacecraft systems. The solar array consists of BSFR silicon cells
mounted on two fully interchangeable wings of 4 collapsible panels each. The arrays are
9
sizedto providea minimumnominalpowerof 600wattsat summersolsticeEndof Life
(EOL). To augmenthesolararraywhenpower loadingsexceedthearray's capabilities,
and to provide 100% operation during eclipse, a nickel-hydrogen(NiH2) battery is
incorporated.Composedof 23NiH2cellseachratedat 40A-hr, thebatteryis physically
divided into four sectionsfor integrationpurposes. The numberof cells is basedon a
nominal40% Depth of Discharge(DOD) with a maximumallowableDOD of 60%.
8. Thermal Control
Bothactiveandpassivethermalcontrolmechanismsareemployedto maintain
thermalbalanceon-orbit. Two banksof louversare mountedon two satelliteexterior
facesto dissipatethe peakheatloadsand provide linear temperaturecontrol over a 15
C temperaturerange. Temperaturesensitivebimetallic actuatorsthat do not require
electrical powercontrol the louvers. Combinationsof heatersand thermalblanketsare
appliedas necessaryto appropriatecomponents.
9. Attitude Control
A bias momentumwheel controls satelliteattitudeaboutthe pitch and roll
axes. A backupmomentumwheelis includedfor redundancy.Magnetictorquerodsare
incorporatedfor roll control anddesaturationof themomentumwheel,which is required
approximatelyever 17hours. Propulsionsystemthrustersprovidea backupmodefor
desaturation.Attitudesensorsconsistof asinglesolaraspectsensor,a two-axisscanning
Earth Horizon sensor, and a two-axis magnetometer. All attitude control system
communicationsare monitoredandprocessedby the attitudecontrol computer.
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10. Propulsion
Monopropellant hydrazine, contained in a single spherical nitrogen
pressurizedpropellanttank, is usedby six 2.2 newtonthrustersfor station-keepingand
backupmomentumwheeldesaturation.
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II. ORBIT DETERMINATION AND ANALYSIS
A. IN_FRODUCTION
A constellation of satellites placed into Low Earth Orbit (LEO) will provide mobile
communications services to customers worldwide. The constellation provides the coverage
required by the design and performance specifications, while minimizing the number of
satellites and therefore, cost. For redundancy, and to preclude the need for on-orbit spares
The first operational launch isa minimum of two satellites are in view at any one time.
scheduled for 1 July 1996.
1. Operational Requirements
The constellation must provide one hundred percent coverage of the Earth's
surface be_'een 75 degrees north latitude and 75 degrees south latitude. Full service
operations are supported for users with satellite elevation angles from 90 degrees (directly
overhead) down to 10 degrees above the horizon. Degraded service may be achieved at
elevation angles less than 10 degrees, depending upon the height of any obstructions along
the line of sight between the user and the satellite. This situation will only occur at latitudes
above 75 degrees.
2. Orbital Analysis Software
Orbits and ground coverages were analyzed using three orbital analysis
programs. The following programs provided graphical and computational orbital analysis
13
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tools such as satellite sensor ground coverage circles, ground track analysis, astrodynamic
calculations, and perturbation analysis:
• Orbital Workbench - version 1.01 (Cygnus Engineering, 408-773-8366)
• OrbitView - version 2.0 (Cygnus Engineering)
• Personal Computer Satellite Orbit Analysis Package (PCSOAP) - version 5.3 (The
Aerospace Corporation, 213-336-9380)
B. OPERATIONAL ORBIT CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental factors and cost were carefully weighed against optimization of mission
requirements. Van Allen and solar radiation levels, space debris locations, atomic oxygen
concentrations and atmospheric drag were all taken into account when selecting the orbits.
1. Van Alien Radiation Belt
The Van Allen Radiation Belt, which begins at an altitude of approximately 1,000
kilometers, can seriously effect LEO satellites. Electrons and protons are trapped within the
Earth's magnetic field lines, with the protons dominating the lower altitude regions. As
orbital radius increases out to approximately three and one half Earth radii, the radiation in
the Van Allen Belt continuously increases. At higher altitudes, heavy shielding is required
around electronic components driving up the weight and cost of the spacecraft. Solar array
degradation is also increased in high radiation environments.
In accordance with the design specification, the operational orbital altitude of the
constellation is 1389 kilometers (750 nautical miles), equating to an orbital radius of 1.22
Earth radii. The radiation level experienced by the satellites at that altitude is lower than the
radiation level normally experienced by a geosynchronous satellite. Only minimal radiation
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shielding of electronic components is necessary and solar array degradation over the lifetime
of the spacecraft does not have a significant adverse impact on the design. Lowering the
orbital altitude to reduce radiation degradation is not f'mancially desireable since to do so will
increase the number of satellites necessary to provide the required coverage.
2. Space Debris
Debris is made up of both natural micro-meteoroids and man made objects from
prior space launches. Most of the man made debris in LEO is intentionally deorbited so that
it completely burns up in the Earth's atmosphere; however, there are still thousands of items
which were not controllable that have been discarded in space. The orbital altitude of 1389
kilometers is relatively free from trackable space debris (greater than 10 centimeters in
diameter). Micro-meteoroids pose the highest collision risk factor. Collisions with micro-
meteoroids are a random event and cannot be predicted or avoided. Currently, probability
of satellite collision with space debris at the operational altitude is less than one chance in one
million.
3. Expected Solar Activity
Solar activity follows a cycle of approximately eleven years duration between
solar maximums. Activity increases for about four years until reaching a maximum and then
decreases for about seven years until reaching a minimum. The cycle is currently near a
maximum. Solar activity will begin to decrease, reaching a minimum around 1998-1999 and
then begin increasing again, reaching its next maximum around 2002.
The initial constellation is scheduled to be operational from 1996 to 2001. Over
the five year lifetime of the satellites, solar activity should be minimal at the beginning of life
15
(BOL) andnearamaximumattheendof life (EOL).
satellitecommunicationsat thattime.
Highsolaractivitymayinterferewith
4. Atomic Oxygen and Atmospheric Drag
Atomic oxygen (AO) causes degradation of spacecraft surfaces and changes in
their emissivity and absorbtivity. It is produced by the dissociation of oxygen molecules in
the upper atmosphere. At an altitude of 500 kilometers, the concentration of AO is 88
percent, but begins to decrease above 800 kilometers.
At the constellation's operational altitude, there exist only 100 particles per cubic
centimeter during low solar activity and 105 particles per cubic centimeter during solar
maximum. Towards the EOL of the satellites, AO concentrations may accelerate the
degradation processes as ultraviolet radiation from the sun increases molecular dissociation.
Total on-orbit atmospheric density is less than 10-13 kg/m 3 during solar maximum and less
than ].0 -14 kg/m 3 nominally. Thus, atomic oxygen is of minimal concern for most of the life
of the initial constellation and atmospheric drag is negligible.
C. OPERATIONAL ORBIT SELECTION
1. Constellation Design
Design specifications, based on payload performance optimization, allowed no
flexibility in operational orbit altitude or eccentricity, which were fixed at 1389 kilometers
and circular, respectively. The constellation was designed to minimize the total number of
satellites necessary to provide 100 percent coverage between 75 degrees north and 75 degrees
south latitudes. At the specified operational altitude, the total number of satellites in the
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constellation is 48. Van Allen Radiation Belts were taken into consideration as well as
possible debris locations. The selected constellation is shown in Figure II-1.
Figure II-1. Constellation Orbital Planes
a. Number of Planes
Eight orbital planes are used, separated by 45 degrees of the ascending
nodes. Payload antenna footprint at equatorial nadir determined the number of planes.
Overlap was determined to allow for a minimum of two satellites in view at all times.
b. Number of Satellites per Plane
Six satellites are evenly spaced throughout each orbital plane. Again,
communications payload coverage determined the number of satellites per plane, and overlap
was determined to allow for a minimum of two satellites in view at all times.
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c. Phasing of Satellites
Satellites are evenly spaced within each plane and are out of phase between
adjacent planes for collision avoidance. The Walker Delta Pattern of the constellation is
48/8/1 at an inclination of 52 degrees. The Pattern Unit (PU) is determined by dividing 360
degrees by the total number of satellites; the PU is 7.5 for this constellation.[Ref. 1]
(1) Within the Same Orbital Plane. The phasing between satellites
within the same orbital plane is 60 degrees. This is easily determined by dividing 360
degrees by the number of satellites in the plane. Using the Walker Delta Pauern, phasing
can be determined by multiplying the PU by the number of orbital planes.
(2) Between Adjacent Orbital Planes. The phasing of satellites between
adjacent orbital planes is 7.5 degrees in true anomaly and can be determined from the Walker
Delta Pattern. The satellites must be phased by an integral factor of the PU. For this
constellation, the integral factor is unity (the last number of the Walker Delta Pattern).
Phasing of satellites between adjacent orbital planes ensures collision avoidance since
separation is maximized at their Closest Points of Approach (CPA).
d. Inclination
Design specifications requiring full service to users between 75 degrees north
and south latitudes determined the inclination of the orbital planes. An inclination of 52
degrees provides full communications payload coverage at these high latitudes. Higher
inclination orbits require a larger propellant expenditure to achieve. Lower inclinations do
not provide adequate high latitude coverage.
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2. Ephemeris Parameters
The ephemeris parameters common to all satellites are listed in Table Iio 1 and
those unique to each satellite are listed in Table I1.2.
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Table II. 1. Constellation Ephemeris Parameters
Altitude (km): 1389.0
Semi-major axis (km): 7767.15
Inclination (deg): 52.0
Eccentricity: 0.0
Period (min): 113.54
3. Perturbations
Perturbations of the orbits were analyzed using the Orbital Workbench software.
All of the perturbing forces are cyclic except for solar pressure. This requires station
keeping within the orbital plane to maintain separation between the satellites but does not
require any out of plane (inclination) station keeping. Analysis results are in Appendix J.
D. GROUND COVERAGE
The constellation of satellites provides one hundred percent ground coverage between
75 degrees north and 75 degrees south latitudes. The representative ground track of one
satellite over a 72 hour period is depicted in Figure II-2. Each satellite passes over the same
point on the ground every 72 hours.
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TableII.2. IndividualSatelliteEphemerisParameters
Satellite
(plane/
number)
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
3-1
3-2
Right
Ascension
(deg)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
45.0
45.0
True Satellite
Anomaly (plane/
(deg) number)
0.0 5-1
60.0 5-2
120.0 5-3
180.0 5-4
240.0 5-5
300.0 5-6
7.5 6-1
67.5 6-2
Right
Ascension
(deg)
180.0
180.0
180.0
180.0
180.0
180.0
225.0
225.0
True
Anomaly
(deg)
30.0
90.0
150.0
210.0
270.0
330.0
37.5
97.5
45.0 127.5 6-3 225.0 157.5
45.0 187.5 6-4 225.0 217.5
45.0 247.5 6-5 225.0 277.5
307.5 6-6
15.0 7-1
45.0
90.0
225.0
,.,0.0
270.090.0 75.0 7-2
3-3 90.0 135.0
3-4 90.0 195.0
3-5 90.0 255.0
90.03-6
4-1 135.0
135.0
337.5
45.0
105.0
7-3 270.0 165.0
7-4 270.0 225.0
7-5 270.0 285.0
270.0315.0 7-6
22.5 8-1
4-2 135.0 82.5 8-2
4-3 135.0 142.5 8-3
4-4 135.0 202.5 8-4
262.5 8-5
135.0
4-5
4-6 322.5 8-6
315.0
315.0
315.0
315.0
315.0
315.0
345.0
52.5
112.5
172.5
232.5
292.5
352.5
2O
FigureII-2. SatelliteGroundTrack(72hoursperiod)
1. Numberof Satellitesin View
The constellationprovidesfor a minimumof two satellitesin view at anyone
time. Up to four satellitesmaybewithin auser'sfield of view at once,dependinguponthe
latitudeof the user. Three satellitesare within the field of view of any user in the
continentalUnitedStatesat all timessincecoveragecircleswill overlapmore at higher
latitudesthanattheequator. For arepresentativeinstantin their orbits,coveragecirclesof
all 48 satellitesaredepictedin Figure1I-3.
2. Highest Power Demand Ground Track
The satellite ground track producing the highest power requirements is shown
in Figure II-4. Although multiple satellites are able to distribute the incoming
communications circuit loads, the track which proceeds north along the east coast of the
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Figure II-3. Coverage Circles for Entire Constellation.
United States requires maximum power consumption and is immediately followed by a
southerly course across western Europe, which also requires significant power. This track
drives the thermal and electrical system designs of the spacecraft. Satellite useage and hence
electrical power generation and thermal heat dissipation requirements are maximum when
satellites are overhead these high population areas while mobile users are commuting to and
from the workplace.
3. Locations of Ground Sites
Two ground stations will be used for Telemetry, Tracking and Control (TT&C).
One will be placed on the west coast of the United States and the other on the east coast.
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Figure II-4. Worst Case Orbit.
These two locations provide sufficient updates to the satellites. The west coast ground station
is planned to be in the Los Angeles area and the east coast station is planned to be on the
coast of Virginia. Table II.3 lists relative rise and set times for one satellite as seen from
each ground station over a 72 hour period.
Due to TT&C stations locations satellites can receive TT&C transmissions from
the ground stations during about 51 out of every 72 hour ground track revisit period. For
the remaining 21 hours (two continous 10.5 hour periods), the satellite is not in contact with
either ground station. This occurs between the time the ascending node precesses such that
the satellite passes west of Los Angeles until the time that the Virginia site can reacquire it.
f,<
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TableI1.3. GroundStationContact
Va = CoastalVirginia
LA = LosAngeles
Time GS Event Tim_ GS Event Time GS Event
00:06:00 Va rise 24:39:00 LA rise 49:11:00 LA rise
00:23:00 Va set 24:41:00 Va rise 49:17:00 Va rise
01:57:00 LA rise 24:46:00 LA set 49:24:00 LA set
02:06:00 Va rise 24:59:00 Va set 49:34:00 Va set
02:13:00 LA set 26:32:00 LA rise 51:07:00 LA rise
02:22:00 Va set 26:42:00 Va rise 51:19:00 Va rise
03:55:00 LA rise 26:49:00 LA set 51:24:00 LA set
04:08:00 Va rise 26:58:00 Va set 51:34:00 Va set
04:12:00 LA set 28:32:00 LA rise 53:08:00 LA rise
04:22:00 Va set 28:44:00 Va rise 53:20:00 Va rise
05:58:00 LA rise 28:48:00 LA set 53:23:00 LA set
06:08:00 Va rise 28:59:00 Va set 53:35:00 Va set
06:11:00 LA set 30:35:00 LA rise 55:11:00 LA rise
06:24:00 Va set 30:44:00 Va rise 55:19:00 Va rise
08:00:00 LA rise 30:47:00 LA set 55:24:00 LA set
08:07:00 Va rise 31:00:00 Va set 55:37:00 Va set
08:13:00 LA set 32:35:00 LA rise 57:11:00 LA rise
08:24:00 Va set 32:43:00 Va rise 57:19:00 Va rise
09:59:00 LA rise 32:50:00 LA set 57:27:00 LA set
10:08:00 Va rise 33:00:00 Va set 57:34:00 Va set
10:15:00 LA set 34:34:00 LA rise 59:10:00 LA rise
10:19:00 Va set 34:51:00 LA set 59:27:00 LA set
11:58:00 LA rise 36:34:00 LA rise 61:12:00 LA rise
12:14:00 LA set 36:48:00 LA set 61:20:00 LA set
22:45:00 Va rise 47:19:00 Va rise 70:00:00 Va rise
22:58:00 Va set 47:35:00 Va set 70:09:00 Va set
71:54:00 Va rise
Notes:
(1)
(2)
Minimum of 10 degrees elevation angle from ground sight.
Time scale is elapsed time, relative from the beginning of the simulation.
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E. LAUNCH SEQUENCE
The launch sequence entails selection of the launch vehicle (which also sets the launch
site) and determining launch windows and injection orbits. The satellites are configured to
utilize both Delta and Ariane as launch vehicles.
1. Launch Windows
Actual launch windows are hard to determine since they depend upon which
orbital plane is to be launched. The launch of the first plane of satellites will determine the
launch windows for the following planes in order to provide minimum repositioning of the
injection orbital plane for propellant and weight savings considerations. The first plane may
be launched at any time since precession will occur; relative spacing between orbital planes
is the impo_.ant factor. Adjacent planes need not be launched consecutively, either. The
plane most easily accessible may be launched next.
2. Injection Orbit
The launch vehicle will place the satellite stacks into an injection orbit which is
slightly elliptic, but within the same plane as the operational orbit. The injection orbit was
chosen to allow for one satellite to be transferred into its operational orbit for every three
injection orbits. This requires minimum repositioning of the satellite to reach its operational
station. The parameters for the transfer orbit are listed in Table II.4.
F. ON-ORBIT MANEUVERS
Satellites will be required to undergo a series of orbital adjustments over their lifetime.
The propulsion system is designed to include these maneuvers.
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TableII.4. InjectionOrbit Parameters
Semi-majoraxis(kin): 8052.22
Eccentricity: 0.035
Inclination(deg): 52.0
Radius at apogee (kin): 8337.30
Radius at perigee (kin): 7767.15
Period (rain): 119.85
1. Operational Orbit Injection Sequence "
The satellite will be required to perform a velocity change maneuver to enter a
circular orbit from the injection orbit. The velocity increment required to circularize the
orbit is 149.39 meters per second. All satellites will need to fine tune their positions within
the orbital plane with respect to the first satellite injected.
2. Repositioning
Satellite repositioning will not be required. If one satellite fails, there is
sufficient overlap to continue full service over most of the surface of the Earth. Remaining
satellites will not be redistributed within the plane in order to maintain the required phasing
to prevent collisions with satellites in the other planes.
3. Station Keeping
All perturbing forces are cyclic except for solar pressure forces. Out of plane
station keeping is not required. Maintaining separation of the satellites within the plane is
the only station keeping required. Less propellant is required for in plane station keeping
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thanfor outof planestationkeeping,decreasingtheweightof thesatelliteandloweringthe
unit costof placingit in orbit.
4. Deorbit
The satellites will be deorbited at the end of their useful life. Propellant for
deorbiting the satellites is included in the propellant budget.
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G. ON-ORBIT STORAGE AND REACTIVATION OF SPARES
One on-orbit spare per orbit was originally planned, but the size of the stowed
configuration in the shroud limited the number of satellites per launch to six instead of seven.
The spare satellite was to be stored within the same orbital plane as the ones it would
replace. The spare would remain in a dormant mode, requiring only housekeeping power
to monitor the ground stations and maintain its position, until it was needed. Reactivation
would be accomplished using a TT&C transmission upon discovery of a failed satellite. This
ensured minimal propellant on board for repositioning the spare to its operational station.
To minimize the amount of propellant in the satellites and to maintain identical designs
for every spacecraft, all adjacent satellites between the spare and the failed satellite would
have been shifted 60 degrees to fill the gap made by the nonfunctional satellite. For
example, if satellite number 4 failed and the spare was located between satellites 1 and 2,
satellite 3 would move into 4's position, 2 into 3's position, and the spare would move into
2's position. Enough propellant would have been added to each satellite to perform one 60
degree repositioning maneuver.
27
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B. G EaNF.RA L DESCRIPTION
The satellite is built around three major component sections: the main body, the
phased array antenna and the solar army. The main body is a rectangular parallelepiped
measuring 1.14 x 0.98 x 0.60 meters, constructed of aluminum honeycomb. All
subsystem components, with the exception of the phased array and solar panels, are
housed in this structure. The phased array antenna is attached to the Earth face and the
two solar army panels deploy from the + and - X faces. In its stowed configuration, the
satellite measures 1.40 x 1.40 x 0.78 m. Launch mass for each satellite is 397 kg. SLD
mass is 217.2 kg which yields a total launch vehicle payload mass of 2599.2 kg, well
under the Delta II's 3300 kg limit for a 52 degree inclination, 1389 km altitude
operational orbit. The main body shell surrounds a single spherical fuel tank and
individual satellite components as displayed in figure III-1. Careful consideration was
given to minimize center of mass (cm) offset while maintaining thermal heat balance.
Appendix C contains a list of component masses and locations.
1. + Z (Earth) Panel
The size and orientation requirements of the payload antenna severely limit
the amount of space available on the earth face. Only those systems that absolutely must
be in view of the earth are allowed on the external side of the panel; therefore, only the
TT&C and payload C-Band antennas are mounted at the center and both ends of the X
axis, alternated with the two earth sensors. Internally, a 100 amp magnetic torque rod
is centered on the -Y side of the panel, parallel to the X axis. Mounting and attaching
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Figure III-1 Exploded View
2. - Z (Anit-Earth) Panel
Attached to the anti-earth face are two 2.2 N station keeping thrusters,
mounted near the North-East and South-West comers. The sun sensor is also located near
the Northwest comer.
3. + X (North) Panel
The +X panel, shown in figure III.2, supports systems and equipment which
are not thermally critical and need not be installed on a thermal cold plate. Among the
i\ / 3
/4
I - Torque rod
2 - Power con±rot unit (PCU)
3 - Thermal con±rot unl± (TCU)
Figure III-2 Plus X Face
systems installed on this panel are one of two Solar Array Drives Assemblies (SADA's)
and one of two bias momentum wheels, both located in the middle of the panel along the
Z axis. The Timing Control Unit (TCU), which must be kept in close proximity to the
phased array to reduce signal losses, is located on the western half of the panel, as is the
Power Control Unit (PCU). Two 2.2 N thrusters are mounted in opposite corners of the
+X panel.
4. -X (South) Panel
The second SADA and momentum wheel assemblies are located along the Z
axis, directly opposite their counterparts as shown in figure 1II.3. The attitude control
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Figure 111-3 Minus X Face
computer is east of centerline and a 100 amp magnetic torque rod is west of centerline
parallel to the Z axis. Two 2.2 N station keeping thrusters are at opposite comers
diagonally opposite their counterparts on the +X axis.
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5. +Y (East) Panel
The +Y panel, illustrated in figure III-4, serves as the cold plate for the
active thermal control system. Thermally activated louvers are mounted to a panel-size
[ - Re_ote con_ro[ un;t (RCu)
2 - _eMote tPacR;ng un, t (RTU)
3 - Battery
4 - L/C b_nd tronsponder
2
4
3
z
Figure III-4 Plus Y Face
radiator which is in turn mounted to the outboard side of the coldplate panel. A thermal
capacitor covers the inboard face and serves to conduct heat away from the attached
payload equipment. Structural and dynamic restrictions necessitate splitting the Ni-H_
battery into four equal units. In this configuration the moments of inertia are more
evenly distributed and also permitted the use of a single, standard sized fuel tank. One
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six-cellbattery is mountedalongeachof theearthandanti-earthedges. Betweenthem,
on oppositesidesof the Z axis, areoneof the two RemoteControl Units (RCU's) and
the L-to-C Transponder.
6. -Y (West) Panel
The -Y panel is identical to the +Y panel with the exception that its
transponder is C-to-L as depicted in figure III-5.
I - B_tery
2 - Re_o_e Trockln@ Unl_ (RTU)
4
3
3 - L/C bond _cronsponder
4 - Remo±e Con1_rot Unl+. (RCU)
z
Figure 111-5 Minus Y Face
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7. Planar Array Antenna
The six panel antenna folds up across the outboard side of the +Z face.
When deployed, the two center panels remain fixed while the remaining panels are
hinged to deploy in the +X+Z and -X+Z directions.
8. Solar Arrays
The two solar array wings are connected to the satellite via the SADA's.
Each wing is stowed as four deployable panels stacked parallel to their respective X
panels. Once deployed, they provide 7.14 m 2 of surface area.
El MASS SU_D, IARY
Table III-1 presents mass summaries for each spacecraft system.
Do POWER SU_EMARY
Electric power requirements are summarized in Table III-2.
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Table Ill-1 S _stem Component Masses
Subsystem Mass (kg)
Attitude Control System 31.89
Electrical Power System 109.93
Propulsion System 19.39
Thermal Control System 27.70
Structure 42.51
Payload 60.00
TT&C 12.00
Dry Mass 303.42
Propellant 57.17
Wet Mass 360.59
10% Mass Margin 36.10
Total Mass 396.69
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Table III.2 System Power Requirements
System/Component Nominal Power (W)
Communications 600
TT&C 12
Propulsion 18
Attitude Control 32
Electrical Power Control 40
Thermal 30
Wiring Harness 20
5 % Margin 40
Total 792
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IV. LAUNCH VEHICLE INTEGRATION
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Scope
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a. Operational Requirements
The launch vehicle integration effort must ensure compatibilty between
the satellite launch package and the requirements imposed by the selected launch vehicle.
In order to minimize program deployment costs, an entire operational orbit plane of the
constellation will be placed on orbit using a single launch vehicle. To this end, the
integration effort must allow for the dispensing of six satellites by the Delta II upper
stage. To meet the operational requirement of a six satellite deployment per launch
vehicle, a Satellite Launch Dispenser (SLD) design was incorporated into the program
objectives.
b. Functional Requirements
The SLD must provide structural support to withstand the vibrational
modes and acceleration loads imposed by the launch vehicle. SLD design must ensure
that each satellite need only support its own mass during launch, and hence the SLD must
support the loads placed on the combined satellite package. The SLD must additionally
provide for the equipment support interface between the satellites and the launch vehicle
prior to depoyment and for the proper dispensing of each satellite as appropriate.
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Therefore, the SLD mustbecompatiblewith therespectivelaunchvehicleadaptorring
andremainrigidly affixed to theupperstageof the vehiclethroughoutflight.
c. Restrictions
Although program objectives are td maintain scheduling flexibility by
retaining the capability to use either the Delta II or the Ariane IV launch vehicles, the
integration requirements imposed by the Delta II are significantly more restrictive than
those imposed by the Ariane IV. Therefore, the launch vehicle integration effort is
primarily concerned with ensuring design comaptability with the Delta II launch vehicle.
2. Method
a. Alternatives Explored
The decision to use a SLD assembly over simply stacking the spacecraft
was based on several attractive design advantages. The primary benefit comes from
simplification of the spacecraft body itself. Since the SLD is designed to withstand the
composite system load, each individual spacecraft need only support its organic launch
loads, simplifying the structure of each spacecraft and eliminating the need for the
spacecraft structure to be capable of supporting the launch loads of the spacecraft stacked
above it. Additionally the mounting and deployment mechanisms interference with other
systems is minimized. A noteworthy benefit of the SLD is that a single malfunction in
any one unit of the launch sequence in no way inhibits the deployment of the other
spacecraft.
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A rail system was also considered but was discarded for many of the
same reasons as the stacking scheme. The attachment points were complicated and
inevitably interfered with solar array and/or the thermal louvers. A single point launch
failure would also debilitate the remaining spacecraft from deployment
b. Tradeoffs Performed
The SLD does however require sacrifices. The SLD structure occupies
volume and mass that in no way contributes to the on orbit mission of the satellite. A
scheme whereby the satellite bodies were stacked on each other would conceivable allow
a larger and heavier spacecraft body; however, the added mass and size would contribute
solely to the deployment and launch survival capability of the satellite stack, vice added
payload capability.
Mounting the mils required that the exterior satellite faces be free of
obstructions. This restriction significantly impacted the satellite design process.
B. LAUNCH VEHICLE
1. Delta Vehicle Description
Reference 1 contains a detailed description of the Delta II launch vehicle.
The Delta II 7925, shown in Figure IV-l, is capable of putting a payload mass of
3300 kg into the required transfer orbit and subsequently into the operational orbit with
a velocity change. This mass is based on a transfer orbit with a perigee velocity of
7.289 km/sec, a perigee altitude of 1389 km and an eccentricity of 0.035. Design launch
mass in the Delta configuration is 2518.24 kg. The transfer and operational orbits are
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Figure IV-1 Delta II 7925 Launch Vehicle
presented in figure IV-2.
The Delta 7925 is a three stage launch vehicle. The SLD attaches to the
launch vehicle via the manufacturers Payload Adaptor Fitting (PAF) 3172B. The SLD
launch configuration, stowed within the Delta II long shroud, is shown in Figure IV-3.
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LFigure IV-2 Transfer and Operational Orbits
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Figure IV-3 SLD in Delta II Long Shroud
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a. First Stage
The first stage liquid-propellant booster is powered by a gimbaled main
engine initially augmented by nine externally mounted solid motor cases. The solid
propellant motor cases are jettisoned after motor burnout.
b. Second Stage
The second stage is powered by a pressure fed propulsion system. The
thrust chamber is mounted on a gimbaled system for attitude control during powered
flight. Roll, pitch an yaw are controlled by a second stage cold gas system. The second
stage guidance compartment structure houses the flight control, inertial guidance,
instrumentation, range safety, tracking and power systems.
c. Third Stage
The third stage propulsion system is a PAMSTAR 48 solid rocket motor.
An attaching adapter is used to secure the dispensing unit to the third stage.
2. Launch and Orbit Injection
a. Sequence
A typical sequence of events for the Delta II three stage mission is in
Table IV. 1.
b. Stabilizan'on
The launch vehicle third stage provides spin stabilization for the SLD
during the transfer orbit. The third stage has an organic Nutation Control System (NCS)
that is designed to maintain small cone angles of the combined upper stage and the
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Table IV. 1 Ignition Sequence
Event T'ane(sec)
First Stage
Main Engine Ignition T+ 0
Solid Motor Ignition T + 0
Solid Motor Burnout T + 59
Solid Motor Ignition
Sold Motor Separation
Solid Motor Burnout
Sold Motor Separation
Main Engine Cutoff
Second Stage
Blow Stage I/l] Separation Bolts
Stage 11 Ignition
Faring Separation
Stage II Engine Cutoff (S1)
Stage H Engine Restart
Stage H Engine Cutoff ($2)
Third Slage
Fire Spin Rockets Start Stage [] Sequencer
Separate Stage []
Stage [] Ignition
Stage [] Burnout
Spacecraft
Spacecraft Separation Begins
T+64
T+65/66
T+123
T+ 128
T+265
M+8
M+13
M+40
M+376
SI +609
S1+659
$2+50
$2+52
$2+90
$2+177
$2 + 290
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spacecraft during thruster burn for transfer orbit injection. [Ref 1] Once the upper stage
the body will de-spin prior to satellite
unit is in its proper transfer orbital plane,
dispensing.
c. Dispensing
The Delta third stage spins up to a 110 +/- 10% RPM aligning the spin
axis with the velocity vector for orbital establishment. Once the orbit is established the
Attitude Dynamics and Control System (ADCS) commences thruster firings for de-spin
to a nominal 5 RPM. [Ref 2] The Delta ADCS logic interfaces with the SLD logic to
deploy individual spacecraft, one at a time at every third return of the launch vehicle to
the transfer orbit perigee. At commanded intervals, the logic signals the explosive bolts
to release the spacecraft. As each satellite is dispensed the logic corrects the Delta ADCS
for the mass and inertia changes. In the event of a deployment failure the Delta ADCS
will be unaffected and a redundant cap will fire in the explosive bolt mechanism to
release the satellite. Each satellite is passively stable when dispensed as it will be
spinning ab_,ut its own major axis. The remaining satellites continue to be stabilized by
the third stage until they too are dispensed. As each satellite is dispensed its own three
axis stabilization system will assume satellite control as described in the Attitude
Dynamics and Control chapter.
C. GENERAL SLD DESCRIPTION
The SLD is the central controller of the satellite bodies throughout launch and
operational orbit plane positioning. The SLD places all six spacecraft in the operational
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orbital plane,dispensinga satelliteeverythird timethelaunchvehiclereturnsto perigee.
TheSLDrigidly supportseachspacecraftduringlaunchandprovidesfor their individual
dispensingfrom their SLD housing,shownin Fig IV-4. SLD logic interfaceswith the
launchvehiclelogicsfor individualspacecraftdeployment.A singledeploymentcanister
for eachlaunchvehicleis manufacturedto specification.The SLDutilizes launchvehicle
specificadapterrings for interfacewith the launchvehicleasapplicable.
load points
canister stucture
explosive bolt latch
louvers
t
Figure IV-4 Spacecraft Body in Stowed Configuration
Vertical U-channel members provide stiffness and spacing to the entire structure.
These members are fastened to honeycomb facing sheets and integrated into the box
structure as shown in Figure IV-5. The honeycomb provides a mounting surface for the
dispensing rails, and the strength to support the spacecraft during launch. Attached to
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eachrail is anexplosivebolt latchandspringmechanismfor releaseanddeploymentof
the individual spacecraft.As thesatelliteleavestheSLD, anumbilical connectionto the
spacecraftseparatesindicatingto the SLD/launchvehicle logics that the spacecrafthas
deployed. The physicalcharacteristicsof theSLD aregivenin Table IV.2.
structural members
_o_ _i_ assem_/
/
V
2 558cm _
81.4cm
506.299cm
adapter mal_g stJrfac
I _,52cm I I
I 157.08cm
__ 1.5cm
Figure IV-5 Satellite Launch Dispenser (SLD)
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Table IV.2 SLD Characteristics
I,=
217.2 kg
571.2 kg m 2
657.7 kg m 2
217.7 kg m 2
D. SLD COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
1. Dispensing Rails
a. Design
The upper slide rails are attached to the honeycomb facing sheets. The
deployment rail system, as depicted in Figure IV-6, has its own beating race that rigidly
I
i
I
t
Figure IV-6 Dispensing Rail Assembly
supports the structure in any gravitational environment, as well as providing rotational
stiffness during launch and vehicle spin up. Thus the rail design allows for motion in one
direction only. Prior to separation, motion along the axis is constrained by the explosive
bolt and latch mechanism. Table IV.3 presents dispensing rail physical characteristics.
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Oncef'tredthebolt releasesfrom thenut andthe springforcesthetwo rail halvesapart,
thus dispensing the satellite body. As the satellite leaves the SLD, the umbilical
connectionbreaksindicatingpositiveseparationto theSLD logics.
TableIV.3 Rail Characteristics
muter
Iyy
I77
Factor of safety
13 kg
1.12 kg
39.5 kg/cm 2
39.5 kg/cm 2
.0432 kg m2
1.273 kg m2
1.314 kg m 2
80.3
2. Latch
The latch mechanism shown in Figure IV-7 is fully integrated into the
deployment rail. The spring is preloaded as the satellite is loaded into the SLD prior to
launch. The latch is an explosive bolt, that is command fired pyrotechnically. Each
satellite requires two explosive bolts (one per rail system) and each bolt contains two
electrically fired caps for redundancy.
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Boltcatcher i
mountedto._telite
Figure IV-7 Explosive Bolt Latch and Spring Assembly
3. Honeycomb Panels
The honeycomb panel is 2.54 cm thick Titanium. Dimensions are shown in
Figure IV-8. This panel configuration was chosen for its mass and shear properties.
[Ref 6] An overview of the panel characteristics is given in Table IV.4.
Figure IV-8 Honeycomb Assembly
4. Structural Members
The U-Channel members provide spacing and rigidity to the SLD. The
U-Channels depicted in Figure IV-9 are positioned as shown in Fig IV-10 to allow
clearance between the shroud and the SLD, while still giving the overall structure
stiffness and a mounting surface for panel fastening brackets. Dimensions and
characteristics are presented in Table IV.5.
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TableIV.4 PanelCharacteristics
R=length 1.52m
r = width 1.00m
too_ 2.54cm
t,_ .899mm
tr_ 2.558 cm
mass 4.37 kg
I,_ 4.37 kg m 2
Iyy 10.1 kg m2
I= 14.5 kg m 2
load 1547 kg
factor of safety 1.1
*note: a 10% margin of safety is required by Ariane Aerospace Corporation for all
components flown in their Launch Vehicle.(Ref. 7)
shroud
] ,Ore
eycomb panel
1.52m
I 2.188m I
Figure IV-10 SLD Inside Delta II Shroud
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Table IV.5 U-Channel Dimensions
h 6.15cm
H 8.23cm
b 1.27cm
B 2.54cm
L
C
5.08m
1.05cm
38.7 kgm 2
Ir j 38.7 kgm 2
I,, .007 kgm 2
5. Adaptor Mating Surface
a. Dimensions
The adaptor mating surface, shown in Figure IV. 11 is compatible with
the adaptor tings for both Delta and Ariane launch vehicles. As such it has an inside
diameter (ID) to match with the Delta 3172B PAF and an outside diameter (OD) to
match the Ariane 1194A. Dimensions and characteristics are given in Table IV.6 and
Table IV.7.
Figure IV-11 Mating Surface 51
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Table IV.6 Adapter Specifications
Delta II
3172B PAF
mass
ID
OD
supports
CG
limit
57kg
876cm
958cm
3855kg
Ariane
1194A
mass 45kg
ID
OD
supports
CG limit
118.4cm
121.5cm
3500kg
3500kg
@ 2.5m
**note: CG limits not given for this adaptor. However limit for 2177kg adaptor is
2177kg @ 2.08m.
Table IV.7 Adaptor Mating Surface Dimensions
Inside Diameter 87.6 cm
Outside Diameter 121.5 cm
Thickness 1.5 cm
Mass 33.4 kg
Density 2.71 g/cm 3
Ixx 18.25 kg m 2
Iyr 18.25 kg m 2
I= 37.46 kg m _
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V. STRUCTURE
!
I
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Scope
a. Operational Requirements
The structural system is designed to provide mechanical support to all the
spacecraft systems within the framework of the spacecraft configuration. It also provides
alignments of actuators, sensors, antennas, and hunch vehicle interface [Ref 1]. The
structure must be able to survive launch loads and to isolate the other systems from the
associated stresses. Orbital requirements dictate high stiffness to prevent deployed
appendages from interacting with the spacecraft and causing attitude control disturbances.
The design launch loads used were greater than the Delta II loads in order to counteract
the large moments generated by the Spacecraft Launch Dispenser.
b. Functional Requirements
The structural configuration is designed to accommodate either a Delta
launch or an Ariane launch using the spacecraft launch dispenser described in the launch
integration section. The structural system is designed to support all of the spacecraft
components in the smallest space possible due to the large number of spacecraft to be
launched on one launch vehicle.
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2. Method
a. Design, Model, and Software
Initial design of the structural system was performed using the estimation
equations presented in Chapter 4 of Ref 1. After the configuration was finalized,
Microsoft Excel 3.0 was used to calculate the spacecraft mass, moments of inertia,and
center of mass offset. Calculations are presented in Appendix C. The GIFTS Finite
Element Analysis Program was used to model the spacecraft in its final stowed
configuration. For stiffness calculations, the spacecraft's panels were modeled as solid
panels using an equivalent thickness calculated by setting the stiffness for an isotropic
panel equal to the stiffness for a honeycomb panel.
b. Restrictions and Alternatives
The rectangular frame structure is used due to requirements for attaching
the spacecraft to the Spacecraft Launch Dispenser (SLD). This allowed the launch loads
to be distributed to the frame. A central tube structure was rejected because of space
requirements, load distribution, and dispenser ejection requirements.
The cold plates are sized for both structural and thermal control
requirements. These panels are fabricated from solid aluminum instead of honeycomb
like the remainder of the other panels in order to meet both thermal control and structural
requirements.
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B. GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIFrION
The structural system consists of a frame of rectangular tubing with panels attached
to all sides. The pitch axis panels provide structural support for the majority of the
equipment and the thermal control system. The roll axis panels support the minor heat
generating equipment and the solar arrays. The earth panels are primarily designed to
provide a mounting surface for the phased array antenna. The anti-earth panel is used
as an access panel for construction and integration, and as an attachment face for the
second Tr&c antenna, which is incorporated for unusual attitude recovery.
The propellent tank supports consist of a ring around the diameter of the propellent
tank with 2 inch outside diameter tubing attached to the bottom earth face rectangular
frame.
C. iNDIVIDUAL COMPONENT DESCRII_ION
The structural system is composed of an aluminum rectangular frame which serves
as the primary load bearing structure, and attached aluminum honeycomb face panels and
thermal control system cold plates which support the equipment components of other
spacecraft systems.
1. Rectangular Frame
The rectangular frame consists of two sizes of rectangular cross-sectional
tubing. The lateral tubing is 2.0 inch by 1.5 inch outside diameter 6061-T6 aluminum
tubing with 1/8" wall thickness. The 2.0 inch face is aligned parallel with the Z axis to
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absorblaunchloadsandmaximizetheareamomentof inertia andto minimizethe beam
deflection. Figure V-1 depictsa cross-sectionalview of the tubing.
tie,
Figure V-1 Cross-sectional View of Lateral Tubing
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Theaxial tubingconsistsof 1.5inch by 1inch outsidediameteraluminum6061-T6
tubing with 1/8" wall thickness. The largefaceis orientedtowardstheX axis. Figure
V-2 depictsa cross-sectionalview of thetubing.
• II
LI8' ! I12'
Figure V-2 Cross-sectional View of Axial Tubing
2. Equipment Panels
The honeycomb equipment panels are constructed of 6061- T6 aluminum, are
designed to support 54 kilograms of component mass under 36 g's of dynamic loading
and have a fundamental frequency above 30 Hz. The panels are not designed to absorb
launch loads but simply to hold equipment in place and provide alignment for various
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components. Initial design used the estimation equations from Ref 1. The calculations
were performed with a spreadsheet and are summarized in Appendix C. Figure V-3
illustrates a typical panel.
1 m
Figure V-3 Typical Honeycomb Panel
In addition to providing the spacecraft structure system mass budget, Table V. 1 lists the
values for the face skin thickness (t) and the core thickness (h). The + Y panels act as
the cold plate for the thermal control system and are solid aluminum 6061-T6 plate.
6O
TableV. 1 SpacecraftStructureMassSummary
Component Mass(kg)
+ Z Honeycomb Panels 3.60
(h=25.4 ram, t=.2mm)
+ X Honeycomb Panels 2.02
(h=25.4 ram, t=.2mm)
+ Y Panels(Cold Plates) 11.2
(t=3.5mm)
+X Lateral Tubing 3.368
+ Y Lateral Tubing 2.896
Axial Tubing 1.248
Dispenser Rails 2.38
Misc.( Brackets & Struts) 15
Total 41.7
D. SYSTEM INTEGRATION
1. Spacecraft Properties
After the configuration was finalized, the spacecraft mass, center of mass
offset, and total moments of inertia were calculated for various propellent loads and
configurations. The results are summarized in Table V.2. Calculations are presented
in Appendix C.
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Staticloadswereappliedto the model in the threecoordinatedirections. It
shouldbenotedthatthemodelaxesdonotcorrespondto theactualspacecraftcoordinate
axes. The modelaxesare listed below:
- X_is: Corresponds to the spacecraft's pitch (y) axis. The model's X axis
corresponds to the radiator side of the spacecraft.
- Y_is: Corresponds to the spacecraft's yaw (z) axis. This corresponds to the
earth and anti-earth sides of the spacecraft.
- _: Corresponds to the spacecraft's roll (x) axis. This corresponds to the
spacecraft's side where the antenna and array are deployed.
The load cases are listed below:
- Load case 1: Corresponds to a 8.5 g load in the model's y axis.
- Load case 2: Corresponds to a 15 g load in the model's z axis.
- Load case 3: Corresponds to a 15 g load in the model's x axis.
The results of the three applied static load cases on the modeled structural members
are depicted in figures V-4 through V-6. Table V.3 summarizes the static analysis.
With a margin of safety of 1.1, the 15g static load produced the greatest structural
deflections in the spacecraft +/- X axis panels, as shown in Von Mises plot in figure V-
7. This of highest stress experienced a maximum loaded deflection of only 1.6 mm, thus
providing more than adequate structural rigidity. Although the structural members are
somewhat over designed in strength, a reduction in the size of the frame to optimize for
static load strength would produce only a modest mass savings.
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Figure V-4 Load Case 1 Static Plot
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Table V.3 StructuralStaticAnalysisSummary
Category Load Case1 Load Case2 Load Case3
Max Translationa 1.03 1.6 .48
1Deflection (ram)
Max Rotational 4.8E-3 7.76E-3 1.38
Deflection
(radians)
Margin of Safety 12 1.1 76
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Figure V-7 Load Case 2 Von Mises Plot
3. Dynamic Analysis
The dynamic analysis was performed on the first six modes of the spacecraft.
Table V.4 lists the first six modal frequencies and eigenvalues of the spacecraft. Figures
V-8 through V-19 alternately present mode shape and mode vector plots for the first six
dynamic modes of the spacecraft structure. With the exception of the +/- X face panels,
the structure meets the Delta II fundamental frequency constraints of greater than 35 Hz
axial and greater than 15 HZ lateral [-Ref. 2]. While both forms of data plots depict
structural deflection, the fundamental mode shape vector plots most clearly indicate the
deflections of only the +/- X axis panels at the axial frequency of 19.18 HZ. An
attempt to stiffen the affected panels by increasing their thickness resulted in an excessive
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mass addition. A diagonal stiffener added to the +/- X panel exterior surfaces is
believed to be a viable solution to the fundamental frequency problem with those panels.
Time constraints and lack of computer resource availability precluded a thorough analysis
of the proposed solution, which would require a modification to the finite elenent model.
No modification is required to the +/- Y axis and +/- Z axis panels, or to the frame or
propellant tank support structures. Further testing of a modified model is therefore
recommended. Such a solution is not forseen to adversely impact integration efforts at
the subsystem, system, spacecraft or SLD / launch vehicle level.
TableV.4 Dynamic Analysis Summary
Mode Frequency (cps) Eigenvalue
1 19.18 1.41123D+04
2 19.18 1.41198D+04
3 27.80 3.00984D +04
4 27.80 3.01006D+04
5 42.55 7.04571D+04
6 42.55 7.04681D +04
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Figure V-8 Fundamental Mode Plot
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Figure V-9 Fundamental Mode Vector Plot
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Figure V-13 Third Mode Shape Vector Plot
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VI. PAYLOAD
A. INTRODUCTION
A detailed description of the payload is presented in the GLOBALSTAR FCC
Licensing Request [Ref. 1].
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1. Requirements
a. Mission
The mission of the satellite constellation is to provide a conduit for voice,
data, messaging, and position location information for cellular telephone users when
those users are not within range of a terrestrial cellular telephone network. Coverage
extends from 75 degrees Noi'th to 75 degrees South latitude. To complete a
communications link, both the user and a gateway must be in the field of view of at least
one spacecraft. Contractor data indicates that the Radio Determination Satellite Service
(RDSS) can provide position accuracies of approximately one mile for single satellite
operations and approximately 200 meters when two satellites are in view.
b. Frequency and Data Rate
The uplink and downlink between users and the spacecraft are L-Band,
from 1610.0 to 1626.5 MHz. Gateway to spacecraft links are C-Band, with the uplink
from 6525.0 to 6541.5 MHz and the downlink from 5199.5 to 5216.0 MHz. User
equipment provides voice and data encoding/decoding at a variable rate of 1.2 to 9.6
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kilo-bits persecond(KBPS). Thecardersignalis bursttransmittedto andfrom satellites
at a bit rate of 28.8 KBPS. Encodingand decodingis accomplishedon theground to
minimize spacecraftmassandcost, thusthe spacecraftactsasa transponderonly, with
noon-boarddataprocessing.
2. Summary of System Operation
a. Operating Scheme
The GLOBALSTAR concept, which is presented in detail in Ref. 1,
provides communications for a maximum number of users with a minimum of bandwidth
by employing a combination of antenna beam separation, Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), and Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA). Six elliptical spot beams provide coverage over the spacecraft
footprint. At any one time, two of these elliptical beams are active and using the same
frequency range, but are widely separated on the ground, providing frequency re-use of
the full band. The L-Band is divided into 13 sub-bands of 1.25 MHz each to provide
FDMA. Spread spectrum techniques (CDMA) are used for signal transmission within
each sub-band. To provide TDMA, a system of beam hopping is used. During each 10
milliseconds (ms) of a 60 millisecond duty cycle, two antennas are enabled. Each uses
the same spectrum band, so the transponder system relies on signal coding to properly
direct the information flow. The first 30 ms of the duty cycle is allotted for
transmission, and the second 30 ms is allotted for reception. This technique is illustrated
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in Appendix D.
spacecraft.
b.
The methodology above yields a total of 2626 full duplex channels per
Gateway Functions
The gateways are data encryption/ de-cryption facilities that link the
spacecraft in view with the Public Service Telephone Network (PSTN). Each gateway
contains four antennas. One antenna is dedicated for each of the nearest three spacecraft
overhead and one remains ready for the next acquisition. Each antenna is two meters in
diameter, has a transmit Effective Isotropic Radiator Power (EIRP) of 32.2 to 44.2 dBW
per burst per 1.25 MHz, and a gain of 40.2 dBi (dB isoflux) at 6500 MHz. The
antennas are parabolic and passively track the spacecraft using ground generated
ephemeris data. The gateway provides for the handoff of communication links from one
spacecraft to another as each passes out of view. When a gateway is receiving a single
user's transmission from multiple spacecraft, the signal with the highest amplitude is
chosen.
c. User Equipment Functions
When in range of a cellular telephone network, user equipment is
designed to operate as a normal cellular telephone. When out of cell range, the user
device links, via an overhead spacecraft, to a telecommunications gateway and,
subsequently, to the PSTN. To the user, the user equipment is a cellular telephone with
the added convenience of an RDSS position locator. The spacecraft communication link
is a transparent function. When a cellular network carrier wave cannot be detected by
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the unit, it broadcastson the L-Band link to spacecraftoverhead. Voice and dataare
encrypted/decryptedat a variable rate of 1.2 to 9.6 KBPS, and the carrier signal is
transmittedand receivedat a bit rate of 28.8 KBPS during 10 millisecondbursts. A
standaloneunit capableof position locationonly is alsoplannedfor production.
d. TT&C Station Functions
One TT&C station on each coast of the continental United States actively
tracks each spacecraft as it passes overhead to maintain a central library of current
ephemeris data for the constellation. These ephemeris data are sent to all of the
gateways to allow for system-wide passive tracking. The TT&C stations also provide
the commands to each spacecraft necessary for orbit corrections. The use of TT&C
stations eliminates the need for autonomous spacecraft orbit corrections, thereby reducing
spacecraft complexity and unit cost. Tr&c operations are covered in more detail in
chapter VII.
B. SYSTEM DESIGN AND HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
1. Link Parameters
The bandwidth of an individual channel is 1.25 MHz, providing 13 channels
over the allotted L-Band frequency range. Link distances are different, depending on
which spacecraft antenna is in use. For the two nadir pointing antennas, the nominal
range is 1486 kin. The mid-range antennas have a nominal range of 2108 kin, and the
far-range antennas have a nominal range of 2985 kin. These ranges are the respective
distances from the spacecraft to the centroid of each antenna pattern ellipse. Individual
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antennagainsarevariedto presentthetransponderwith signalstrengthsthat are largely
independentof theuser'sdistancefrom thespacecraft.A bit error rateof lessthan 10 .6
is required for data transmission, and the signal to noise ratio is contractor specified at
15.0 dBW on the L-Band.
2. Equipment Parameters
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gain) ellipses which cover the footprint of the spacecraft as shown in figure VI-1.
pattern is physically symmetric with respect to the spacecraft's velocity vector.
Spacecraft Antenna Gains
The spacecraft L-Band antenna pattern consists of six isoflux (constant
The
For
beams 1 and 6, each antenna has a gain of 4.0 dB with a transmit power of 19 Watts
(12.8 dBW). For beams 2 and 5, each antenna has a gain of 5.5 dB with a transmit
power of 21 Watts (13.2 dBW). For beams 3 and 4, each antenna has a gain of 6.5 dB
with a transmit power of 12 Watts (10.8 dBW). Beams 3 and 4 are nadir pointing, so
there is no overlap of coverage with other satellites for these two antennas. The two C-
Band antennas have a gain of 3.0 dB with a transmit power of 0.66 Watt (-1.8 dBW).
Refer to Appendix D for more details.
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Figure VI-1 L-Band Antenna Spot Beams
b. Gateway Antenna Gains
Each ground station antenna is a parabolic dish with a diameter of two
meters. Gain is 40.2 dB at 6.5 GHz. The transmitter EIRP per burst (10 ms) is 32.2
to 44.2 dBW (1660 to 26,300 Watts).
c. User Equipment
The user device employs a quadrifilar helix or patch type antenna. The
RF power generated by a cellular-type device is 10 Watts peak and 0.67 Watts RMS.
A nominal power of 6 Watts was used for calculation purposes. Gain is 3.0 dB.
d. Component Noise Temperatures
Noise temperatures for the L-Band Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) are
75°K for both the uplink and downlink. In the C-Band, the LNA noise temperatures are
170°K for the uplink and 65°K for the downlink. Ground-based antenna (gateways and
user equipment) noise temperatures are taken to be 290°K. The spacecraft antenna noise
temperatures are 150°K and 200°K for the C- and L-Band antennas, respectively.
Composite or total thermal noise temperatures are 460°K and 365°K for the C- and L-
Band uplinks, respectively, and 178.8°K and 264°K for the C- and L-Band downlinks,
respectively.
e. Mass and Power Budgets
The electrical power and mass budgets for the payload are summarized
in Tables VI. 1 and VI.2.
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Table VI.1 PayloadMassBudget
Component Quantity Mass (kg)
C-Band Antenna 2 1 (Each)
L-Band Antenna 6 10 (Total)
C-L Band Transponder 1
L-C Band Transponder 1
1
20
20
Timing and Control Unit 8
Total 11 60
Table VI.2 Payload Power Budget
Peak Load 827.6 Watts
Peak Transmitted Power 43.32 Watts
Peak Thermal Dissipation 784.28 Watts
3. Losses
a. Link Losses
The major contributor to link losses is free space propagation loss. This
varies from a minimum of -159.5 dB between the user and a spacecraft directly overhead
to -167.8 dB over the maximum link distance, 3461 km (for a minimum 10 degree
elevation angle). Other losses include a -0.5 to -1.0 dB polarization loss, a 0.0 to -1.0
dB tracking misalignment loss, and typically a 0 dB (1 Watt) atmospheric attenuation
loss.
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b. Interference Effects
(1) Self lnterference
Within each 1.25 MHz sub-band, multiple information signals
overlap. However, the spread spectrum approach using chip-synchronized orthogonal
codes minimizes interference between duplex channels.
(2) Fading
Multipath interference or fading is minimized since there is
typically more than one spacecraft overhead the user. Terrain or man-made blockage is
always a factor, though minimal at lower latitudes. Near the 75 degree latitude limit,
however, the user must be aware that there must be a line of sight to spacecraft orbiting
at a lower latitude. It was assumed by the contractor for link calculations that 30 percent
of the user equipment will be vehicle-mounted and 70 percent will be hand-held. Of the
vehicle-mounted equipment, 10 percent was assumed to be in the faded state, and of the
hand-held equipment, 20 percent was assumed faded. Refer to Appendix D for tabulated
results from the link calculations.
(3) Outside Interference
As with self interference, the use of spread spectrum techniques
minimizes any interference from outside sources. This is referred to as the "anti-jam"
capability inherent in CDMA technology.
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4. Antenna Design
a. Requirements
(1) Design Criteria
To obtain the greatest amount of communications capacity,
frequency re-use is essential. This dictates a spot beam antenna architecture. Strict
beam shaping requirements and constraints of minimum mass and stowed volume within
the launch vehicle result in the choice of a group of planar phased arrays. The use of
elliptical spot beams distributed parallel to the spacecraft velocity vector eliminates the
need for handoffs between beams as the spacecraft traverses overhead.
(2) Operating Bands
Permission for operation in the L-Band is contingent upon
providing an RDSS position location service. If use of the L-Band is denied, a similar
employment of spread spectrum techniques could be used elsewhere in the spectrum. C-
Band operations are standard. Two C-Band antennas are used to eliminate the need for
a diplexer, reducing system complexity, cost, and the possibility of signal crosstalk.
b. Description
The deployed payload antennas are composed of L-Band and C-Band
planar arrays. Appendix D contains the calculations used to size the arrays.
(1) L-Band Planar Arrays
The construction of the planar array antennas is modeled after a
European Space Agency (ESA) design [Ref. 2]. Each of the six planar array antennas
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is composedof a Kevlar microsheet with rectangular copper patch radiating elements
mounted on a NOMEX honeycomb substrate. NOMEX is used to provide structural
rigidity and to minimize effects of thermal cycling. On the rear face of the substrate,
Figure VI-2 Phased Array Antenna
triplate striplines are run to connect the radiating patches to the associated Beam Forming
Network (BFN). Each antenna is a 140 x 66.7 x 3.0 cm panel. Each radiating element
measures 7.20 by 5.20 cm. The elements are spaced 0.55 wavelength or 10.20 cm apart.
This produces a 9 x 4 matrix of copper antenna element patches for each panel, as shown
in Figure VI-2. Each element radiates according to a prescribed phase distribution to
both steer the elliptical beam and present a constant gain over the Earth's surface. The
two center panels are fixed to the Earth face of the spacecraft, while the outer four
panels deploy accordion style to an angle of 30 degrees from nadir to deconflict with the
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solararrays. The total planararmy dimensionsare 1.4 metersby 4.0 meters,and the
long axis of thearray is alignedwith the spacecraftvelocity vector. There is a gapof
6.6 cm betweenthe two fixed panelsto provide room for mountingthe Tr&c and C-
Band antennas and the Earth horizon sensors. Electrical connections between antenna
panels are made with coaxial conductors, as depicted in Figure VI-3.
(2) C-Band Planar Arrays
Planar array antennas were chosen over horns for the spacecraft to
gateway link to achieve a greater beamwidth with less surface area. Two C-Band planar
strip arrays are located on the centerline of the Earth face between the L-Band arrays.
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Figure VI-3 Phase Array Panel Layout
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Eachhastenpatchelementssizedfor the respectivemidbandwavelength. The distance
betweenelementsis0.55 timesthernidbandwavelength.Thedownlinkantennaelements
measure2.20 cm by 1.00 cm and are separatedby 3.20 cm. The uplink antenna
elementsmeasure1.80cm by 0.60 cm andare separatedby 2.50 cm. Materialsused
in the C-Bandarraysare the sameas for theL-Bandarrays.
5. Hardware Modules
ao L-C Band Transponder
The L-C Band Transponder receives signals sequentially from each of
the L-Band antenna beams, filters and amplifies the signals, upconverts to the C-Band,
then directs them to the C-Band transmit antenna. Synchronization is provided by the
Timing and Control Unit.
b. C-L Band Transponder
The C-L Band Transponder receives signals from the C-Band receive
antenna, filters and downconverts the signals to the L-Band, then amplifies the signals
and routes them to the proper L-Band antenna beam. Synchronization is provided by the
Timing and Control Unit.
c. lt'ming and Control Unit
The Timing and Control Unit is essentially a clock mechanism that
provides synchronization pulses to the two transponders and to the L-Band and C-Band
planar array beam forming networks. It can be reset from the ground through the TT&C
system.
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C. System Performance
1. Link Budget Calculations
a. Requirement
To minimize interference with other space and land based broadcasting
systems, power flux-densities at the Earth's surface must be below certain thresholds.
Within the C-Band, the payload power flux-density is -159 to -161 dBW/m 2 in any 4 kHz
band at any angle of arrival. Within the L-Band, the power flux-density is less than -139
dBW/m 2 in any 4 kHz band for angles of arrival between 10 and 90 degrees. Links must
provide the required margins for low power transmitters and receivers, namely mobile
users and faded users. Minimum spacecraft elevation angle is considered 10 degrees for
a successful link.
b. Description
Thorough link budget calculations have been performed by the
contractor. Summary link budgets are presented in tables in Appendix D.
2. Margins
For the satellite to user link, a 1.3 dB interference margin has been budgeted.
Thermal noise margins of 1.1, 2.7, and 1.2 dB are budgeted for beams 1 & 6, 2 & 5,
and 3 & 4, respectively. For the satellite to gateway link, there is a 1.0 dB interference
margin. Thermal noise margins are 1.0, 1.1, and 1.3 dB,
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VH. TELEMETRY TRACKING AND CONTROL
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Scope
In order to maintain positive control of and monitor health and performance
data from the spacecraft, a Telemetry Tracking and Control ('I_&C) system is required.
The TT&C system consists of two parts, a spacecraft portion and a ground portion.
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a. Operational requirements
The TT&C system must be able to communicate both spacecraft
commands and ephemeris data as well as telemeter subsystem health and performance
data. In addition, the spacecraft portion must be capable of interpreting and processing
the commands it receives on either a real time, or delayed basis. The ground based
portion of the system must not only track and communicate with the spacecraft, but it
must also provide ephemeris data to the gateway network via a Satellite Operation
Control Center (SOCC).
b. Functional requirements
(1) Spacecraft
It
The spacecraft package must provide a means for polling individual
spacecraft systems for health and performance data and storing that data until it can be
encoded and transmitted to one of two ground based tracking stations. Received
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commanddatamust bedecodedandprocessedby the TT&C system. In addition, the
system must be able to store commands for execution at a later time in order to be able
to provide for autonomous operation during those times when the spacecraft is out of the
field of view of ground stations. In order to insure that valid data are passed between the
spacecraft and ground stations, a low bit error rate (BER) must be maintained.
(2) TT&C stations
Tracking stations must be provided to facilitate communication to
and from the spacecraft. In addition, the tracking stations will provide ephemeris data to
the SOCC. Due to weight, size, and power constraints on the spacecraft, the tracking
stations' equipment must provide most of the system gain required. The tracking station
must also be able to track up to three spacecraft simultaneously.
c. Artificialities
Under normal circumstances, the thermal performance of the electrical
components could be accurately modeled using sophisticated software. Due to lack of
access to this type of software, the thermal performance could only be estimated. This
was done by taking into account the operating temperature range of standard electronic
devices such as transistors and integrated circuits. The low end operating temperature
was set by considering that receivers are more adversely affected by extreme cold than
by heat. This is due to the fact that while high temperatures degrade receiver noise
performance, extreme cold causes physical damage to circuit boards and circuit
connections. A typical receiver has a low end operating temperature of -40 degrees C.
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The high end operatingtemperatureis governedby transmitter and microprocessor
characteristics.Typically, thesedevicesgeneratea relatively large amount of heat.
Typical high end operatingtemperaturesare around84 to 90 degreesC. The thermal
radiationwasestimatedby extrapolatingfrom similar designs.
The sizeandweightof theTr&c package were also estimated from similar
system designs. Box sizes were picked which were not only reasonable but also that
allowed for future growth and increased sophistication.
2. Method
The design for this relatively simple TT&C package was arrived at by
extrapolating from similar spacecraft designs and incorporating the latest proven
technology. The basic design is a near standard, proven, Tr&c design.
a. Computer software and system models
The antenna design for the spacecraft antennas was arrived at using
Mathcad 3.0 to evaluate the theoretical performance of various antenna configurations.
The antenna design was optimized in an iterative process of trial and error and the
results are presented in Appendix E.
b. Alternatives
A design which incorporated the spacecraft transmit/receive functions into
the payload's C-band feeder signal was considered. This approach was abandoned
because it would reduce the volume of revenue generating traffic that the payload could
handle.
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A spreadspectrumTT&C signal format was also considered. A spread
spectrum signal would have not only reduced the probability of interference from other
sources, but it would also have simplified signal encryption. The spread spectrum format
was abandoned for two reasons. One, the bandwidth required far exceeds the bandwidth
necessary for the low data rate signal and two, the bandwidth required exceeds the
bandwidth of the microstrip antenna.
c. Tradeoffs
The antenna design for the spacecraft Tr&c package could have been
accomplished by using monopole antennas vice microstrip arrays. Characteristics of
several different types of antennas, including microstrip antennas, are discussed in
references 1 and 2. A monopole antenna itself is simpler than a microstrip array and due
to the small size of the antennas, the lighter weight of the microstrip array was not a
consideration. For this application, the monopole and microstrip antennas give similar
performance. Figure VII-1 shows how a basic patch is configured into an array.
Figure VII-1 Microstrip Patch Array
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A microstrip array was chosenover the monopolebecausethe low profile
microstripadheresdirectly to the spacecraftskinanddoesnot presentanappendagethat
couldbe damagedduring spacecrafthandlinganddeployment.Additionally, dueto the
configurationof the payloadantenna,a planar array, a microstrip TT&C antennafits
convenientlyin thespaceavailableon the earthfaceof the spacecraft.
B. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The spacecraftportion of the digital TI'&C system receives and executes
commands from the ground and downlinks telemetry data from spacecraft systems.
System status information is obtained via a digital databus controlled by the system's
command processor. In addition, the spacecraft package provides for limited autonomous
operation by storing command data for execution at a specified time.
The ground based portion consists of two TF&C stations located in the continental
United States that perform tracking and relay functions. The ground stations receive
telemetry data from the spacecraft and relay it along with observed ephemeris data to the
Satellite Operational Control Center (SOCC). The SOCC processes attitude control data
and originates the appropriate attitude control and spacecraft system commands. The
commands are then sent to the T-F&C stations via land line to be transmitted to the
spacecraft. In addition to issuing spacecraft commands, the SOCC also distributes
ephemeris data to the gateway network.
In order to efficiently utilize the allocated frequencies, the command uplink signal
and telemetry downlink signal are located at the edges of the C-band feeder frequency
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band,at 6.5 GHz and5.2 GHz respectively.Due to the low volumeof datathat needs
to be exchanged,a data rate of 1 kbits/s for the telemetry link and 500 bits/s for the
command link is sufficient. This requires a bandwidth of 500 Hz and 250 Hz
respectively. The flow of informationbetweenthe SOCCanda spacecraftis illustrated
in figure vn-2.
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Figure VII-2 TT&C Connectivity
C. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
The spacecraft portion of the TT&C package is completely independent of the
payload. The spacecraft TT&C package consists of two separate Remote Tracking Units
(RTU) and two Remote Command Units (RCU). This double redundancy design is
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incorporatedto enhancereliability. TheRTUsprovideencoding,decoding,modulation,
demodulation, and transmit/receive functions. The RCU interprets and performs
commandsreceivedvia uplink, actsasthedatabuscontroller,andstoressubsystemdata
for downlink.
The Tr&c station equipment consists primarily of tracking antennas, transmitters
and receivers.
1. Mass and power budgets.
The mass and power budgets for the TT&C system are shown in Table VII. 1
along with size specifications and thermal radiation parameters.
Table VII.1 Mass and Power Budget
Subsystem
RTU
RCU
Mass (kg)
7.4
4.6
Power
(Watts)
7.2
4.8
Thermal
dissipation
(Watts)
25
25
Size (cm)
45.7x45.7
x15.2
45.7x45.7
x15.2
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2. Remote Tracking Unit (RTU)
Each RTU is composed of a receiver, a transmitter, a coding section, and
antennas. Figure VII-3 shows a block diagram of a single RTU. There are two antenna
RTU
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Figure VII-3 Remote Tracking Unit (RTU)
pairs which are connected to each RTU via an RF distribution network and a failsafe
switch. The switch serves to allow only one transmit antenna to be active at a time.
During spacecraft deployment, TI'&C is accomplished primarily via the anti-earth
antenna pair. Successful deployment of the payload antenna completely unmasks the
earth-face antenna pair giving them a clear field of view. Once a successful link has
been established and the operation of each RTU has been verified, one RTU transmitter
is placed in standby and the transmit antenna switch is positioned to enable the earth-face
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transmitantenna.BothRTU receiverscontinueto function, the second one acting as a
failsafe.
a. Transmitters and Receivers
The transmitters and receivers provide the modulation and demodulation
for the data signal. Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) is used as it is particularly suited to
digital communication. A link analysis for the TT&C system as well as a summary of
system specifications are presented in Appendix E.
b. Data encryption
In addition to error correction coding, the data signal is encrypted just
before modulation and deciphered just after demodulation by a separate coding section.
This is to prevent unauthorized or inadvertent communication with the spacecraft. Error
detection and correction is accomplished via Hamming code.
c. Antennas
The TT&C antennas are composed of microstrip antenna arrays. Due to
the limited bandwidth of the microstrip antennas (12%-14% of band) and the wide
separation between uplink and downlink frequencies (1.3 MHz), a separate array is
required for the uplink and downlink signals. To ensure the ability to communicate with
the spacecraft in unusual attitudes, there are two antenna pairs, one located on the earth
face and on the anti-earth face. The antennas are fed by each RTU through an RF
distribution network such that the antennas are effectively connected in parallel with the
RTUs.
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Microstripantennasprovidetheadvantagesof low profile, easeof fabrication,
andeaseof installation.The low data ratesof the telemetryand commandsignalsare
easilyaccommodatedwithin thenarrowbandwidthandlow gaincharacteristicsprovided
by themicrostripantennas.Microstrip antennadesignis discussedin detail in reference
3. The required gain is achievableby using a linear array of microstrip patches.
Reference4 discussesarmyfabricationandcontainsperformancecomparisonsof several
microstrip array designs.The designdetailsof the TI'&C antennas are presented in
Appendix E.
3. Remote Command Units (RCU)
The Remote Command Units consist of two independently addressable
microprocessors along with associated memory and timing circuits. Figure VII-4 shows
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Figure VII-4 Remote Control Unit (RCU) 100
ablock diagramof oneRCU. The RCUsreceiveandinterpretdecodedcommandsfrom
the RTUs. Only oneRCU is on line at atime, theother remainsin a monitor modeand
performs as a failsafe system.The active RCU acts as the databuscontroller as it
interactswith othersystems, issuingcommandsandcollectingdatafor downlink.
Whencommanddatais receivedvia uplink, thosecommandsnot requiring
immediateaction are storedin a commandbuffer within eachRCU. Each RCU has
memory set aside for the storageof commandsto be executedat a specified time.
Commandsare retrievedandexecutedby theactiveRCU from its commandbuffer until
eitherit receivesa commandthat requiresimmediateactionor it receivesa new list of
commands.Healthandperformancedatais collectedby theRCUsbyperiodicallypolling
the spacecraftsystems.Thedataare thenstoredin RAM until they canbe downlinked.
4. Ground equipment
The groundequipmentconsistsof three tracking antennasand associated
receiver/transmittersat eachtracking station.This designallowseachTT&C station to
communicate with up to three spacecraft simultaneously (there will be a maximum of
three satellites in view of a tracking station at any one time). Because the ground station
must supply most of the system gain (approximately 40 dB), the tracking antennas are
2 meters in diameter. Figure VII-5 depicts ground equipment configuration.
Two ground stations, one located in southern California and one located on
the mid Atlantic coast, are connected to the SOCC via direct land line. During any
contiguous 72 hour period each spacecraft will be out of contact with ground station for
two 10.5 hour periods. Except for these periods, the maximum time a spacecraft will be
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out of view of a Tr&c station is approximately 1.5 hours and it will remain in view for
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Figure VII-5 Ground Equipment
approximately 20 min. Table II.3 presented rise and set times for one spacecraft during
a representative 72 hour orbital period, as seen by the two ground stations.
This TT&C system is similar to ones described in reference 5 in that the spacecraft
must provide some degree of autonomous operation to avoid the high operating costs of
maintaining 24 hour contact. Since the spacecraft TT&C package has the ability to store
and execute a pre-loaded list of commands, continuous Tr&c coverage for the spacecraft
is not required. However, if it were desired, it could be attained by providing additional
ground stations located through out the world.
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5. Impact on other systems
a. Structures
In order to minimize line loss between the TT&C antennas and the RTU
receivers, the RTUs are located within the spacecraft structure near the antennas.
The microstrip antennas are fabricated using standard printed circuit
board etching techniques. The antenna arrays are mounted directly to the spacecraft skin
with a through hull fitting to allow electrical connection with the RF distribution
network.
b. Thermal and Electrical
The amount of heat radiated from and power consumed by the TT&C
system remains relatively constant during all phases of the mission following spacecraft
deployment. This is due to the fact that most of the TT&C activity is concerned with
RCU functions which continue even when the spacecraft is not in view of a tracking
station.
D. SUB-SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The TT&C RTUs are connected to the earth face and anti-earth face antennas via
an RF distribution network and a transmitter antenna switch. The RTUs serve as the
interface between the ground station and the RCUs. The RCUs communicate with and
control the spacecraft systems via the spacecraft data bus.
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E. SYSTEM INTEGRATION
1. Spacecraft
The TT&C system interfaces with other systems via the spacecraft data bus.
Inputs to the data bus are attitude control sensor information, electrical power system
status, and thermal control sensor inputs. The RCUs and spacecraft databus were
modeled after the standard digital satellite databus discussed in reference. Figure VII-6
diagrams the overall TT&C system configuration.
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2. Ground Stations
The Tr&c stations serve as the interface between the SOCC and the
spacecraft. Attitude control sensor and spacecraft system status information is downlinked
from the spacecraft to the TT&C station. These data are then relayed to the SOCC, via
direct land line for processing. Attitude control and other system commands are
generated at the SOCC and then transmitted to the TT&C stations where the information
is uplinked to the spacecraft.
F. SPACECRAlZT INTEGRATION
The TT&C system integrates the spacecraft subsystems with the ground based
command and control facility. This allows complete control of the spacecraft from the
ground yet at the same time, the spacecraft TT&C package allows a limited degree of
autonomy for those times during which the vehicle is not in the field of view of a TI'&C
station.
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VHI. ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM DESIGN
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Operational Requirements
The satellite Electrical Power System (EPS) relies on photovoltaics for power
generation and batteries for power storage. Space solar power systems using direct
energy conversion must be capable of power generation, conditioning, distribution and
storage. Communications payload power requirements will vary according to geographic
population density, with user demand dictating peak power loading times. The following
factors were considered in determining power requirements:
• 90% of the global population is in the Northern Hemisphere.
• China, India and the USSR have the largest populations but are not expected to
provide significant customer market due to economic limitations.
• The United States, fourth largest country, has a population of 250 million.
Distribution :
- 42% in the Boston-N.Y.-Washington, DC triangle.
10% on the west coast.
10% in the midwest.
• 80% of Canada's population (27 million) lives within 100 miles of the U.S. border.
• Western Europe is expected to provide the bulk of the European customer market
for the remainder of this century due to economic failures in Eastern Europe.
Particularly: France (population 58 million), U.K. (58 million), "west"-Germany
(61 million).
• Japan , 122 million, is considered the most significant Asian customer region.
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For purposesof modelingpayloadpower requirements,regionswere considered
asprimary, secondary,or tertiary power demandareasaccordingto their potentialfor
customermarketing. Primary regionsare the U.S.A., Japan,and western Europe.
Secondaryregionssuchas S.Korea,Hong Kong, U.A.E., etc. areexpectedto require
a reduced,but measureable,powerdemand.Tertiaryregionsweremodeledashavingno
populationdensity,or no significantmarketingpotential.
Maximumpayloadpowerdemandis expectedover thenortheasternU.S. seaboard
at 1800local time. This loadingwill experienceseasonalvariation, but is not expected
to exceed800 watts for 16 minutes.Additional spacecrafthousekeepingof 200 watts
indicatedthat theEPSmustbecapableof providing850 wattsfor 20 minutes.This 255
W-hour requirement,illuminated or eclipse, dictatedthe actual EPS sizing. Satellite
orbital patternrepeatsa similar groundtrack onceevery72 hours.
2. Functional Requirements
Spacecraftdesignlife of 5 yearsat analtitudeof 1389km requiresa power
storagesystemcapableof 24,000charge/dischargecycles.Three-axisstabilizationat an
inclinationof 52 degreesrequiresthat the solar arraysbe two-axis sun tracking. The
arrays must withstand 5 years of degradation
micrometeriods,andatomicoxygen(AO) attack.
from radiation, thermal cycling,
Variationsin payloadpowerwill be
experienced,parametersconsideredasworst casescenariofor power demandwere:
• peakloadingoccursduringeclipse;
• followed by minimal eclipseloading over Europe with insufficent time to fully
rechargethe battery beforethenext eclipsecycle.
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3. Restrictions and Artificialities
The primary restriction in EPS design was the use of in-flight hardware.
While this greatly simplified the choice of technologies to meet mission demands, it
imposed some artificiality in excluding the following equipment:
• Ni/H2 common pressure vessel batteries have been extensively investigated for
several years and would provide considerable mass savings for a LEO satellite.
• GaAs/Ge photovoltaics were considered based on 1991 costs for what would be a
bulk buy in 3 + years. Adequately predicting future cost competetiveness of these
cells is beyond the scope of this report, but it is expected that the economics of
GaAs will continue to improve significantly for the remainder of this decade.
B. METHOD
1. Software / Method / Model Used
Modeling of solar array environmental degradation was conducted according
to the procedures outlined in references 1-6. Results of array sizing calclations are
presented in Appendix F. Battery sizing was modeled on the procedures of references
11-15. Solar array construction and specifications were modeled on the cells used on
the EURECA satellite, as discusseed in references 10-14. Methods outlined in
references 19-24 were used to model atomic oxygen attack. The solar array deployment
mechanism design was modeled from references 24--28. Final array size and battery
nameplate capacity were the result of iterative calculations to minimize final EPS mass
and cost.
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Alternatives Explored
a. Battery
Table VIII. 1 lists the power to mass relationships of the five types of
investigated for this mission. The high number of charge/discharge cycles
Table VIII. 1 Battery Power to Mass Ratios
System EOD(V) W-hr/kg
Ni-Cd 1.21 23-30
1.25 25-40Ni-H2 (IPV)
Ni-H2 (CPV) 2.25 45-60
Ag-Zn 1.50 27-35
Na-S 1.75 140-210
required eliminated the sodium sulfur and silver/zinc batteries due an inherently short
"wet" life, even with careful reconditioning. Nickle-cadmium was then considered for
their proven reliability, low cost and minimum volume. As indicated in Table VIII. 1,
Ni/Cd depth of discharge for 24,000 cycle would be safely limited to 20%. This was
then compared to the more expensive, and slighty larger, Ni/H2 at a DOD of 40 % using
Figure VIII-1. The reasons for choosing a Ni/H2 battery over Ni/Cd were:
greater % DoD in LEO.
- less susceptible to memory effect.
- higher discharge voltage.
- higher charge voltage.
- requirement for occasional discharge to 60 %.
- greater cell energy density.
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b. Solar Cells
Orbital inclination and altitude make cell resistance to radiation
degradation a significant factor in array sizing. In/P cell technology is not viable due to
lack of demonstrated performance and extremely high cost. GaAs/Ga was not considered
due to high mechanical failure during array assembly. GaAs/Ge was seriously
considered, but rejected. ASEC 24 Si BSF/R cells were selected for their low cost,
demonstrated performance, efficiency and environmental degradation resistance.
c. Solar Array
The Lockheed flexible blanket array was first considered for its weight,
stowed compactness, and cost. This design is not acceptable for this mission due to AO
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degradationof the kapton substrate. While Lockheed has found a solution to this problem
by incorporating a glass-fiber weave, use of the overall design has not yet been
demonstrated in LEO. Also, the low frequency dynamics inherent to the flexible array
are beyond the scope of this project.
Once a two-wing, rigid flat panel design was accepted, array sun tracking
was investigated to minimize the complexity involved with the additional array drive and
power transfer assembly that is required for each degree-of-freedom available to the
arrays. An attempt was made to cant the arrays, 52 degrees, to compensate for the orbit
inclination, and thus have only one axis tracking. This alernative is acceptable only in
sun-synchronous orbits, or if the attitude is active-yaw controlled. The arrays must
therefore be capable of two-axis sun tracking to compensate for spacecraft bus rotation
during orbit since payload requirements restrict attitude rotation about the yaw axis.
While no LEO spacecraft currently employs two-axis solar array sun-tracking, this
configuration will soon be implemented on commercial LEO spacecraft (LMSC's
F-SAT), and is considered feasible.
o Tradeoffs Performed
Variation in power loading with ground track results in long periods of non-
peak demand and allows great flexibility in EPS design. Since over-design of the EPS
is a primary consideration, a careful balance between solar array sizing and battery size
was sought in order to minimize cost and mass. The objective of minimizing solar array
size is of foremost importance, since traditional procedures of designing for maximum
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power required at end-of-life would lead to excessive overdesign in this case due to
infrequent use.
C. GENERAL ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM DESCRIFrlON
The solar array was downsized to a minimum nominal power requirement at EOL
of 600 watts. The battery was then sized to provide peak power during eclipse at a DoD
of 60%, with a nominal DOD of 40%. This allows sufficient battery capacity to augment
power from the arrays when loading exceeds photovoltaic power available. A
nickel/hydrogen battery of 'nameplate' 40 A-hr cells was determined to be sufficient to
meets these demands. A battery configuration of 22 cells would have met the requirement
of a minimum bus discharge voltage of 28 volts. 23 cells were selected to take advantage
of the higher charge voltage available from the arrays when over regions of tertiary
loading.
D. INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
1. Solar Array Design
Spacecraft End-Of-Life (EOL) power requirement of 600 watts resulted in 40
strings of 95 cells in series to provide power at 30 volts during any portion of sunlit
phase. Five of the series strings are connected in parallel to form a redundant group.
The array strings are routed to the panel connector and connected in parallel via
connecting boards in order to generate the required, independent electrical connections.
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Flat solarcell shuntdiodesareprovidedfor every 10ceils in seriesto preventdamage
to the cellsduring shadowingor currentgenerationmismatch.
Undefinedshadowingcanleadto unacceptablehighhotspottemperaturesdue
to electrical power consumptionduring shadowingwhen the solar cell has to absorb
energyrather thanproduceit. The bypassdiodeslimit the powerconsumptionin the
shadedcellsby reducingthemaximumpossiblecell reverseoperationvoltage.Theshunt
diodeswhich protecteachshuntintervalof 3 rowsof 12cells areplacedon thebackof
thepanelin the unrestrictredareasto minimizetheeffecton theavailablesunirradiated
areaand thusoptimizecell packingfactor. Eachdiode is bondedto the Ag connector
bars for heatdissipationwhenconductive.All exposed,silver contactsare coatedwith
Kapton to minimize loss to AO. Kapton F layers are also bondedto the shuntdiode
matrices.
a. Solar Cell Coverglass
The main objective in coverglass selection was to minimize the mass to
power ratio for the desired degree of cell environmental protection. The Connector
Integrated solar Cell (CIC), a solar cell equipped with an interconnector and 100%
covered by a coverglass, was selected. CMX coverglass of 150 micron thickness is used
to optimize mass for this mission altitude and duration. The cerium doped microsheet
limits the risk of damage of interconnector stress relief loop by handling and thus reduces
assembly costs. Coverglass characteriastics are presented in Table VIII.2.
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Table VIII.2 Solar Cell Coverglass
CMX borosilicate w/5 % CeO2 150 microns
Adhesive DC-93500 75 microns
Anitreflective layer MgF2
CIC absorbtivity (unloaded) 0.75
CIC emissivity (hemispher) 0.83
b. Solar Cells
Selection of 10 ohm-era, BSFR silicon, 2 cm by 4 cm cells of 200
micron thickness was determined to optimize cost and mass to power ratio. Radiation
degradation is the primary loss in cell efficiency. Thermal cycling fatigue is of
significance, 24,000 eclipses for this mission, and has different effects on cell
interconnections and welds.
Stress on solar cell interconnectors is imposed by the thermal movement
of the panel structure leading to relative movement of adjacent cells, causing cell to cell
gap variation and thus cyclic stressing of the interconnector stress relief loop. These gap
variations can be tolerated by etching a mesh pattern into the stress relief loop, and
increasing:
the cell gap in series direction to 1.2 mm;
- the stress relief loop radii to 0.2 mm;
- interconnector loop beyond the coverglass to create large stress compensating
legs.
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The stressinducedto weldingjoints on solarcell n- and p-contactsare
volumestressesresultingvarying materialexpansioncoefficientswithin a weld. Stresses
will be minimized by an adequatethermal match, and by minimizing massinweld
thicknessandarea.Solarcell construction,depictedin FigureVIII-2, is detailedin Table
VIII.3. Solar cell degradationover the five year mission life is presentedin Table
VIII.4.
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Figure VIII-2 Solar Cell
Temperature considerations for the solar arrays dictate that EOL
performance be controlled by individual cell maximum power output at exposed
temperature. Therefore, cell power is restricted to environmental oPerating temperatures.
Thermal parameters are listed in Table VIII.5.
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Table VIII,3 SolarCell Structure
Ceil: 200 micron Si (10 ohm-cm)
Contacts: Ti/Pd/Ag
Back surface reflector: A1
Back surface field: p+ boron
Dimensions: 2.00 x 4.00 cm
Adhesive: RTV-142 0.1 cm
Table VIII.4 Solar Cell Parameters
Solar Cell Parameters BOL EOL
Cell power (mW/cm 2) 19.2 13.0
Voc (V) .610 .495
Vmp (V) .500 .400
Isc (A) .435 .350
Imp (A) .400 .330
Pmax (mW) 160 104
Operating Temp (°C) 64.0 64.0
Radiation loss (%) N/A 30
Transmission loss (%) N/A 2.0
Environmental loss (%) N/A 4.1
I
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2. Solar Array Configuration
The solar army, as shown in figure VIII-3, consists of two fully
interchangeable wings of four panels each that fold for stowage during launch phase.
Each wing has three 120 x 80 cm panels and a fourth 120 x 140 cm panel totaling 3.57
square meters of solar array area. The rigid flat panels are mounted on honeycomb
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Table VIII.5 TemperatureVariation
Temperaturevariation ( %/°C)
Voc -0.370
Isc 0.000
V1 -0.443
Pmax -0.460
Equivalent1Mev fluence (e-/cm2)
5 years Imp, Isc 9.67 El4
5 years Vmp, Voc 1.475El5
aluminumasspecifiedin TableVIII.6. Panelthicknessof 22 ram, with edgesreinforced
by aluminumsquaretubes,waschosento provideadequatestiffnesscharacteristics.On
thepanelbacksidea Kapton/ITO/siliconpaint is bondedfor protectionagainstcharging
andatomicoxygenerosion.
Table VIII.6 SolarArray Components
Solar Array Component Thickness
Insulation 85 microns
(Glasfibre/Teflon/Kapton/Tefl) (35/12.5/25/12.5)
CFRPlayer (2) 60 microns
Aluminumfacesheets(2) 130microns
HoneycombAluminum 2.20 cm
Kapton/ITO/Sibasepaint 0.10 cm
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VIII-3 Solar Panels Deployed
3. Solar Array Deployment Mechanism
The four panels, deployment arm, outboard SADA, and yoke are to deploy
together in accordion fashion. In the stowed configuration, depicted in figure VIII-4, the
panels and arm assembly are held in place against deployment springs by four
clampdown cables that resist out-of-plane vibration. In-plane vibration and panel spacing
is provided by standoff snubbers that fit on the tensioning cable. For deployment release,
the cable is severed at its base by redundant pyrotechnic guillotine cutters, allowing
spring pressure to extend the arm and wing as a single degree-of-freedom system. The
yoke is equipped with an eddy current damping system that limits wing extension
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Figure VIII-4 Solar Panels Stowed
Velocity and thus minimizes panel travel shocks. End of travel locking is provided by
means of a cam and pawl device. The yoke and four panels are tensioned to full
extension by a closed cable loop that provides redundancy for spring torque as shown in
figure VIII-5. Panel hinges are provided with spherical self-alignment bearings to
compensate for misalignments due to thermal deformations.
The deployment arm and yoke are constructed of rectangular aluminum tubing and
hold the array away from the spacecraft a distance of 1.0 meter when the drive motor
is extended. The deployment ann extends from the inboard drive motor to the yoke
through the outboard motor and is hinged for stowage. The yoke structure ties the solar
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Figure VIII-5 Panels Deployer
array and associated cabling to the outboard power transfer assembly. The deployment
arm, yoke, and harness are wrapped with reflective tape for expansion limitations and
general reflective flux.
4. Solar Array Drive Assembly
Solar array sun tracking is provided by two solar array drive assemblies
(SADA). The outboard drive motor provides array roll orientation about the deployment
arm for orbit longitude variation. It connects the deployment arm to the yoke through
a twist-flex power transfer assembly. The inboard drive mechanism provides array
pointing by tilting the deployment arm at its base for variation in orbit inclination. The
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inboard motor is a bearingassemblywith harmonicmotor drive inside the bus that
transferspower into the craft througha roll-ring power transferdevice. Actual array
orientationis determinedby using peak-powersun tracking. Tracking feedbackloop
sendsdrive signalsto the motorsuntil arrayoutputpower is optimum.
5. Battery Design
Each of the 23 nickle-hydrogen cells is an individual pressure vessel housed
in an insulated aluminum sleeve. Optimal monitoring requires that each cell have a
pressure strain-gage, as well as voltage and temperature sensors. The sleeves are welded
together and enclosed in an aluminum battery module. Battery specifications are listed
in Table VIII.7.
Five year design life in this orbit will require 24,000 charge/discharge cycles.
The EP NiH2 cells are considered safe for this cycle life to a nominal 40% depth of
discharge, with the capability to discharge to 60% infrequently. The majority of the
discharges is expected to be in the 30% range, providing a considerable power margin
and avoiding any memory effect from constant cycle levels.
Battery charging power will vary seasonally. High battery capacity permits
limiting discharging to C/2. EPS monitoring and predicting power loading will allow the
initial charge/ discharge ratio to be maintained at an optimum 110%. Periodically
thereafter, the charge current will be varied slightly in a goal to maintain end-of-charge-
voltage (EOCV) of about 1.55. When fully charged, capacity will be maintained by
trickle charging at C/100.
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Table VIII.7 BatterySpecifications
Eagle-Pitcher Ni/H2 RNH-40-7
Ratedcell capacity
Nominalvoltage
Cell mass
Cell diameter
Length
Capacity(C/2 to 1.00V @ 10°C)
23 cells
40 A-hr
1.22V
1.130kg
8.31 cm
25.0 cm
47.0 A-hr
Specificenergy 50.7 WH/kg
Energydensity 36.7WH/1
Minimum batterydischargevoltage 28.0 V
Batterycapacity@ 40% DoD 480 W-hr
Operatingpressure 600 psig
( IPV safetymargin= 3.5:1)
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6. Power Control Unit
The power control unit maintains spacecraft bus voltage level for distribution
throughout the electric power system. The dual power bus is fully regulated to 28 volts.
a. Shunt Regulator
Each bus is independently regulated by a sequential linear shunt mounted
on the corresponding solar array wing. The shunt dissipates excess power supplied by
the array. This is especially important during BOL, when power generated by the solar
cells greatly exceeds payload requirements during all phases of orbit. Series switch
connection of the array to the shunt allows an entire wing to be taken "off-line" when
power available from one wing is adequate to meet load demands. Later in life, when
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environmentaldegradationmakesa singlearrayinsufficient,theswitchcanbeclosedand
power drawnfrom bothwings simultaneously.
b. Battery Charge and Discharge Regulator
The battery charge regulator maintains proper charge on the battery and
conditions battery discharge voltage to meet bus requirements. Variation in cell capacity
will, at times, require voltage boosting during eclipse periods. For purposes of battery
charging, a constant current must be supplied through a buck circuit when the required
charge rate is below bus voltage. The regulator uses a common charge/discharge unit that
shares an inductor for both the boost and buck operation in one design.
7. Mass Budget
The EPS mass budget is presented in Table VIII.8. Data include a 10% mass
margin.
E. ELECTRIC POWER SUB-SYSTEM INTEGRATION
1. Thermal Control
Niclde-Hydrogen batteries suffer severe open circuit degradation when not
operated within specified temperature parameters. The EPS design was calculated for
NiH2 optimum behavior, and therefore requires that battery module temperature remain
within specified 0 to 10 degrees centigrade.
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Table VIII.8 EPS Subsystem Component
EPS Subsystem Component Mass (kg)
Battery module 30.0
Solar Army Subassembly 16.0/wing
Wiring Harness 9.6
Deployment Mechanism 6.0/wing
Army Drive Assembly 16.0
Array Drive Electronics 2.5
Power Control Unit 5.6
Shunt Resistor Bank 2.23
2. Telemetry
In order to properly monitor EPS performance, and optimize component life,
extensive EPS data is monitored by on-board sensors and down linked via telemetry. This
data includes 23 cell pressures, 35 temperatures, 37 voltages, and 16 current sensor
readings. While this level of monitoring may initially seem excessive, the 48 satellite
constellation, and long mission expectancy, will benefit from careful EPS performance
management.
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A. INTRODUCTION
IX. THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
1. Scope
a. Operational Requirements
The thermal control system is required to maintain spacecraft temperatures within the
allowable range for components and subsystems. A listing of equipment temperature
limits is provided in Table IX. 1.
b. Functional Requirements
The spacecraft configuration allocates two sides of the spacecraft bus, measuring 0.98
m x 0.60 m each, for thermal control system exposure to the environment. The bus
interior allows adequate space to wrap thermal blankets and insulation around equipment
that requires it.
c. Restrictions Constraints Artificialities
Widely varying power requirements for the communications payload prompted a decision
to use a psuedo-active control system. Thermal louvers were chosen both to meet this
requirement and to ensure off-the-shelf availability. Louvers have been proven in space
for the design lifetime.
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Table IX. 1 Thermal Requirements
Equipment Temperature Limits (°C/°F)
Nominal Minimum Maximum
Payload:
TCU 0 / 32 -40/-40 90/ 119
Transmitters 0 / 32 -40/-40 90/119
Tr&c:
PCU 0 / 32 -40/-40 90/119
Power Subsystem:
Solar Arrays 64/ 147 -160/ 80/ 176
-256
Batteries 5/41 0 / 32 10/50
Shunt Assembly 64/ 147 -45/-49 65/ 149
Propulsion:
Propellent Tank 10/50 4 / 39 60/140
Propellent Lines 10/50 4 / 39 112/234
Thrusters 30/86 10/50 120/248
Mechanics:
Pyrotechnics NA - 170/ 55/ 131
-274
Rail Bearings NA -40/-40 40/ 104
Attitude Control:
Earth/Sun 30/86
Sensors
Momentum Wheels 30/86
Mag. Torque Rods 30/86
-20/-4 60/ 140
-15/5 55/130
-30/-22 70/ 158
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By restricting the spacecraft size to fit either Delta or Ariane launch
vehicle shrouds and stack size to ensure the launch of a full orbital plane at one time,
close tolerances exist for structural attachment of the thermal control system components.
Finite element modeling of communications payload equipment has been
limited to point heat sources, within boxes of the appropriate dimensions, for
convenience of modeling. This model would require further refinement for completeness
once the detailed heat dissipation characteristics were known for each individual circuit
card assembly.
2. Method
a. Software Method Model Used
A finite-element approach was used to model the thermal characteristics
of the spacecraft and its environment. The software used was the Integrated Thermal
Analysis System for personal computers, version 7.3 (PC-ITAS), written and distributed
by Analytix Corporation. PC-ITAS, while not user friendly in the common sense,
provided a powerful tool to model the constantly shifting geometry of the orbit and to
compute the transient and steady-state solutions to the finite-element models.
Unfortunately, version 7.3 has numerous program errors which prevents complete
modeling for this system. Errors in modeling or computing are discussed below within
the discription of the appropriate model. Two models were built using primitive
geometric shapes, heat-generating nodes and thermal parameters. One was developed
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to designthe required insulation, thermalblanketsand heatersizes,and the other to
validatethe total thermalpackagefollowing the stackedthermalpackagedesign.
The frrst modelconcentratedon the worst cold-caseanticipatedby the
spacecraftin order to designrequiredheatingelementsandinsulationthicknesses.The
spacecraftwasmodeledas a box of correctdimensionscoveredin thermal insulation.
The thermalparametersenteredinto the model for the insulationcorrespondedto four
layersof thin-film kapton.Radiationwas the only methodof heat transferconsidered
throughtheinsulation. This assumptionwasjustified by assumingthatthekaptonlayers
werephysicallyseperatedby a nylon mesh,as is a commonpracticeat LockheedSpace
and Missiles Company. The hydrazinefuel tank wasmodeledas a spherewithin the
box, and again the thermal parameterswere adjustedto model multi-layered kapton
insulationaroundthem. Heat-sourcenodesinside thespherewere addedto accountfor
the heatingelements. Severalrunsof theprogramwere sufficient to determinethat an
averagetemperatureof 22.5 °C(72.5 °F) couldbe maintainedin thetankby anaddition
of 2.5 W. The insulationmodeledwasconsideredto be sufficientand the addition of
a 5 W resistanceheaterwas incorporatedonto the surfaceof the propellenttank. The
thermal massof the hydrazinein the tank was not considered,but this is considered
justified becauseany tendencyto holdheatwill tendto keepthetank warmer,aswould
wasteheat radiating from the payload. A diagramof the model usedfor heaterand
insulationdesignis providedin Figure IX-1. Appendix G includesselectedPC-ITAS
results from this model, showingthe transientand steady-statetemperaturesfor the
hydrazinetankare within thermaltolerance.
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Figure IX-1 PartialThermal Model
A completethermal model was built to validate the thermal control
system. The full thermalmodelis presentedin Figure IX-2. All heat-generatingpieces
of equipmentare includedin this model. Resultsof the full thermal model,including
individual node temperatures,steady-stateand transient solutions, are presentedin
Appendix G. Due to PC-ITAS version7.3 programerrors, the temperaturesolutions
presentedare for a modelwhichdoesnot includethe full thermaldissipationexpected.
The model results are therefore colder than those expectedfrom a correct model.
Specifically, it is believedthat a 5 W heater,controlledby a thermostat,addedto each
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thruster location will bring the temperaturesof those locationswithin limits. The
batteriesshouldnot havea high-conductancepath to the phasechangersbecausethey
absorbanexcessiveamountof heatfrom thecommunicationsequipment. The batteries
shouldbe insulatedfrom thephasechangersanda conductancepathprovidedto thesides
of the spacecraftcontainingthe solar arrays. If this designcould becarriedthroughto
completion,a relocationof the batteriesis preferred.
A diagramof the modelusedis providedin Figure IX-2. Theresultsof
transientand steady-stateanalyses,which showthat all equipment,exceptthe batteries
andthethrusters,staywithin allowabletemperaturelimits, arepresentedin AppendixG.
The batteries were found to be difficult to maintainwithin the required temperature
limits.
Pc 1
Figure IX-2 Full Thermal Model
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b. Alternatives Explored
The widely varying heat dissipation levels due to the changing power
requirements based on user tasking and the fact that the mission orbit allows sunlight on
all sides of the spacecraft at some time necessitate the use of an active or psuedo-active
thermal control system. All active or psuedo-active systems other than the one chosen
had the distinct disadvantages of being unproven, unflown or propietary in nature. Some
of the methods considered were:
(1) Cross-over or Diode Heat Pipes.
These systems are similar to standard heat pipes, but they transfer
heat in only one direction. They have been proven in the laboratory, but as of November
1991 none have flown in space. They were considered too unreliable for a large
constellation buy until a proof-of-concept satellite is flown successfully.
(2) Thermal Switches.
Thermal switches have flown on Lockheed LEO satellites in the
1980's. Use of these switches provides a means of disengaging the thermal path from
a piece of equipment to a thermal radiator. They have not been flown in satellites with
lifetimes of more than three years as of November 1991. Life testing and reliability
questions led to the rejection of this concept for the mission.
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C. Tradeoffs Performed
Since the orbital environment required for the mission ensures that all
sides of the spacecraft receive equal amounts of sunlight over the mission life, the
psuedo-East and -West faces were chosen for the thermal system. This was done to
allow placement of the solar array drive assemblies along the velocity vector.
To ensure structural stability on the sides of the spacecraft covered by
thermal control system components, the vertical structural beams comprising the
spacecraft bus are bolted to the cold plates at the four comers of the bus. It is
recognized that some heat transfer will take place through these structural elements from
the phase changers to the cold plates.
B. GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
1. Stacked Thermal Package
The design of the stacked thermal package is presented in Figure IX-3. Four
of these packages, two per side, comprise the backbone of the thermal control system.
Each package consists of a thermal louver box, thermal radiator, a cold plate and a phase
changer. Since two of these packages sit side-by-side, the cold plates and phase changers
are actually of double width and serve to connect the packages, as depicted in
Figure IX-4.
The equipment to be cooled bolts to a cold plate through holes in the phase
changer. The phase changers themselves are not strong enough to be weight bearing.
Heat dissipates mostly in the phase changer, melting the parafin inside. Even if a power
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Figure IX-3 Stacked Thermal Control Package
spike is present, heat is conducted to the cold plate at a relatively uniform rate. The cold
plate spreads the heat evenly across its surface, where conduction to the optical surface
radiators (OSRs) takes place. The heat is then free to radiate to space. The efficiency
of the radiative transfer is determined by the opening and closing of the thermal louvers.
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2. Heaters
The results of thermal modeling indicate that heaters are required on the fuel
tank, the six propellent lines to the thrusters and on the battery elements. Since the
battery is seperated into four cells, located on either side of the spacecraft, heaters are
required for each cell. Seven 5 W resistance heaters meet the requirements modeled.
These heaters are turned on and off in response to a series of thermostats which were
also modeled in the complete thermal model. Figure IX-5 depicts the type of heater
used.
Figure IX-5 5 Watt Heater
3. Passive Means
Insulation surrounding batteries, the propellent tank, propellent lines and
various other system equipment is necessary to reduce the power required to keep them
within temperature limits. Any system or component that is artificially heated is also
insulated to retain that heat.
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A thermal blanket surrounds the spacecraft bus and antenna leads. Due to
its small size, the entire spacecraft is insulated with a seperate thermal blanket. The
material for both the insulation and the thermal blanket is multi-layered kapton seperated
by a thin nylon mesh.
Paint has been budgeted for exposed surfaces of the spacecraft not covered
by the thermal blanket. Testing of the optical properties of the surface will be required
on the physical thermal model before type and amount can be determined.
C. INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
1. Thermal Louvers
a. Description
Thermal louvers are shutter-type devices which act to change the optical
properties and shadowing in front of a thermal radiator, thereby providing a method for
controlling temperature. The louvers used in this design are Fairchild 18-blade louvers.
They match the required surface area for the radiator design and volume requirements
for the spacecraft configuration and provide linear temperature control over a 15 °C
operating range. The specific temperature range was chosen for this design by adjusting
the spring tension in the bimetallic control actuators.
Each blade is controlled by a seperate bimetallic actuator. This allows
a temperature gradient to be handled across the radiator surface. Failure of conduction
in the cold plate can therefore be partially handled automatically by the louvers. No
power is consumed by the actuators as they react solely to temperature changes in the
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base plate. In the case of this design, the base plate temperature is approximately the
same as the radiator surface because they are conductively connected.
Counter rotating blades, with differing optical properties on opposite
sides, allow the 10 °C operating range. Older louvers have a 18 °C range and rotate
through only 180 °• The lesser range can be used to provide more exact thermal control
by more quickly reacting to changes in temperature.
Both the radiators and the thermal louvers were sized to ensure that
adequate heat rejection could be accomplished in the case of catastrophic failure of all
bimetallic actuators. Failure of the louvers will therefore effect the performance of the
thermal control system only by requiring more heater power.
bo Budget
The thermal louver summary is presented in Table IX.2.
Table IX.2 Thermal Louver Summary
Equipment Dimensions
48.06 cmx 57.15
cmx 6.89 cm (each)
Thermal Louvers
(4)
Power Required Mass
0 W 1.50 kg (each)
c. Margins
The louver surface area was chosen to match as exactly as possible the
surface area of the radiator behind it. All margin for radiative transfer was applied to
the radiator design.
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d. Restrictions Imposed on Other Sub-System Components
The individual louver boxes axe bolted to the cold plate behind them.
The cold plate must take the loads imposed by these boxes.
2. Radiators
a. Description
Radiators consist of Flexible Optical Solar Reflector (FOSR) tape
covering an aluminum substrate. The tape is a teflon material backed with adhesive.
The aluminum substrate is integral with the cold plate described in the next section.
At the beginning of life, the emmissivity of the radiator surface is 0.8.
This drops rapidly within the first year to about 0.72, then levels over the remainder of
the design life. This equates to an nominal equipment temperature of 52 °C at BOL and
55 °C at EOL.
Calculations for the radiator sizing, nominal and worst-case power
profiles are presented in Appendix G. MATHCAD version 2.4 was used to design the
radiators due to the iterative nature of the problem.
b. Budget
Table IX.3 Radiator Summary
Equipment Dimensions
Radiators 48.06 cm x 57.15
(4) cm x 0.20 cm (each)
Power Required Mass
0 W 1.0 kg (total)
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c. Margins
The radiator design incorporates average power assumptions higher than
those actually expected, resulting in an intensional over-design of the radiators by
approximately 10%. Earth's albedo, approximately 30% of solar irradiance, was also
accounted for in the design.
d. Restrictions Imposed on Other Sub-System Components
During manufacture, attachment of the louver boxes will take place after
radiator tiles are applied to the cold plate surface. Extreme care must be taken to avoid
scratching or other damage to the radiators that would result in changes in their optical
properties.
3. Cold Plates
a. Description
The cold plates are simply aluminum slabs of adequate thermal mass to
conduct heat from equipment to the radiator surface. They perform the function of
limiting the temperature gradient seen by the radiators. As heat leaves the equipment and
phase changers, it is conducted to the cold plate. Heat spreads across the cold plate
volume, limiting local hot spots, before conducting to the radiators.
b. Budget
The cold plate summary is presented in Table IX.4.
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TableIX.4 Cold PlateSummary
Equipment Dimensions
Cold Plates(2) 96.12cm x 57.15
cm x 0.35 cm (each) PowerRequired Mass [
0 W 5.19 kg (each)
c. Margins
No margin was taken in the cold plate design since they were sized to
the radiator surface required.
d. Restrictions Imposed on Other Sub-System Components
The cold plates are joined to the equipment bolts and to the phase
changer surface so as to have the best conductance possible. To this end, a thermal
grease (RTV) is used. The grease fills the microscopic voids that are present in any
metal-to-metal contact. This grease will outgas to space over time, but will not flow.
The cold plates also serve as the local structural member, with structural
beams bolted to the short sides of the plates. Figure IX-6 depicts the cold plate-phase
changer-equipment interfaces with RTV application points.
4. Phase Changers
a. Description
Phase changers are blocks of paraffin material that change phase from
solid to liquid when heat is applied. Encased in an aluminum sheeting, the paraffin wax
is a hydrocarbon polymer that may be chosen so as to have the desired melting
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temperature.
hydrocarbon polymer and melting temperature.
a nominal 0 °C it is not possible to use a wax.
Equipment Mounting Characteristics
Figure IX-7, reproduced from Ref. 4, shows the relation between the
To maintain the payload electronics at
However, if the radiators are designed
to do this for normal operations, the phase changers absorb power spikes that
significantly overload the radiative abilities in the short term. The hydrocarbon C22H46
has a melting temperature of approximately 28 °C (83 °F), 10 °C below the maximum
allowable electronics temperature. This compound is commonly called Docosane, and
is often written CH3(CH2)20CH3.
The thickness of the phase changer is a function of the thermal mass
desired. For large power spikes in the 870 W range, this equates to a volume of 3571
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cm s, or a thickness of 0.65 cm by setting the surface area equal to that of the radiators.
This assures that the largest power spike able to be generated by the communications
payload, with all channels operating, will just melt all the available paraffin.
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Figure IX-7 Hydrocarbon Structure vs. Melting Temperature
b, Budget
The phase changer summary is presented in Table IX.5.
Table IX.5 Phase Changer Summary
Equipment Dimensions Power Required Mass
Phase Changers (2) 96.12 cmx 57.15 0 W 2.85 kg (each)
cm x 0.70 cm
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c. Margins
Phase changers were sized to account for power spikes over the average,
yet the melting temperature is higher than the average temperature of the electronics.
This provides a high-temperature protection for power spikes of approximately 20 %.
d. Restrictions Imposed on Other Sub-System Components
The phase changers cannot support the weight of equipment themselves.
The mass of electronic equipment is supported by through-bolts to the cold plate. This
is shown in Figure IX-6.
5. Heaters
a. Description
Eleven 5-Watt electrical resistance heaters were found to be adequate for
all applications by PC-ITAS thermal modeling. Heaters are placed on the propellent tank
under the insulation, on each battery cell and on each of the six thrusters. Thermostats
are used to control the on-off switching of each individual heater, and are placed as close
to the object being heated as possible.
b. Budget
The heater summary is provided in Table IX.6.
c. Margins
A 100% margin was designed for all heater requirements based on
thermal modeling.
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TableIX.6 HeaterSummary
Equipment
Heaters(11)
Dimensions
3 cm x 3 cm x 0.2
cm (each),
lcmx 1crux lcm
(Thermostats)
(each)
PowerRequired
5 W per heater
Mass
< 1.00kg
d. Restrictions Imposed on Other Sub-System Components
Heaters must be placed under insulation in all cases. Wires and
thermostatic control must likewise be placed under the insulation. Wherever possible,
thermostats that control heater switching must be placed in close thermal contact with the
device being controlled.
6. Thermal Blankets and Insulation
a. Description
Thin film kapton sheets, seperated by a fine nylon mesh is used for
insulation. As has been discussed earlier, this method allows an accurate modeling to
neglect conductive effects through the insulation. A diagram showing the kapton cross
section is shown in Figure IX-8. A thermal blanket around the entire spacecraft is not
necessary because of the high power dissipation rate.
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Figure IX-8 Multi-layered Kapton Insulation
b. Budget
The insulation summary is presented in Table IX.7.
Table IX.7 Insulation Summary
Equipment Dimensions Power Required Mass
Battery Insulation 5120 cm 2 0 W 0.8 kg
ACC and TT&C 9694 cm 2 0 W 1 kg
Insulation
Communications 6600 cm 2 0 W 0.8 kg
Payload Insulation
Propellent Tank and 8471 cm 2 0 W 1 kg
Lines Insulation
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c. Margins
In keeping with current industry practice, the insulation was over-
designed by approximately 50%. Most LEO satellites run warm because of this.
Inherent inaccuracies in modeling make predicting the performance of insulation difficult.
d. Restrictions Imposed on Other Sub-System Components
The added bulk of insulation is accounted for in the spacecraft
configuration.
D. SUB-SYSTEM INTEGRATION
1. Budgets
The total budget for the stacked thermal package is given in the System
Integration section. Heaters and insulation do not require sub-system integration.
2. Margins
The stacked thermal package has been estimated to be 20 % over-rated when
assembled.
3. Restrictions Imposed on Other Sub-Systems
The heater package will require 30 W of power when fully active. The
integration of the cold plates with the structure requires close coordination for assembly.
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E. SYSTEM INTEGRATION
lo Budgets
The thermal system summary is presented in Table IX.8.
Table IX.8 Thermal System Summary
Equipment
Stacked Themal
Package
Heaters
Dimensions
96.14 cm x 57.15
cmx 8.14 cm
(each of 2)
30,8 cm 3
Power Required
0W
30 W
Mass
21.6 kg
Thermal Blankets
and Insulation
Totals
30,000 cm 2
Non-comparable
dimer.sions
0W
30 W
1 kg
3.6 kg
29.1 kg
(with 10%
margin)
F. SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION
The area in front of the louver boxes must be clear such that the radiators see free
space. The solar array assemblies were placed on opposite sides to minimize shadowing.
The radiators were designed with a full Earth albedo of 30% taken into account even
though some shadowing is expected from the communications antenna. This ensures
adequate radiation to space as indicated by the successful PC-ITAS model run.
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X. ATrlTUDE CONTROL
A. INTRODUCTION
The successful completion of a communications satellite's mission is dependent upon its
ability to meet precise antenna pointing requirements. The function of the Attitude
Control System (ACS) is to maintain stability and spacecraft attitude within established
limits. Antenna pointing accuracies provide the specifications around which the attitude
control system is designed.
1. Operational Requirements
The attitude control requirements stem from specifications defined by the customer.
These satellites are required to be Earth-pointing and utilize shaped antenna beam
patterns, thereby restricting yaw requirements. Antenna specifications require pointing
accuracies of ___1 degree about any axis.
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2. Functional Requirements
Functional requirements determine the range of duties to be performed by the attitude
control system. Two ground stations (one on each coast of the United States) can
accurately track the satellites and have the ability to uplink attitude correction and
navigation data. Ground tracking stations will provide navigational control in the event
that satellites must be repositioned.
The spacecraft has fixed yaw requirements due to the Earth-pointing planar antenna being
fixed to the body of the spacecraft. This negates any slew requirements being imposed
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on the attitude control system. ACS requirements for each satellite break out as follows:
stability and control, and attitude determination.
B. METHOD OF ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTF__I SELECTION
Various attitude control systems were examined in order to select that system best
able meet the stated requirements. For first order approximations, the satellites were
modelled as rigid bodies with nonrotating, rigid solar arrays.
1. Alternative Designs and Tradeoffs
The desired spacecraft are low Earth-orbiting, Earth-pointing communications
satellites requiring pointing accuracies of ___ 1 degree. While these pointing accuracies
are fairly loose, they nonetheless preclude gravity gradient or single-spin methods of
attitude control. Dual-spin satellites are capable of attaining accuracies of ___1 degree but
this satellite design has the added restriction of high power requirements. Solar panels
are the most cost effective means of meeting these requirements. Because these satellites
must remain oriented toward the local vertical and require large solar arrays, a three axis
stabilized attitude control system was chosen.
There are two types of three axis stabilized systems commonly in use today,
zero-momentum or bias-momentum. Zero-momentum systems use three reaction wheels
that are initially at rest. Disturbance torques cause these wheels to gain speed which must
then be dumped. Bias-momentum systems utilize a single momentum wheel whose spin
axis is aligned with the negative pitch axis. The momentum wheel spins continuously at
a high speed providing gyroscopic stiffness which, in turn, provides coarse yaw control.
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Bias-momentum systems have the advantage of being simpler than zero-momentum
systems and are less expensive. The slight loss in accuracy that accompanies a bias-
momentum system is well within design limits.
The orbital altitude chosen for this mission is such that aerodynamic effects
such as drag, are negligible and the dominant disturbing force is provided by the
magnetic field of the Earth. Therefore, fixed yaw requirements, medium accuracy
antenna pointing requirements and orbital altitudes lead to a simple and cost effective
attitude control system utilizing a bias-momentum wheel. Roll disturbance torques and
momentum dumping are controlled through the use of magnetic torque rods.
C. GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIFrlON
The ACS provides autonomous attitude control through the use of a bias-momentum
wheel to control pitch and damp disturbances in roll and yaw. Magnetic torque rods are
used for roll control and momentum wheel desaturation. As stated previously, the
momentum wheel is oriented so that its spin axis is aligned with the negative pitch axis,
or, its angular momentum vector is aligned with the local vertical. The magnetic torque
rod used to control roll is able to provide a 50 AMP-m 2 magnetic dipole and is offset by
an angle of 71 degrees. This allows a single torque rod to counter errors in both roll and
yaw. The torque rod used to desaturate the momentum wheel also provides a 50 AMP-m 2
magnetic dipole. Attitude sensors include a solar aspect sensor for initial orientation, a
two-axis scanning Earth horizon sensor (EHS) for nadir angle determination and a two-
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axis magnetometer to measure magnetic field strength. All signals relating to attitude
control are processed through the attitude control computer.
Redundancy is provided for by the addition of an extra momentum wheel assembly.
Onboard thrusters may be used for roll control and wheel desaturation in the event of
magnetic torque rod failure. Of the sensors, only the EHS has been provided redundancy
since the solar aspect sensor and magnetometer are not essential to the completion of the
Thrust Commands
Wheel Torque
Commands
Current
Desaturation
Commands
ACS
MWA
Output torques
Figure X-1 Attitude Control System
mission. In the event of an attitude control computer failure, attitude control commands
may be provided by ground control. Figure X-1 above, illustrates the system design.
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saturation limit of 130 AMP-m s. Torque rods have indefinite life requirements since they
have no moving parts with the additional benefit of very high reliability.
4. Sensors
The solar aspect sensor and Earth horizon sensors are manufactured by
Applied Research Corporation. The solar aspect sensor is accurate to within + 0.1
degree and has a field of view of 32 ° x 32 °. The Earth horizon sensor is accurate to
within + 0.5 degrees and scans from -5 ° to 5 °. Manufacturer specifications are defined
in Tables X.2 and X.3.
Table X. 1 Attitude Control System Components
Component
Momentum
Wheel
Desat Torque
Rod
Roll Torque
Rod
Earth Sensor
Sun Sensor
Attitude
Control
Computer
Weight
0 g)
10.4
3.2
3.2
0.72
0.75
2.5
Size
15.0
50 Am 2
50 Am 2
N/A
N/A
N/A
Power
(w)
20.0
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
6.0
Manufacturer
Honeywell
Ithaco
Ithaco
Applied
Research
Corp. (APR)
APR
Ithaco
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Table X.2 Solar Aspect Ssensor (EHS) -- Typical Specifications
Accuracy
Field of View
Power Interface
Voltage
Current
Physical Interface
Size
Mass
Thermal
< 0.04° (12-bit mode)
< 0.1 ° (8-bit mode)
32°x 320 (8-bit mode)
64°x 64°(12-bit mode)
+ 28V Continous (Normal Op)
58 mA (1.6 Watt)
53 x 104 x 109 mm
750 g
- 200 to + 60°C
Data Interface
Clock 8320 Hz
Enable 16 Clock Periods
Vibration and Acceleration
Frequency (Hz) g / Hz SLOPE g (rms)
20 0.025 --
20 - 50 -- + 6 dB / octave
50 - 600 0.150 -- 12.9
600 - 2000 -- - 4.5 dB / octave
2000 0.025 --
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Table X.3 Earth Horizon Sensor (EHS) -- Typical Specifications
Accuracy
Scan Angle
Instantaneous Field of View
Power Interface
Voltage
Current
Physical Interface
Size
Mass
Thermal
< 0.50
noise equivalent angle < 0. l°(rms)
- 50 to +50
-50 (horizontal) to x 20 (vertical)
+ 28V + 4V Continous (Normal Op)
+ 150V Continuous (Survive)
62 mA for 0.935 sec each sec
180 mA for 0.065 sec each sec
70 mA Average (2 Watt)
49 x 102 x 102 mm (Housing)
720 g
70 mA Average (2 Watts)
Data Interface
Vibration and Acceleration
Frequency (Hz) g / Hz SLOPE g (rms)
20 0.025 --
20 - 50 -- + 6 dB / octave
50 - 600 0.150 -- 12.9
600 - 2000 -- - 4.5 dB / octave
2000 0.025 --
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E. SUB-SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The attitude control system operates at the command of the attitude control
computer. The EHS determines satellite attitude by measuring the nadir angle. This
information, along with momentum wheel speed is sent to the attitude control computer
which then processes the information and determines what type of attitude control is
required. In this manner, attitude control is accomplished autonomously. Redundancy is
provided for by ground control.
F. SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND PERFORMANCE
Each time a motor operates onboard the satellite, a torque is imposed. The attitude
control system "senses" these torques, and, through commands received from ground
stations, reacts to damp the resulting adverse motions. Additionally, the satellite counters
external torques described in the following section.
Of considerable importance is the initial orientation procedure through which the
satellite becomes fully stabilized with the payload pointing in the proper direction. When
released from the SLD, the satellites are passively stabilized by spinning about their
major axis with an angular velocity imparted to them by the launch vehicle. Following
solar army deployment, satellite thrusters are commanded to despin the satellite after
which, the momentum wheel spins up to provide gyroscopic stabilization. The satellite
slowly revolves about its major axis to acquire the sun. If unable to acquire the sun
within approximately five revolutions, the satellite will rotate about its roll axis. Initial
attitude determination data is provided by the solar aspect sensor. Once sun acquisition
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has occured, the satellite will acquire the Earth with its Earth horizon sensor by rotating
about its y-axis. Peak bus voltage is monitored to maintain optimal solar array pointing.
After the Earth has been acquired, the satellite will maintain its attitude within + 1
degree through its primary attitude control system of MWA's and magnetic torque rods.
Magnetic disturbances provide the largest torques acting on the satellites and are
on the order of 10-5 N-re. Gravity gradient and solar pressure disturbance torques are
approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than magnetic disturbances. Aerodynamic
disturbances are negligible due to the altitude of the orbit.
Magnetic disturbance torques are secular torques resulting from the Earth's
magnetic field reacting with the satellites residual magnetic dipole. These torques are
used to calculate system gains and time constants. All calculations are included in a
Mathcad program included in Appendix H.
G* REFERENCES
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XI. PROPULSION
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Scope
The satellite mission necessitates accurate positioning of each satellite in a
multiplane constellation. The propulsion system is designed to inject each satellite into
its proper position in the orbital plane, maintain that position throughout the lifespan, and
de-orbit at end-of-life.
a. Operational Requirements
The mission requires an 8-plane, 48-satellite constellation in a low earth
orbit along a 52 degree inclination. Choice of launch vehicle, transfer orbit, operational
orbit, and position accuracy all define propulsion system requirements. Early estimates
of individual satellite mass allowed consideration of loading one plane per launch vehicle
to minimize launch costs. The six satellites must be placed in the orbit at equal intervals.
After injection from the SLD, each satellite must be despun, oriented and decelerated to
enter operational orbit. Except for the lead satellite, each following satellite must
overcome a greater delta-v to correct its argument of perigee and right ascension with
respect to the lead satellite. During operational status, the propulsion system corrects for
minor errors in the orbit. Orbital accuracies are set at 1 degree off of intended position.
At end-of-life, the remaining propellant de-orbits the satellite into a higher drag orbit.
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b. Functional Requirements
The major limiting factor for the propulsion system is the amount of
propellant (mass and volume) that can be carried within the restricted box structure.
Other limitations imposed on the system are thruster location and moment arm. Thruster
location is preferably at the farthest point from the center of mass to maximize the
moment arm. However, the SLD configuration requires the thrusters to be located flush
to the deck. This, in addition to the limit imposed by location of the thermal gear,
reduces the maximum moment arm for more efficient thruster operations during despin
maneuvers. The position of the thrusters with respect to the solar arrays places a canting
requirement which reduces thruster efficiency during delta-v maneuvers.
c. Artificialities
Timing of thrust operations is not included in the analysis and design.
2. Method
a. Software
The delta-v calculations are taken from Orbital Workbench version 1.01.
The Orbital Transfer branch of the Orbital Workbench program was extremely helpful
in calculating delta-v for the various maneuvers which included the design of the transfer
orbit to minimize delta-v. The propellant budget was designed on Microsoft Excel 3.0.
b. Alternatives Explored
A positive expulsion elastometric diaphram tank was first considered in
lieu of the tank design used in the final design. Consideration was given with regard to
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cost versesthe designed mission of the diaphragm tank. Positive expulsion tanks are
primarily designed for missions which require high accelerations and, therefore, their use
would be an overdesign for this mission. They were also deemed inefficient because of
the decrease in useable volume to total volume ratio. Additional alternatives included
the number of tanks. Choices ranged from one to four. More than one tank would
increase volume and mass of propellant containment per mass of propellant. For this
reason, as well as cost, one tank is selected.
c. Tradeoffs Performed
The injection orbit is specifically designed to minimize required delta-V
for initial orbit positioning, which is the largest demand on propellant mass. This
tradeoff investigation compared relative rotation of argument of perigee, relative
recession of the nodes, and velocities at perigee between the circular operational Orbit
and injection orbits of various apogees. Careful attention was given to minimize the
delta-v requirement for this maneuver and yet not require excessive time in the injection
orbit. Choosing the injection orbit so that all satellites are ejected from the SLD within
16 orbits, minimizes the delta-v requirement to correct for the differences described
above, and balances this requirement with minimizing the time elapsed between first and
last injection.
B. GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIFHON
The primary components include one 60 cdm tank, six 2.2 N thrusters, and
associated plumbing. The thrusters operate on hydrazine propellant using Shell 405
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Figure XI-1 Thruster Outline
catalyst. Propulsion system mass and propellent budgets are presented in Table XI. 1.
C. INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
1. Thruster Description
Six identical thrusters are used for each satellite. Thruster characteristics are
presented in Table XI.2. Each thruster (Rocket Research Company Model MR-11A) has
been previously flight tested. Thruster design is presented in Figure XI-1.
The particular combination of thrusters required for specific maneuvers is
listed in Table XI.3 for thruster operations. Thruster operations in the x-axis are
inhibited by the solar arrays. Solar array deployment must occur before any thruster is
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Table XI.1 Mass Budget
Maneuver Delta V
(m/s)
Isp
(s_c)
Mass Change
(kg)
Final Mass
(kg)
Launch Mass 374.00
Attitude 1.00 224.00 0.17 373.00
Orientation
Orbit Injection 149.390 223.96 24.57 349.26
Orbit 9.19 218.56 1.49 347.76
Maintenance
EOL Deorbit 146.00 218.23 22.93 324.84
Propellent 0.98 323.85
Holdup
Margin 7.02 316.83
TOTAL 57.17
COMPONENT
Tank, pressurant, and propellant
Thrusters (ea)
Piping
70
.344
4.5
fired along the (plus or minus) x axis.
avoid solar array impingement by the exhaust.
array positioning and thruster fu'ing must occur.
For this reason, they are canted 5 degrees out to
Even so, coordination between solar
Normal on-orbit maneuvering is not
expected to be required on short notice so that this coordination can be planned out in
advance.
Thruster locations are depicted in Table XI.4.
by equipment location for other systems, especially thermal control.
payload also limits positioning of any thruster along the negative z axis.
Thruster location is limited
The antenna
Furthermore,
integration into the SLD requires that thrusters be flush with the satellite faces.
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Table XI.2 Thruster Characteristics
Propellent N2H4
Catalyst Shell 405
Thrust 2.200 N (0.5 lbf)
Valve Power 9.000 W (28 vdc, 45 °F)
224.000 secIsp (BOL)
Isp (EOL) 213.000 sec
Mass 0.344 kg ea.
Number 12.000
Minimum Impulse Bt. 0.0431 Ns (25 ms)
Flown on ERBS
Manufactured by Rocket Research Corporation (ROCKOR)
Model MR-11A
Table XI.3 Thruster Operations
Operations Thrusters
Injection 5 and 6
Station-Keeping (1 and 2) or (5 and 6)
Positive Roll (+ x) 5
Negative Roll (-x) 6
Positive Pitch (+y) 1 or 4 or 6
Negative Pitch (-y) 2 or 3 or 5
Positive Yaw (+z) 1 or 3
Negative Yaw (-z) 2 or 4
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Table XI.4 Thrusters Locztions
Thruster
Designation
SpacecraftCoordinates
1 -41.5 -36.0 20.0
2 -41.5 36.0 -20.0
3 41.5 36.0 20.0
4 41.5 -36.0 -20.0
5 -41.5 36.0 -26.0
6 41.5 -36.0 -26.0
2. Propellant Tank
The one propellant tank is a center-mounted spherical tank filled to 83 %
capacity with monopropellant hydrazine. It is a 49.3 cm outer diameter tank with a mass
of 5.126 kg capable of holding 61.9 kg of hydrazine. Nitrogen pressurant is used to
expel the hydrazine with no mechanical means of separating the pressurant and
propellant. Surface tension devices (baffles and sponges) are designed in the tank to
ensure liquid availability to the thrusters. Tank characteristics are listed in Table XI.5.
Tank size is limited by the height of each satellite, thus the desire to launch one plane
per launch vehicle is the primary imposition on tank size and therefore propellant
capacity. Figure XI-2 depicts the tank outline.
3. Other
Welded titanium tubing interconnects the tank, thruster, and nitrogen bottle.
Manual fill and drain valves on the tank assist in testing, loading, unloading, and
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ITable XI-2 Tank Outline
Table XI.5 Tank Characteristics
Number 1.000
Pressurant N2
Radius 49.070 cm (ID)
49.260 cm (OD)
Wall Thickness 0.091 cm
Mass 5.216 kg each
Operating Pressure 2.340 MPa
Maximum Propellent Mass 61.867 kg each
Actual Propellent Mass 61.867 kg each
Manufactured by TRW
Model #80182-1
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prelaunchoperations.A filter is placedat thetankoutlet to prevent thruster clogging or
valve malfunction. The 6.35 mm interconnecting lines are made of titanium tubing and
are welded to all fittings. Heaters are integrated in the tank and thrusters to prevent
freezing of the hydrazine.
D. SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION
The tank is initially pressurized at 300 psi. A command to fire a thruster opens
the thruster valve for that particular thruster and propellant flows through the catalyst due
to a pressure difference across the catalyst bed. The catalyst and hydrazene exothermally
react and propellant flows out of the nozzle. The valve closes when the open signal
ceases. A decrease in tank pressure is detected by a pressure transducer using strain
gauges. The transducer sends a signal to the pressure regulator which passes nitrogen
to the propellant tank until operating pressure is again achieved.
El SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Figure XI-3 depicts the integration of propulsion system components.
F. SPACECRAFI? INTEGRATION
The propulsion system integrates with the thermal control system in that the
hydrazine must be maintained at greater than 50 degrees F to prevent freezing. This is
accomplished by thermal blankets and a heater installed on the tank.
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XII. TEST
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Objectives
The objectives of the satellite test plan are to:
- Perform development testing of qualification and prototype hardware and
computer program design concepts as early as possible to ensure early detection and
resolution of design, fabrication, compatibility, performance, reliability, and life
expectancy problems.
- Perform qualification testing of units and assemblies at presystem or system
level to assure specification requirements have been met prior to initiation of flight
hardware acceptance testing.
- Perform acceptance tests on all units before installation on the spacecraft
to demonstrate flight-worthiness.
- Perform prelaunch validation tests to demonstrate that the space vehicle and
the launch vehicle have been successfully integrated.
- Perform on-orbit performance tests to verify full operational capability to
feedback into acceptance test planning system.
2. General Test Requirements
Figure XII-1 depicts an overview of the spacecraft test plan. A description
of the general test plan requirements follows.
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Figure XII-1 Satellite Test Plan
a. Development Testing
Development Tests are conducted to obtain information to aid in
spacecraft design and manufacturing processes. These tests will generate the design
parameters, validate design concepts, verify design criteria, determine design margins,
identify failure modes, and to verify manufacturing processes. [MIL-STD p. 7]
b. Qualification Testing
Qualification Tests are conducted to demonstrate that the design
specification requirements are met. The qualification test levels are the design levels
which exceed the range of environments and stresses expected throughout the spacecraft's
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mission. The qualification tests validate the acceptance test program's techniques, test
procedures, test environments, test equipment, and test software. [MIL-STD p. 20]
c. Acceptance Tesa'ng
The acceptance test plan demonstrates the flight-worthiness of each
spacecraft component and subassembly. The acceptance tests reveal manufacturing
and/or workmanship inadequacies. Test levels for validation are based on ascent and on-
orbit operational environments and stresses.[MIL-STD p. 20]
d. Prelaunch Validation Tesa'ng
Prelaunch validation testing is conducted once the spacecraft has been
delivered to the launch site. The test objective is to assure the space vehicle survived
transportation and is ready to be integrated with the launch vehicle. The space vehicle
is retested following integration to demonstrate operational comparability between the
launch system and spacecraft. [Ref. MIL-STD: p. 20]
e. On-Orbit Testing
The on-orbit test plan is an important consideration in the design of the
remaining space vehicles. The specific requirements are not addressed in this document.
BI DEVELOPMENT TESTS
1. Development Test Vehicles
A development test vehicle is fabricated to provide engineering, design, and
test information concerning the validity of analytical techniques and assumed design
parameters, to uncover unexpected system response characteristics, to evaluate design
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changes, to determine interface compatibility, to prove test procedures and techniques,
and to determine if the equipment meets its performance specification. [MIL-STD p. 7]
2. Satellite Launch Dispenser Model
a. Ground Test Considerations
The large size of the Satellite Launch Dispenser (SLD) combined with
loading due to gravity makes ground testing of the complete structure difficult.
Gravitational stiffening, suspension effects, virtual air mass, preloads and air damping
will alter dynamic characteristics. Other testing difficulties encountered are low resonant
frequencies and high modal densities within the frequency range of interest which
combine with small motions and accelerations. The complexity of the mechanisms and
their associated nonlinearities cause structural complexities. From these considerations,
The ground testing of the complete SLD will be difficult if not impossible. [ATLSS p.
114]
b. Ground Testing Approaches
Several ground testing approaches have been considered to overcome
difficulties in testing the SLD. Scale model testing was considered since this would
overcome size and gravity effects, but does not assure the detail representation required.
Element tests provide a means of supplementing the model tests and will be effective in
the testing of joints. The substructure testing method appears to be the most promising.
Substructure testing enables the dynamic behavior of the actual structure to be measured
while overcoming some of the concerns with respect to size, gravity, and modal density.
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The tests will be directed toward the verification of analysis using either models of partial
structures.[ATLSS p. 115]
c. Design, Development, and Verification
Ground tests of the SLD are used primarily to verify analysis. The use
of a prototype structure for the ground test verification is supplemented by analysis with
the major emphasis placed on the development of accurate analytical methods.
3. Component Development Tests
The majority of the development tests are conducted on breadboard and
prototype hardware at the subsystem and component level. Since many of the spacecraft
components have been previously flight proven, their are only a few items of interest
which will require the earliest possible verification of critical design concepts to reduce
the risk of involved in committing the design to qualification and flight hardware. The
emphasis of the testing is on electrical and mechanical performance and the ability to
withstand the environmental stress of ascent. Functional testing is conducted in simulated
thermal and vibration environments.[MIL-STD p. 25]
4. Space Vehicle and Subsystem Development Tests
a. Modal Survey
The modal survey defines and verifies analytically derived dynamic
model of the space vehicle for use in launch vehicle loading event simulations and for
use in examinations of post-boost configuration elastic effects upon control precision and
stability. The test is conducted on a flight quality structural subsystem augmented by
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mass simulated components. The data obtained should be adequate to define orthogonal
mode shapes, mode frequencies, and mode damping ratios of all modes which occur
within the frequency range of interest. [MIL-STD p. 25]
b. Structural Development Test
The structural development tests verify the stiffness properties of the
space vehicle and measure the member load and stress distributions.[MIL STD p. 26]
Structural tests may be done in conjunction with the modal survey.
c. Acoustic and Shock Development Test
The acoustic test exposes the space vehicle to the qualification
environment in an acoustic chamber.
d. Thermal Balance Development Test
The thermal balance development test verifies the analytical modeling of
the space vehicle and component thermal design criteria. The thermal model consists of
a thermally equivalent structure with the addition of equipment panels, thermal control
insulation, finishes, and thermally equivalent models of electronic, pneumatic, and
mechanical components. The thermal balance test is conducted in a space environments
simulation test chamber capable of simulating the ascent, transfer orbit, and orbital
thermal vacuum conditions.[MIL STD p. 28]
e. Transport Development Test
The dynamic environment experienced by the satellite during road or air
transportation is normally controlled to levels less than the max levels predicted for
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launch or flight. Since road surface conditions are subject to change, an analysis of
space vehicle response to the transportation environment may be necessary to verify that
the spacecraft will not be damaged during transport. A spacecraft development model
or simulator which has the space vehicle mass properties are used with instrumentation
to measure both space vehicle and transporter dynamic responses. [MIL STD p. 28]
C. QUALIFICATION TESTS
1. Component Qualification Tests
The component qualification tests are conducted entirely on the component
level either inplant or by the manufacturer. The exceptions to this testing are items
which may only be tested at the subsystem level. Some of these are the wiring
harnesses, interconnecting tubing, and radio frequency ciruits. [Ref. MILSTD: p. 43]
2. Qualification Test Vehicles
Two qualification test vehicles axe required for this project. These are the
spacecraft and the satellite launch dispenser, which are qualified as individual units and
will require separate test plans. The spacecraft and satellite launch dispenser
qualification vehicles are produced from the same drawings, materials, equipment, and
manufacturing processes as the flight vehicle. The spacecraft and the satellite launch
dispenser are qualified at the design level as opposed to acceptance test levels.
3. Vehicle Qualification Tests
The space vehicle qualification tests consist of functional, electromagnetic
compatability, acoustic, vibration, pyro shock, pressure, thermal vacuum, thermal
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balance, and thermal cycling. Figure XII-2 depicts the test sequence. Special test such
as alignments, calibrations, antenna patterns, and mass properties are conducted at the
acceptance test level for flight vehicles, and are also conducted on the qualification
vehicle.[Ref. MILSTD: p. 29] The acceptance level tests are discussed in detail in the
Acceptance Test Plan in the next section.
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Figure XII-2 Satellite and Launch Dispenser Qualification Flow Diagram
a. Satellite Launch Dispenser Qualification Test Plan
The SLD test plan includes the mechanical and electrical functional,
electromagnetic compatability, acoustic, vibration, pyro shock, pressure, thermal
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vacuum, thermal balance, and thermal cycling qualification tests. Special tests include
low level sine vibration tests, alignment checks, and satellite dispensing tests. All tests
requiring mass property or thermal simulation are conducted with mass and/or thermal
models of the spacecraft installed in the SLD.
b. Spacecraft Qualification Test Plan
The spacecraft qualification test plan includes the mechanical and
electrical functional, electromagnetic compatability, acoustic, vibration, pyro shock,
pressure, thermal vacuum, thermal balance, and thermal cycling qualification tests.
Special tests include are include to test the Reaction Control Subsystem, the Solar
Arrays, antennas and are as described in the Acceptance Test portion of the chapter.
D* ENVIRONMENTAL ACCEPTANCE TESTS
1. Component Environmental Acceptance Test Requirements
All components are subjected to the testing in this section.
a. Thermal Vacuum
The thermal vacuum test are conducted in accordance with component
specifications, except that the hot and cold environments will be 20°F higher and lower,
respectively, than the maximum and minimum expected orbital temperatures.[TRW p.
2-31
b. Vibration
To simulate the spacecraft launch environment, while the equipment is
mechanically and electrically energized, the equipment is subjected to the random
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vibration acceptance environment shown in Figure XII-3. Vibration is applied
consecutively in each of three orthogonal axes, for a period of 1.0 minute in each axis.
The vibration is applied and measured at the launch vehicle interface or mounting
points.[TRW p. 2-3]
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Figure XII-3 Spacecraft Random Vibration Acceptance Test[TRW p. 2-3]
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section.
Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Test Requirements
All flight vehicles are subjected to the environmental tests described in this
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a. Acoustics
The spacecraft in launch configuration, receives an incident broadband
random sound field for a period of 1 minute.
b. Space Environment Simulation
The thermal vacuum space environment simulation exposes the spacecraft
to worst case, high and low temperature conditions. Heat flux sources are used to
simulate solar energy.
c. Low-Level Sine Vibration
The spacecraft is subjected to sine vibrations along the londitudinal
principal axes perpendicular to _ the launch vehicle/spacecraft interface plane. The
amplitude of the low-level sine vibration test is established using predicted spacecraft
dynamic responses to transient boost events. The test level so that the spacecraft primary
structure does not exceed 95 percent of the design limit load. [TRW p. 2-4]
E. COMPONENT ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Component Acceptance Tests are conducted to demonstrate that the equipment
meets the required standards for workmanship and the performance requirements stated
in the satellite specification. All components/subassemblies have been successfully
acceptance tested and have been flight certified prior to installation on a flight spacecraft.
The structure subsystem components are subjected to physical inspections and
dimensional checks to verify compliance with workmanship standards at the component
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level. Environmental acceptance tests are conducted at the higher subassembly level as
part of the spacecraft environmental acceptance test.
F. SPACECRAFt ACCEPTANCE TESTS
All flight spacecraft are subjected to the tests described in this section. The
acceptance test flow annotated to show the status and activity of each major subsystem
on a test-by-test basis is shown in Figure XII-4.
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Figure XII--4 Spacecraft Acceptance Test Flow
1. Reaction Control System Proof Leak and Flow Tests
The objectives of the Reaction Control System (RCS) leak and flow tests
are to verify RCS integrity at a pressure which is 1.67 times work pressure, to verify
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RCS integrity at a working pressure within acceptable external leak rate, to verify the
RCS components have acceptably low leak rates, to verify that thrusters are free of
obstructions and that the gas flow impedance is acceptable low, and to verify proper
valve operation.[TRW p. 303] The tests are performed on a fully configured RCS that
has been assembled on the spacecraft module structure. A post-environmental exposure
flow and leak tests are performed on a fully configured spacecraft, usually done prior to
solar array installation as shown in Figure XII-4.[TRW p.315]
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2. Telemetry Calibration
Telemetry calibrations are conducted to calibrate the analog telemetry
parameters required for the full range of telemetry signals. The raw voltage data is
sampled at points before signal conditioning, and the corresponding downlink before
computer conversion. [TRW p. 320] Telemetered data are examined to substantiate the
analytical verification of the required accuracy of the signals.
3. Spacecraft Subsystem Tests
Spacecraft subsystem tests are conducted to demonstrate the full operating
characteristics of the spacecraft system and includes performance measurements to
substantiate compliance with specifications.
vacuum chamber test and provides the
This test is conducted after the thermal
primary post-environmental performanc e
verification for the Tr&c, ACS, and communications subsystems. The spacecraft is
fully configured without solar array and batteries and with the antennas stowed. The
ACS will be externally stimulated by simulated sensor and command inputs. [TRW p.
321]
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4. Power Subsystem
Operational verification of the power subsystem is accomplished using
simulated battery power to simulate launch and ascent. Subsequently, simulated solar
array power is applied to simulate array deployment. A brief eclipse period is simulated
by removing the test power source and the simulated batteries are discharged. Ordinance
control and firing testing is performed as part of the electric power test sequence.
Ordinance test point monitors are connected to the spacecraft at the pyrotechnic device
interfaces. [TRW p. 336]
5. TT&C Subsystem
Simulated TT&C signals are sent by the PC computer to verify the command
and telemetry responses. The command and telemetry verifications are based on
telemetry response voltage changes, power changes, frequency changes, etc. as a result
of a command specified. [TRW p. 338] TT&C is systematically operated in clear and
encrypted modes to verify their operation.
6. Attitude Control Subsystem
The ACS is tested by simulation of the full range of ascent and on-orbit
operations. Each sun and earth sensor is stimulated with a variety of error outputs.
End-to-end control loop verification compares thruster, solar array drive, and reaction
wheel responses to simulated error inputs to the sensor and(or) electronics. Successful
completion of this test requires that the ACS demonstrate the appropriate response to
ACS commands, that telemetered parameters and status information be verified via
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telemetry, andthat proper functionaloperation and logical performance on the AVCS
control loops be demonstrated.
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7. Communications Subsystem
The communications subsystem tests measure the input and output power of
a particular channel under test over the dynamic range of interest, verifies the output
power of each channel and demonstrates the channel power distribution capability,
provides a test of the frequency generators, measure the end-to-end frequency response
on the communication transponder and the carrier power-to-noise power ratio.
Measurements of adjacent channel interference, bit error probability of the command
channel, and phase linearity of the communications transponders are performed. The
phase of the output signals is determined as a function of the input power. The spurious
outputs and transmitter harmonics tests measure the unwanted signals outside the overall
transmit band.
8. System Thermal Test
The objective of the system thermal test is to demonstrate acceptable system
performance during conditions of thermal stress and provide performance baseline data
for subsequent testing. The test is performed on the spacecraft with thermal
instrumentation and mounted on a pedestal within the thermal chamber. The spacecraft
is subjected to a series of seven thermal cycles with detailed performance measurements
at the temperature extremes of the final cycle, as shown in Figure XII-5. During the
thermal cycling, the spacecraft telemetry and selected performance parameters are
monitored to detect status or anomalies. After the initial six thermal cycles, the chamber
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temperature is reduced and stab_ at maximum low and the performance
measurements are repeated. The chamber temperature is increase to the hot acceptance
temperature limit, stabilized and the performance measurements taken. [TRW p. 365]
9. Integrated System Test
The integrated system test is a downscaled version of the spacecraft system
test which is conducted within the series of environmental exposures to detect gross
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Figure XII-5 Spacecraft Thermal Vacuum Test Cycles [TRW p. 3-375]
functional failures which may occur as a result of these environments. The test is
performed immediately preceding the thermal vacuum test with the spacecraft mounted
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inside the chamber.
p. 376]
10.
All systems are activated in their normal operating modes. [TRW
Communications Intermodulation Anechoic Test
The objectives of the anechoic chamber intermodulation test are to verify that
the integrated spacecraft system meets performance requirements with respect to
generated IM interference appearing in the payload receive band, and to provide baseline
IM and antenna performance data before and after environmental exposures to verify that
performance has not been affected. The test is conducted in an anechoic chamber with
the spacecraft modules integrated without the solar arrays and with the antenna installed
in the deployed configuration. Facility test probe antennas are placed in the near-field
of the spacecraft antenna to provide the radiated uplinks and downlink.
11. System Alignment
System alignments, depicted in Figure XII-6, are performed at the spacecraft
level to establish primary spacecraft coordinates and to ensure attitude and velocity
control subsystem efficiency in minimizing pointing error and on orbit injection error.
Final system alignments are performed after environmental exposure to compensate for
structural relaxation during handling, environmental exposure, and/or component
replacement. Primary spacecraft reference points are targeted and alignment of the
thrusters, sensors, and antennas is accomplished during spacecraft module, payload
module, and spacecraft integration. Alignments should be performed with an accuracy
of 0.01 degree and 0.02 cm.[TRW p. 3-387]
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12. Solar Array nlumination
The solar array performance characteristics are initially determined by the
solar array illumination test. Subsequent illumination tests are accomplished in
conjunction with visual inspections to monitor aliveness and physical integrity throughout
the assembly process. The performance test is performed on each solar panel in a xenon
flash test facility. Subsequent illumination tests are performed periodically after the solar
panels have been assembled into solar arrays (sets of panels).[TRW p. 390]
Figure XII-6 Spacecraft Alignment Test [TRW p. 3-387]
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13. Solar Array Deployment
The objective of the solar array deployment test is to verify the functional
adequacy of deployment hardware latches, and to verify unrestrained release in the flight
configuration after dynamic test exposure. Outer panel deployment tests are performed
with the solar arrays mounted on a fixture simulating the spacecraft/solar panel interface
before being integrated to the spacecraft and on the fully configured spacecraft after
environmental exposure. The panel motion is restrained with a variable speed motor,
and deployment angle is measured with a potentiometer. Boom deployment tests are
performed before and after dynamic test exposure with the boom mounted in a test setup
that has a fixed simulated solar array drive and a movable mass simulated solar array that
utilizes an air bearing table to simulate zero gravity as shown in Figure XII-7.[TRW
3-392]
14. Low-Level Sine Vibration
The objectives of the low-level sine vibration test are to demonstrate electrical
integrity of all elements and the structural capability of those elements that are
susceptible to sine vibration. The test serves as a demonstration of confidence in overall
workmanship prior to committing the spacecraft to the series of functional environment
tests and eventual flight. [TRW 3-394] The flight spacecraft is mounted on a shaker with
the vibration input along the Z-axis at the adapter section. The spacecraft is in the flight
configuration with solar array and antenna in the stowed configuration. The spacecraft
functions are verified using telemetry during this test which all spacecraft elements are
observed for workmanship within the limitations of the telemetry sampling rate during
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/Figure XII-7 Spacecraft Solar Array Boom Deployment Test
vibration excitation. [TRW 3-396]
15. Acoustic Test
The acoustic test is performed to demonstrate that the spacecraft can
withstand the acceptance acoustic environment without degradation of performance and
without structural deformation. The spacecraft is in the electrical launch configuration
and is on battery power with solar array and antenna in the stowed configuration. The
spacecraft is placed in the acoustic chamber, the spacecraft is exposed to acceptance
levels for 1 minute and the electrical status is verified via telemetry. [TRW 3-399]
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16. Mechanical Inspection
Mechanical inspections are performed after dynamic environmental exposure
to determine if any degradation of the solar array, antenna, thermal insulation, heat
shields, and sensors has occurred. [TRW 3-401]
17. Thermal Vacuum Test
The thermal vacuum test has two prime objectives. The first objective is to
verify through thermal performance, the integrity of the spacecraft thermal subsystem,
in an induced thermal-vacuum environment of heat fluxes obtained during the
qualification solar simulation test. Secondly, the thermal vacuum test verifies the
integrity of the spacecraft by demonstrating flightworthy performance in a acceptance
thermal-vacuum environment.
The performance tests to include wiU be ambient spacecraft functional test,
thermal vacuum functional test, and spacecraft heater circuits functional test. Upon
completion of the functional test, the thermal-vacuum chamber, depicted in Figure XII-8,
is pumped down to 10-5 torr. During chamber transition, the spacecraft power and heat
flux adjustments will be made to achieve orbital thermal equilibrium for the equinox
condition. The heat flux sources will be set to simulate solar energy so that the resulting
orbital average absorbed energy is equivalent to that experienced by the spacecraft during
the equinox conditions resulting form the qualification solar simualtion test. This
condition is maintained until thermal equilibrium is reached and includes up to three
eclipses. Spacecraft equipment is powered on and the selected operational mode to
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support the thermal objectives of interest and is continuously monitored for abnormal
telemetry readings.
The next configuration is the summer solstice configuration where the average
orbital heat fluxes obtained from qualification solar simulation test are simulated so that
the resulting absorbed energy is equivalent to that experienced when the spacecraft is at
summer solstice orientation.
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Figure XII-8 Spacecraft Thermal Vacuum Chamber Test
For the third thermal condition which is summer solstice diurnal extremes
configuration, the diurnal extreme fluxes are simulated such that the resulting absorbed
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energy approaches the diurnal extremes of an end-of-life summers solstice condition.
The configuration results in the ,Y side of the spacecraft is hot and the +Y side is
cold. [TRW 3-404]
18. Phased Array Deployment Functional Test
The objective of the solar array deployment test is to verify the functional
adequacy of deployment hardware latches, and to verify unrestrained release in the flight
configuration after dynamic test exposure. Outer panel deployment tests are performed
with the solar arrays mounted on a fixture simulating the spacecraft/solar panel interface
before being integrated to the spacecraft and on the fully configured spacecraft after
environmental exposure. The panel motion is restrained with a variable speed motor,
and deployment angle is measured with a potentiometer.
19. Mass Properties
The mass property test objectives are to balance the spacecraft to reduce static
and dynamic inbalance to within allowable flight tolerances, soacecraft weight is
determined and is used at a later time with the apogee kick motor, propellant, and
pressurant weights to determine spacecraft launch weight. Spacecraft mass properties are
measured with the spacecraft fully integrated, less the apogee kick motor, propellant and
with a minimum off pressurant. [TRW 3-411] Spacecraft static and dynamic unbalance
measurements about the spin axis are performed with the spacecraft mounted to a spin
balance machine. Balanced weights are attached to the spacecraft to align the mass
principal axis with the geometric Z-axis.[TRW p. 3-413]
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XIII. COST ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
This cost analysis is performed in order to determine the viability of the satellite
program. Additionally, it provides an initial overall projected cost by segment (i.e.,
ground, space, user) and an expected revenue plan to recover c._osts.
1. Scope
The cost analysis encompasses three segments defined, in Ref. 1 as, the
ground, space and user segments. Note that the space segment cost includes development,
testing and launch of 48 satellites.
a. Operational Requirements
The costs incurred during the development, testing, launch and
maintenance of the satellites over their life span are to be recovered with an appropriate
profit margin.
b. Functional Requirements
In order to reduce launch costs, six satellites are packaged together for
orbit insertion on the Delta II launch vehicle. When feasible, off the shelf components
are chosen, and are to be procured in bulk quantities sufficient to meet the needs of the
entire satellite building program. Costs for storage of the satellites are minimal, and
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account for time between the build up of the first of the stack of six to the earliest
possible launch date of the stack.
c. Restrictions Constraints Artificialities
Restrictions on a complete cost analysis model are primarily due to the
scarcity of data for comparison. Historically, no space programs of the same class (i.e.,
small commercial satellites), have been built in such large quantities. Therefore, there
are no appropriate cost models which provide accurate costs analysis across the board.
Not all components are individually accounted for in this cost analysis.
Hence, individual components not accounted for are grouped according to classification
(i.e., structure, payload, thermal, etc.) and are estimated as a percentage of the total
known costs [Ref. 2]. Note that these costs also include integration factors, such as
wiring harnesses.
Transportation to and from testing facilities and to the launch site are not
included in the overall satellite costs, as these are not well defined parameters at this
time.
As noted in Ref. I, a proper cost analysis is performed utilizing the work
breakdown structure as a costing framework. In this case, where the satellite buying
program is so large and represents a historical landmark, the work packages are
considered to offer the best alternative in arriving at the costs. Therefore this cost
analysis should not be considered for use beyond Milestone 0, the feasibility study.
2O0
2. METHOD
a. Model Development
Various methods were employed for this cost analysis. Where
component costs were available the bottom-up method of costing was utilized [Ref. 1].
As previously mentioned, some components were not individually priced and were
grouped into categories based on their function. Costs for such components were
formulated by use of Cost Equivalent Relationships (CER) obtained from Refs. 1 and 2.
CER's are parametric equations based on historical cost data and rationalized to cost
versus mass of the subsystem.
range of applicable masses.
Each parametric equation is limited in application by a
Therefore even though components may have been
identified, the parametric equations required that they be lumped together to form one
total mass. Finally in formulating the model, costs of components which were not off-
the-shelf, such as the payload antenna, overall structure and the SLD, reflect the
additional cost of RDT&E amortized over the entire buy. As in the previous utilization
of the CER's mass of the component was key in determining costs. By combining these
two methods the first unit cost was established.
Finally, costs for testing of the satellites was formulated based on specific
costs to test the entire satellite separately and as a stacked unit. Component level costs
were not formulated since most components chosen were already flight qualified. Costs
of testing the payload antenna are included in the costs of systems testing as a whole.
These costs were formulated by use of CER's developed for testing. The total cost of
testing was then amortized over the 48 satellites and applied to the first unit cost.
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In determining the final cost of the program, a learning curve of 95 %
[Ref. 1], was assumed in determining the cost to produce each satellite (Appendix A).
However, this may have led to a cost error of as much as 7%, since components costs
which were quoted by the manufacturer or the Lockheed representative [Ref. 4], already
are compensated for by that manufacturers learning rate.
b. Alternatives
The Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model [Ref. 3] developed by the Air
Force's Space Division in Los Angeles California was not utilized in the formulation of
this analysis for numerous reasons.
Firstly, the model was developed as a cost estimating tool for Department
Of Defense satellite acquisition programs. Several space component suppliers [Refs. 4,
5 and 6], state that a substantial savings in total costs are afforded if the buy is of a
commercial nature. Secondly, the data base for the derivation of the parametric
equations used in obtaining the CER's is not applicable to large procurement programs.
Suppliers indicate that the large procurement quantities, if purchased at the most
economic manufacturing rate, are significant drivers in providing the component at
substantial savings.
¢. Tradeoffs
(1) Formulation of The Model
In choosing not to utilize the Air Force's cost model the ability to
price some of the components individually was diminished. However, by applying the
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bottom-up approach for those components that can be identified, taking into account the
size of the buy and the fact that it is commercial, and applying CER's [Ref. 1] to other
groups more representative costs were obtained.
Since the expertise and resources for the formulation of a projected
revenue generation scheme were not available, the decision was made to use Ref. 3 as
a sole source for this information.
(2) Design Versus Cost Considerations
Whenever possible off-the-shelf flight qualified components were
selected, as long as technological improvements for state of the art component, were not
significant so as to degrade performance to unacceptable levels. This procurement policy
leads to significant savings in manufacturing and testing. Further savings are realized
if the purchase of the component can be scheduled so as to coincide with a buy from
another ongoing program. However, this factor was not incorporated when determining
component costs due to the uncertainty of the future market place and was only
mentioned, so as to facilitate this sort of thinking in future more refined cost analysis of
this program.
The optimum number of 6 satellites was in part driven by high
launch costs. At a rate of $57.4 million per launch it was determined that the optimum
size would allow stacking of enough satellites to fill an orbital plane.
In order to take advantage of volume buying discounts the decision
was made to design for a single configuration, where all satellites can assume any
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position in thestack. Testingcostswerefoundto be lessfor a singleconfigurationeven
thoughall satelliteswould needto meetthe mostrigorouslaunchconditions.
Weightof thetorquerodswasnota drivingdesignconstraint.This
fact was important in Ithaco's cost estimate, where the more stringent the weight
requirementthe more costly the materialsand manufacturing.The relation between
weight and cost of manufacturewas statedby Ithaco [Ref. 4], to be exponentialin
nature. This allowed someflexibility when determiningthe best cost versusweight
design.
Thesizeof thesolararraywas fixed usingthelessefficient silicon
solar cell since,thecostof utilizing galliumarsenidecellsdoubledthecostof thearray.
Silicon cells, it was determined,would meet the specificationsfor power and weight
hence,cost was thedecidingfactor.
An unexpectedcost of $4 million per satellite to provide two axis
solar array drive motors was allowed as this designwas consideredto be the only
alternativeavailableto keepfrom havingto slew thesatelliteandpayloadantennawhile
tracking the sunfor optimumsolar arrayperformance.
B. SEGMENT COSTS
SectionsB.1 thru B.3 contain the estimatedcosts for ground, spaceand user
segmentsrespectively.
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1. Ground Segment Costs
The ground segment costs consist of recurring and non-recurring costs
associated with the development of two satellite control centers and six gateways as
proposed in the GLOBAL,STAR program by Loral [Ref. 3]. The projected cost of $31
million is $2 million more than Loral's estimate to account for the additional control
center.
o Space Segment Costs
Table XIII. 1 below shows the launch cost, and component cost. Although
Honeywell's reaction wheel assembly is more expensive than other manufacturers, their
record of zero in flight failures is not matched in the industry. All other components
were chosen by costs to procure.
3. User Segment Costs
User Segment costs are not included in this report as the specifications were
not defined. This is unfortunate, since historically, the user segment costs can dwarf
the space and ground segment costs, as for example in the GPS program.
C. TESTING COSTS
The cost of testing includes only the use of the testing facilities and the manhours
to operate them. It does not include transportation cost to and from the test facility of,
storage of the spacecraft awaiting tests. Table XIII.2 presents the cost of performing
various test, based on a phone conversation with Joe Howser of the NRL [Ref. 7]. The
test are broken down into qualification tests (performed on only the first six satellites)
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Table XIII. 1 SpaceSegmentCosts
Component
Delta II
Total Cost I Manufacturer
Launch Vehide
[ 57.4 _ 459.2 1 McDonald
RWA
Torque Rods
Magnometers
Attitude Control
0.250
0.030
0.005
0.750Safemode Sys.
ACC 1.200
Horizon Sensor 0.500
Sun Sensors 0.030
System Total Cost 2.824
Electric Pow_
Solar Panel 0.514
Battery Ni-H z 0.050
Array Tracking Motors 0.800
System Total Cost 1.364
Propulsion
l"hrusters 0.120
Propellant Tank (includes plumbing and 0.175
aeating)
System Total Cost 0.295
Thermal
Louvers 0.654
Heater blankets, Radiators,Insulation 1.321
Subtotal 1.975
12.00
1.440
0.240
36.000
57.600
24.000
1.440
135.552
Honeywell
Ithaco
Ithaco
Ithaco
; Ithaco
Applied Research
Corp.
24.672 ASEC
2.400 Eagle-Pitcher
38.400 Honeywell
65.472
__ Rocor
8.4 TRW
31.392 I Fairchild
1. CostJ in millions of 1990 dollar1.
and acceptance tests (performed on aLl satellites).
thermal balance testing is assumed.
Concurrent thermal vacuum and
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Table XIII. 1 SpaceSegmentCosts(Continued)
Payload
Antenna 1.231 48 59.124
Comm. Elect. Pkg.
System Total Cost
RTU and RCU
3.820 48 183.36
5.051 48 242.448
Tr,_:C
Antennas Of
America
N/A
1.309 48 62.848 N/A
Structure
Spacecraft
SLD
System Total Cost
_&A Satellite Program
Insurance (Launch/
On-orbit)
Total Including
Component Level Testing
1.056
3.435
48
6
50.688
27.485
4.491 78.173
2.89 48 138.72
2.313 48 111.0
19.654 48 680.89
N/A
N/A
D. LAUNCH AND IN ORBIT INSURANCE COSTS
According to Ref. 2, insurance costs are about 16% of the total cost of the
program. Therefore insurance will cost $111.552 million.
E. SUMMARY OF COSTS
Theoretical First Unit Cost (TFUC), including the amortized system test costs, launch
and orbit insurance is $21.728 million dollars. The total cost of the procurement of 48
satellites is $753.231 million dollars, which reflects a learning curve of 95 % applied over
the entire buy [Ref. 2].
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Table XIII.2 TestingCosts
Test Type Cost ($M)
Qualification Testing
Acoustic/Vibration 0.06
Pyrotechnic 0.005
Thermal V_uum 0.316
Thermal Balance N/A
Thermal Cycling N/A
!Static 0.0133
Acceptance Testing
Acoustic/Vibration 0.63 9
thermal Vacuum/Balaa_ 2.532
l'otal Cost Of Testing 3.553
Planning Test Formulation 2.000
Cost Of Testing Amortized Over 48 Satellites 2.074
1. Costs ia milliot_ of 1990 dollars.
F. REVEaNUE GENERATION
Revenue generated from this program is broken down by year for RDSS service.
Table XIII.3 presents the revenue schedules for RDSS services [Ref. 3]. This estimate
is based on achieving a 40% share of the US market by the year 2006. The
incorporation of international markets is expected to significantly increase this revenue
base. It is interesting to note that viability of the system is achieved by accounting for
only the US market.
Revenues from mobile voice and data service are expected to ramp up from
$77 million in 1997 to $574 million in 2006 and will level off after this [Ref. 4].
Therefore it is estimated that within 5 years the revenue generated from this program will
$986.80 million dollars, yielding a profit margin of 26.40%.
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TableXIH.3 RevenueFrom RDSSService[Ref. 3]
Year
1997
RDSS Customers
(xlO 
212
2711998
1999 338
2000 412
2001 416
2002 419
Total Annual
Revenue (xl0 s
Dollars)
64.3
76.3
88.9
102.1
98.2
94.3
2003 422 94.9
2004 424 95.5
2005 427 96.0
2006 441 99.2
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o Phone conversation between
Racine,November1991.
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APr'ENI)IX A
STATEMENT OF WORK
SPECIFICATi()N i)EFINITI(}N
SIZE
The satcllitt: shall be designed to fit within the envelope requirements of the
Arianc and I)clta launch vehicles ill a multiple launch configuration such that
an entire _rbiiztl plzuic shall bc filled using a single launch vehicle.
MASS
The satellite mass prior to launch shall be compatible with the mission
requircincnts and the dcsi_natcd launch configuration including the required
adapters.
STABII.IZATI()N
Tht: salcllitc shall bc stabilized during all phases of the mission. If the satellite
i.,, pa:,si_cl 5 stabiliicd, the iaii,_ _)1 the spin axis moment of inertia to the
maxiiiiuni traiir,_cr_,c tti,,liiciit t_l inct-tia >hall bc greater than 1.05 under all
pt_ssiblt: propcllaul h_adings.
N.IISSI()N l<Et.)t_ INEX1ENTS
()rbil,,
Tile sctlcliiic sliall i_c dcsiflicd ic_ tqTcrutc in I.ow Earth Orbits (LEO) at any
spcL'ilicd incliiiali_li and Lit alliludcs of betwt:t:n 500 and 900 nmi. The design
of ihc ct_nslcllati_ii ,_tbils shall nainimizc the number of on-orbit satellites
_ahilt achic \ i n,-' all liiissitlli rcquircillcsllis.
()rbil and Alliludc (.'orrcciion
The satellite shall bc dr:signed to provide a "'delta velocity" capability to
change t_r corrccl the appropriate orbil parameiers up to 50 meters per second
per \.'car over the mission lifetime, including attitude orientation, orbit
injt:clit_n. ,_rbit nlainicnancc, and End of Life (EOL) deorbit. Attitude
ct)rlccli,_ii.,, nccdcd t_ incci Ihc pcrftlrillallCC rt:quirements of the payload shall
bc lliiniini/cd.
MISSI()N I.lt-h
The satellite shall I)c dcsigut:d for an operational mission life of 5.0 years.
Rt-II .I,-\ B 11. lr'f
I
t
I PREGEDING P_GE BLA_K i,lOY F._L_D
The ,,:licliiic dc,,i,-u ,;ll:lll bc -,uch that Ihc probability of successfully arriving
in llic ct_rrc,.i ,_ii_ii ,_ricutcd in lhc pltq_cr operational attitude (assuming
sticcc_-,lul l:ttii_clL .tlitl ,_cparalit_liJ shall fit: 0.99 assuming initial correct
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tuncti_ning in _hc required opcratic_nal altitude the on-station reliability
shall bc cstimalcd by the colitractor.
EN VIR{)N :"dENT
I ;l_lu_.ll Iti;il,,,nh.,'at
The -;at,'llilc ,{_:,11 hc d,.',igacd Io mcct all pcrtormance requirements specified
attci c\[_:,ui_.' It_ the [aulich citxift_iitllclits of the2 specified launch vehicles.
()n-(Jrbi Pin\ ir,_umcnl
The design and applicalit_n _1 ,;atcllitc parts :.Hid malt:rials shall be such as to
ensure all pcrt_,rtllancc ,,pccific.atit_ns arc met throughout the mission life of
the :,atctlilc x_hcn t_pcr:.ttcd ill :ill expected environments. The satellite shall be
dc_,igncd t_ minimiic cacrgy storage due to differential charging and shall not
bc clfccicd b) uuit_rin chaf.giug.
I._: It :t t I v' ii d ,.'d ( )l'l_-'l :tt I_lll
TIIc ',_tv_'llil,." ,It:_li ,urvi,C x_illl{_Ul dc,_,radalion for periods of up to l0 hours
\_. Illlt_UI ;lit\ l<l v.'tlilillldlit.l uplillk.
C7()MN1L:NICATI( )NS SUBSYSTEM
The Salcllilc ct_lliniunicatit_ns subsyslcni ct>niprises L and C band transponders
capable ,_1 >upp, _tiii_ a _aricly _1 cc>mmunicaiion signals between fixed
,,r_>uiid ,l:.llic_u> ,liid,/_u - _a>bilc uiliis <l\cl a ptlrlit)n of the visible earth's
surface.
['lic t_a}l,,ad ili:_l>_ :.llld d.c. I_t_v_cl rcquircincnls of the payload range around 60
kg alid ,st)tJ _ait.', peak It_f 2(1 LIIiIiuICS. with a IllaXilllUm antenna size of 5.6
square lliClv.'i>,, llic ;.llllClilia pt_inling accuracy target is +/- I ° (1 e_).
TPI .I_.MI-I'I<Y. I'V,.-kLKIN( ;ANI )L'_,)NTIe,()I.ITT&C)
The IT&L' -,\,,I,.'lii -,hall pl<_vidc ihc necessary in_llilt_ring and control of the
salclliic Ihrt_u,.z'lit)ul all iili.,,SiOli phases iiicluding ground system testing,
injcclic>u inlo in-bit, and opcralit)II. The syslglll shall be designed to permit the
clCtCCti_+ll _1 ,atc'tlitc dc,2radatit_u and :.tliiiillalous pertorniance during all
pha>cs ,_1 till liii,>i<>li.
li >hall hc p,>,>iblc I,_ tq_cl:llc ilic TT&C system in any mode without degradation
t_l. t_l inlci icicll,.c t_. any _,ub-,,y>lc.'ili. ll'ic TT&C system shah retain maximum
c>pcrati_,nat ccipabiliiv ulldcr :.lbn_lrtllal or emergency conditions including
any ant_inah_us alliluclc. II is envisaged thai for the latter mode of operation
thai ttlc TT&L' syxicin shall bc accessed via a wide coverage antenna which
shall hc pCrlliancuily Ct)llllCClCd.
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The l'rcqucncic_ lt_l lhc TT&C sysiem shall be wilhin the payload frequencies.
The design ¢_1 tile command myslcm shall lninimize the effects of adjacent RF
carriers.
TH ,EC( )M MANI _ AN I) TH .KMKTRY I-()RMAT AND QUALITY
Tile lelcct)nlinaild fornlal shall provide a means of uniquely addressing each
spacccrall ell' a series st) thai lhe probability of commanding another satellite
of itlc sanlc ncl-ic,; whclt illulninalcd by equivalent RF flux density is less than
1 part in 1() `). Ttlc decoded bil error rate for both Telemetry and Telecommand
services shall bc superior to 1 part ill 10 7 over the nominal range of RF flux
densities to bc specified.
HAZAI),I )( )US TEl .Hr.'( )M MANI)S
A ha/aid,)us Iclcct_ilillialid i.', dcl'incd as Ihat which, it" executed, could cause the
spccilicd nlis_,i,_n Lilt of the saiclliic to bc reduced or jeopardized or constitute
a salcI} tia/:.lftl.
Tlic d<.'_,igH ,_1 Ihc -,:tl,.'llilc shall preclude illc accidental execution of any
h;l/.tfd,_tt-, ,.,;li_,,i;,;,d [l_ili;tlit)h oil ,lilt ',ll_)l opcraiiolls involving hazardous
t.'Ollllll:.illd.', shall fCqtiiI-c :ll lcasl IWt) scparalc acliOllS, comnland and execution,
c:.lch I_v'iu," \criliczllic_n by iclclnclry.
ATTITL: I )l-Z(.'()NTI4.( _1. S Y STFM ( ACS )
The AItiludc ('_,lilrtll Syslenl _hall sense Ihe satelliie orientation for attitude
delcrniinalit)n and shall provide alliiude control io ensure that the satellite
IllCCls all alliltlclC ;.illd t_rbit pcrformallcc requirements throughout the
missi_lll, l_crl_lniancc shall be maintained during periods of attitude sensor
inlcrfcrcncc by Ihc suii Ol- tile ira)oil. The ACS must provide the following
['U IIt." t i t_ ItS ;
lq,_tidc attitude sensor data via the telemetry system for ground
ploCc,,'4in,2 to d,.'icrniinc the naicllitc orienlalioll about all three axes;
l'l_ ldc _ulciitalioU c_liilrt)l alld stabilization during transition
frolll ihc prc-_t_clalit)llal Io Ihe opcralic)nal configuration including
acquisition _1 lilt ,_pci-alit_iial attilude;
IJcl_l_.,<nicnl of appendages, aild alllellna earth capture;
\l.ii_i[:t,!i ;lcvUI:IIC ;.llllt.'lllli.L p_lililill_ wilh reference to the
carlll's disc
lq_x idc lCt.'tJvcf) Ir_>ln predictable failure lilt)des.
AL'S bailurc Nlc,dc_
The o\.'cr:ill clcsigii oh cciivcs regal-cling failure modes shall be to maintain the
mission pcrlcn-rnancc required by Ihc conmmnicaiiolis sub-system. This may
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be acct_mplishcd by means _1 either automatic detection and reconfiguration
t_i 11) _f.,}Ullvl tlit:,,,.d lailut-c idcntiticati_n attd recovery.
Tran:.,ili_n lr_,m I',_.,,I [.aun_.'[1 lu ()pcralionul Conli,__luralioll
The tral+_.iti_,h tl,,tn the f_rc-,>pcration;.tl configuration shall be initiated and
ct>nlrt_licvI h} ,.'i thor:
a ) _ [_ _tl lI_.[ C/_llllllalld, of
b ) aut_nlatic c_mtrol of the salcllite attitude which shall be
nlailllaillcd lhr_u._houl Ihe duratic_n o[ the. Irallsition.
Antenna carlh capture shall be performed automatically on board the satellite
wilh ground participation n_rmally restricted to telecommand initialization of
lh¢ caplurc sequence.
_ C II S i } f:";, illld ACIl.lalt_rs
There :,hall bc il.,_ ,_bslrciclit_n in the field of view of the attitude sensors. There
shall exist the Cal_al,ilit,, _I ,.lctcciing the sun and moon interference and
l_r_\it.llllg iIIICflv.'ICIICC re.jettison. .Sensor perturmauce shall not be
pcrttt;.tncnlly dcgr:.t,.lcd :.,tllcr exposure t_ sun or 111OOll illumination.
All aclualt_rs :-,lla[l bc capable _I pro,.,iding a minimum torque factor of two
tl lldCr till w', )FM ,,. _.ts c conditions.
l"t_\\ Cl "_ ,, -, I v' 111 I ',l [ v'l _ _.lvc
The A('S ,,hall Icl_aill ,_l-,crali_ual and shall maintain satellite stability during
p_A,_'f btl:', l:.tu[I c[,."tlancv' (i.e. lu:_c ht_',,ving or circuit breaker operation).
f3altcr\ l_\',cr .,Itall bc ,,ullicicut I_ t_pcralc Ih¢ ACS and RCS in the event that
the s.atcllilc is ill eclipse.
RKACTI( )N L'()N'I'R()I.S YSTK*I (I),CS)
The P,L'S shall bc capable of providing II',e velt_city increments and control
torques required during all phases oi- the missi,on.
The RCS shall, in con.iuncti_m wilh the ACS, provide for control of the satellite
attitude _,labilitv and _rhil adjusllllell[ during all phases of the mission.
I'( )WER SYSTEM
The lh_\vcr S yslcm \,,'ill generate, sn_lc, ct_ltditiou, and distribute the electrical
power rcquirc,.l to cnsurc Ihat the satellite meets all performance
rcquircmcms durin._ all l-,hascs ol the mission. The design shall include an
array of s_lar cclls t_ pr_,,'idc electrical power during operation in sunlight
;.lnd :.t battery ,,ub-:,,3stcltl tt_ pr_x'idc all electrical D_wer required during
t_pcrali,_n in c,,lil_.,,,.' .-\l_:.tllcr\ ,,..halgc svSlClll :-,hail be provided to supply
suilablc ch'tr._c current:,, based _ll Ihc characlcristics of the selected battery
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type and shall tnc capable of conlinutmsly Irickle-charging the battery sub-
sy_,lcni tx.'tv.ccn eclipse periods. The Power System shall be stable under all
prcdi_.'t',lhlc missi_)n ct)ndilions and shall incorporate appropriate under and
ovcr-v_tltag¢ prolccii(_li.
Hlcclr_ma_nciic Inlcrlcrcncc !EMIl
Elc_.trical t>l lala_nctic inlcrlcrcncc including switching transients shall not
allccI [[ic [)c.'rlt_rLllattcc t_l tlic [}t_,_,Cl ,qySl_21ll or any other satellite system
thl_u _2ht_uI lilt lllis_,it_tt.
THERMAl. SYSII- M
Ttlv' ,_at,:llilc ,l,:,i,=,il ,,hall I_c such lhat salislaclory temperature environments
shall bc maitlt:ti_lcd l_w all cc_lnponcnis during pro-launch operation, launch,
SC,l-_.tir:.lli,,ll _,cc.lUCllv,..,,. l)rC-t_pcralional :.tlld _pcralional stages of the mission
iucludiliu cclip,c pcri,_d_, plu:, _li-oibil si_ragc. Thermal control shall, as a
gc_al, bc achicxcd, tt_ thc lll_.iXil/lUllt cxlclll p_ssibte, by passive means (i.e.
cxcludin,_' nl_\in_ parl_,, bLiI may include heaters with automatic control with
glt)Lllld ct_llllll:.tlld _xcrriclc cap',lbiliiy
The thermal ,,\_,tcm shall bc designed Io mainlain all equipments within
opcrcttiii_ on-_rhil tcinpcr:.lturc units with a design margin of 15 C between
lhcsc laii_!c:_ aiid Iht_.-,c ll\cr which the equipments are to be qualified.
STV, ULTTUI_,AI. SYSTEM
The Siruclural S\'.,lclll shall pr¢_vidc a stable nicchanical support for the
s:llcllilc .,\,;lCllls, ClllvtCl- all expected cnviri_nla-icnis over the life of the satellite.
[hc :,llui.;icirc _,i_ail iia\c, ;.lnd ill;.iililaill, tlic licccssary dimensional stability
II'_i_u,='h all pliti,,cs ,ll the inissitln including Ihc launch phase.
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APPENDIX B
Moments of Inertia:
All moments for the SLD assembly are calculated
via spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel. The upper rail
has been modeled in two pieces, the square box and the
supporting cylinder.
Strength Calculations:
The deployment canister will be designed to withstand
an 8.5g axial load and a 15g lateral load. The material
properties for each component are listed in the table
below
Deployment Rails:
for the upper rail (attached to canister)
w=width
h=height
l=length
r=radius
density
twall
tslide
vield
2.54 cm
2.54 cm
98 cm
i/3h cm
2.71 g/cm "3
.2 cm
.4 cm
3170.5 kg/cm ^2
mass = density * volume = 2.18kg
load=(s/c mass*8.5g)/(2walls*twall*2rails )=39"73 kg/cm3
this load is well below the allowable yield strength
for aluminum.
qS-I
Honeycomb Panels:
The strength of a panel is geometry dependant. Using
the dimensions below and formula for a panel simply
supported on the edges (note: English units are used to
conform with reference material.)
R=length 1.52 m
r=width 1.0 m
k=const 1.15 cm
p=load 1609 kg
pl=l.lxp 1770 kg
tp=thick 2.557 cm
Sm calc ib/in
.----R-----_
R/r=l.5 k=.454 arguments of ref 5.
Sm=k * pl/t2= =315.71b\in 2
Sm is the entering argument for the chart in the Astech
Manual of honeycomb panel sheer strengths. Using
Fig 2.3.2.1 from the Astech design manual; A lin
thick, i/4in B cell, titanium core panel with a
titanium face sheet thickness of .0035in is required to
support the launch loads. The resulting core density is
6.5 ib/ft_3.(r ef 6).
panel mass=density * volume = 4.37 kg
U-Channel Members:
The maximum moment occurs at the lowest point that the
U-Channel attaches to the SLD. Here the moment is due
to all six spacecraft and the SLD itself above that
point.
M=S*I/C I/C=(BH3-bh3)/6H
Moment on each U-Channel = 3024.7 ft ibs
GSL = 626.23 ft ibs
From reference 5 the Greatest Safe Load (GSL) in a
channel beam is found by modifying the moment by a
geometry dependant factor S (=4.83)
GSL = (3050*Area*H)/l
Where 1 is length between supports. To find the proper
dimensions for the channel: multiply GSL by a 10%
margin of safety. Use L as length between supports
enter a beam width "H" and solve for area. The results
of these iterations gave the dimensions below.
H 8.23cm
h 6.15cm
B 2.54cm
b 1.27cm
C 1.05cm
IMOMENTS OF INERTIA OF SLD WITHOUT SPACECRAFT
I
iTEM ITEM DIMENSIONS (CM) I MASS(KG)
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body box
rail body cylinder
rail body cylinder
radius(x,y)
0.89
0.89
z
2.54 2.54
2.54 2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.541
x y
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
9O
90
90
152
152
152
152
152
152
H
8.23
8.23
2.54
2.54
8.23
8.23
ID
87.6
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1 .S7
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
0.61
0.61
rail body cylinder 0.89 0.61
rail body cylinder 0.89 0.61
rail body cylinder 0.89 0.81
0.61
I 0.6
0.61
0,61
0.61
0.61
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
rail body cylinder
rail body cylinder
rail body cylinder
rail body cylinder
rail body cylinder
rail body cylinder
rail body cylinder
ipanel 1
)anel 2
)anel 3
0.61
100 2.558 4.37
100
100
100
100
2.558
2.558
3anel 4
_anel 5
3ariel 6
frame member 1
frame member 2
frame member 3
frame member 4
frame member S
frame member 6
adaptor mating surface
wiring and fasteners
2.558
2.558
2.558100
4.37
4.37
4.37
4.37
4.37
B
2.54 506.3 18.119
2.54 506.3 18.11_
8.23 506.3 18.11S
8.23 506.3 18.11_
2.54 506.3 18.11£
506.3 18.11_
hickness
1.51 33.z
2.54
OO
121.5
{system total
SUBTOTAL MASS
194.49z
197.49=
10% MASS MARGIN 19.749=
TOTAL MASS 217.243 z
ITEM MOMENTS (KG * M" 2) ITEM POSITION (CM)
Ix ly Iz x Y z
0.002025802 1.272712901 1.272712901 -47.73 0 250.04
0.002025802 1.272712901 1.272712901
0.002025802 1.272712901 1.272712901
0.002025802 1.272712901 1.272712901
0.002025802
0.002025802
0.002025802
0.002025802
0.002025802
0.002025802
0.002025802
0.002025802
0.04118708
0.04118708
0,04118708 '
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901!
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901
1.272712901 1.272712901
1.272712901 1.272712901
2.41591E-05 0.04118708
2.41591E-05
2.41591E-05
2.41591E-05
0.04118708
0,04118708
0.041187080.04118708
0.04118708 2.41591E-05 0,04118708
0,04118708 2.41591E-05 0.04118708
0.04t18708 2.41591E-05 0.04118708
2.41591E-05
2.41591E-05
0.04118708 0,04118708
0.04118708
47.73
-47.73
47.73
-47.73
47.73
-47.73:
47.73
-47.73
47.73
0 250.04
0 166.08
0 166.08
0 82.12
82.12
-1.83;
-1.83
-85.79
-85.79
-169.75
-47.73 0
47.73 0 -169.75
47.73 0 247.88
-47,73
47.73
-47,73
-47.73
47.73!
0.04118708
-47.73
0 247.88
0 163.92
0 163.92
0 79.96
0 79.96
O:
47.73
-47.73
0.04118708 2.41591E-05 0.04118708 47.73 Oi
0.04118708 2.41591E-05 0.04118708 -47.73 0
0.04118708 2.41591E-051 0.04118708 47.73 0
-3.99
-3.99
-87.95
-87.95
-171.91
10.09930745 14.4664484.37285945
-171.91
4.37285945 10.09930745 14.466448
4.37285945 10,09930745 14.466448
4.37285945 10.09930745 14.466448
4.37285945
4.37285945
0 0 252.62
0 0 168.66
0 0
0 0
84,7
0.75
10.09930745 14.466448 0 0 -83.21
10.09930745 14.466448 0 0 -167.17
38.70613116 38.71538413 0.006872843'
38.70613116 38.71538413 0.006872843
38.71538413 38.70613116 0.006872843
38.70613116
38.71538413
-77.3
-77.3
-47.73
47.73
77.3 i
77.3
38.71538413
38.70613116
38,70613116
0.006872843
-41.27 0.75
41.27 0.75
51.3 0.75
51.3 0.75
41.27
-41.27
0.006872843
0.006872843
37.468136718.25489943
38.71538413
18.25489943
0.75
0.75
254.15
CENTEROF MASS CONTRIBUTION
ICx Cy
-74.9361
74.9361
-74.9361
74.9361_
-74.9361
74.9361
-74.9361
74.9361
-74.9361
74.9361
-74.9361
74.9361
29.1153
-29.1153
29.1153
-29.1153
-29.1153
29.1153
-29.1153
29.1153
-29.1153
29.1153,
-29.1153
29.1153
O
0
0
O
0
O
- 1400.5987
-1400.5987
-864.81987
864.81987
1400.5987
1400.5987
0
0
Cz
0 392.5628
O 392.5628
0 260.7456
O 260.7456
O 128.9284
O ! 128.9284
0 -2.8731
O -2.8731
O -134.6903
O -134.6903
0 -266.5075
0 -266.5075
0 151.2068
0 151.2068
O 99.9912
O 99.9912
O 48.7756
O 48.7756
-747.77113
747.77113
929.5047
929.5047
747.771131
°747.77113
0 -2.4339
O -2.4339
O -53.5495
01 -53.6495
0 -104.8651
0 -104.8651_
0 1103.9494
0 737.0442
0 370.139
0 3.2775
0 -363.6277
0 -730.5329
13.58925
13.58925
13.58925
13.58925
13.58925
13.58925
0 8488.6
Ox
DISTANCE FROM CENTER(cm)
Dy IDz
47.73 8.55726526 200.672438
47.73 8.55726526
47.73
47.73
47.73
47.73
47.73
8.55726526
8.55726526
8.55726526
8.55726526
8.55726526
200.672438
116.712438
116.712438
32.7524381
32.7524381
51.1975619
47.73 8.55726526 ! 51.1975619
47.73 8.55726526 135.157562
47.73 8.55726526 135.157562
47.73 8.55726526
8.5572652647.73
47.73 8.55726526
47.73 8.55726526
47.73 8.55726526
47.73 8.55726526
47.73 8.55726526
47.73 8.55726526
47.73 8.55728526
219.117562
219.117562
198.512438
198.512438
114.552438
114.552438
30.592438
30.5924381
53.3575619
47.73 8.55726526 53.3575619
47.73! 8.55726526 137.317562
47.73 8.55726526 137.317562
47.73:8.55726526 221.277562
47.73 8.55726526 221.277562
8.55726526
8.55726526
203.252438
119.292438
0 8.55726526 35.3324381
0 8.55726526! 48.6175619
Ol 8.55726526 132.577562
O 8.55726526
77.3 49.8272653
216.537562
48.617561£
77.3 32.71273471 48.617561£
47.73 42.7427347
47.73 42.7427347
77.3 32.7127347
48.617561£
48.617561_
48.617561_
77.3 49.8272653 _ 48.617561_
O 8.55726526 204.78243_
CENTER OF MASS OFFSET(cm)
8.55726526 49.36756191
i
t
I
TOTAL MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ixx
6.33582251
6.33582251
2.15214394
2.15214394
0.18193979
0.18193979
0.42504929
0.42504929
2.88153036
2.88153036
7.55148584
7.55148584
IW
7.95268301
7.95268301
3.76900444
3.76900444
1.79880029
1.79880029
2.04190979
2.04190979
4.49839085
4.49839085
9.16834634
9.16834634
2.44949239 2.54282996
2.44949239 2.54282996
0.84611184 0.93944941
0.84611184
0.10274365
0.10274365
0.21932271
0.93944941,
0.19608122!
0.19608122
0.31266028
KG*M'2)
Izz
1.64187951 i
1.64187951
1.64187951
1.64187951
1.64187951
1.64187951
1.64187951
1.64187951
1.64187951
1,64187951
1.64187951
1.64187951
0.18462124
0.18462124
O. 18462124
0.18462124
0.18462124
0.18462124
0.18462124
0.21932271 0.31266028 0.18462124
1.1958768 1.28921437 0.18462124
1.1958768 1.28921437 0.18462124!
-1.50376099
1.50376099
-0.87459749
0.87459749
-0.245434
0.245434
0.38365456
-0.38365456
1.01281806
-1.01281806
1.64198155
-1.64198155
0.57797492
-0.57797492
0.33352286
-0.33352286
-0.0890708!
0.0890708
0.15535214
lyzIxy Ixz
0.06412481
-0.06412481
0.06412481
-0.06412481
0.06412481
-0.06412481
0.06412481
-0.06412481
0.06412481
-0.06412481
0.06412481
-0.06412481
-0.02491473
0.02491473
-0.02491473
0.02491473
0.02491473
-0.02491473
0.02491473
-0.02491473
0.02491473
-0.02491473i
0.02491473
-0.02491473
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.97880029
-4.58174137
-3.69647663
3.69647663
4.58174137
-6.97880029
0
o!
-0.26960154
-0.26960154
-0.15680207
-0.15680207
-0.04400259
-0.04400259
0.06878345 !
0.06878345
0.18158292
0.18158292
0.29438239
0.29438239
-0.10362214
-0.10362214
-0.05979559
-0.05979559
-0.01596904
-0.01596904
0.02785228
-0,15535214 0.02785228
0.3998042 0.07167883
-0.3998042 0.07167883
3.03244324 3.12578081 0.18462124 0.64425626 0.11550538
3.03244324 3.12578081 0.18462124 -0.64425626 0.11550538
22.4580085 28.1524564 14.4984481 0 -0,76006756
10.6236692 16.3181171 14,4984481 0 -0.44609704
4.95040213 10.64485 14.4984481 0 -0.13212653
6.8093694
6.8093694
0.1818065811.13223015.43778218 14.4984481
14.4984481
14.4984481
15,332007
12.7724567
12.0859255
24.8951409
47.4873662
44.9278159
17.7803734
30.5895888
53.8247409
53.8247409
46.308348! 47.1166452 7.44489316
46.308348 47.1166452 7.44489316
44.9278159 53.8247409 12.7724567
47.4873662 53.8247409 15.332007
158.565206 158.3206281 37.7127142
TOTAL SLD MOMENTS
571.211119 657.7408 217.720126i
0.4957771
0,80974761
4.38929179
-2.8816700E
4.20454336 -3.7652143E
-4.20454336 -3.7652143E
-6.8093694 -2.8816700E
-6.8093694 4.3892917_
01 -5.85294133
1.7764E- 15 -9.9991018;
"$ - "-t'
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;_ANEL DESIGN WORKSHEET
I
ANTIEARTH PANEL ( + Z)
OBJECTS MOUNTED:
VlULTILAYER INSULATION
MASS (KG)
1
EARTH PANEL (-Z)
OBJECTS MOUNTED: MASS(KG)
MULTILAYER INSULATION 1
TORQUE ROD
ANTENNA
TOTAL
X PANEL
OBJECTS MOUNTED:
MULTILAYER INSULATION
;MOMENTUM WHEEL
TIMING CONTROL UNIT
POWER CONTROL UNIT
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE
SOALR PANELS
TOTAL
2 THRUSTERS
2
10
13
MASS(KG)
1
6.8
20
6
2
16 _
0.638
52.438
(-X) PANEL
OBJECTS MOUNTED: MASS(KG)
MULTILAYER INSULATION 1
FLIGHT COMPUTER
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE
SOLAR ARRAY PANELS
MOMENTUM WHEEL
2 THRUSTERS
TORQUE ROD
TOTAL
3
2
16;
6.8
0.638
1
30.438
(+Y) PANEL
OBJECTS MOUNTED: !MASS
2 BATTERIES 15
REMOTE COMMAND UNIT
REMOTE TELEMETRY UNIT
C/L BAND TRANSPONDER 10
,THERMAL CONTROL 10
TOTAL 49
¢.-I
-Y)PANEL
OBJECTSMOUNTED:
2 BATTERIES
MASS
15
REMOTECOMMANDUNIT 6
REMOTETELEMETRYUNIT 8
L/CTRANSPONDER 10
THERMALCONTROL 10
TOTAL 49
ANTIEARTHPANEL
LENGTHOFPANEL(b)(M) 1.14
WIDTH OF PANEL (a) (M)
THICKNESS OF PANEL (t) (M) 0.0001
VOLUME OF MATERIALqM'3) 0.000112
APPROXIMATE MASS OF PANEL (KG) 1.5
0.98!
ASPECT RATIO
1.342642GAMMA (MASS PER UNIT AREA)
YOUNG'S MODULUS (PSI) 9.90E+06
YOUNG'S MODULUS (SI UNITS) 6.83E + 10
POISSON'S RATIO 0.33
FUND. NATURAL FREQUENCY (HZ) 30
BETA 18.47
1,163265
!HONEYCOMB HEIGHT (M)
PANEL STIFFNESS FACTOR
APPROX. FACE THICKNESS (mm)
EARTH PANEL
0.0254
3.83E + 10
0.00522
LENGTH OF PANEL (b) (M) 1.14
WIDTH OF PANEL (a) (M) 0.98
THICKNESS OF PANEL (t) (M) 0.0001
VOLUME OF MATERIAL(M'3)
APPROXIMATE MASS OF PANEL (KG)
GAMMA (MASS PER UNIT AREA)
YOUNG'S MODULUS (PSI)
YOUNG'S MODULUS (SI UNITS)
POISSON'S RATIO
FUND. NATURAL FREQUENCY (HZ)
BETA
ASPECT RATIO
0.000112
13
11.63623
9.90E+06
6.83E + 10
0.33
3(3
18.47
1.163265
HONEYCOMB HEIGHT (M) 0.0254
PANEL STIFFNESS FACTOR 3.83E + 1C
APPROX. FACE THICKNESS (mm) 0.04524
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ANTI EARTtd PANEL ]
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Appendix D
A. Acknowledgement
Tables D-l, D-2, and D-3 and Figures D-3 and D-4 have been reproduced from the
GLOBALSTAR System Application before the Federal Communications Commission.
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B. Planar Array Antenna Design
The initial algorithm used to design the payload antennas assumes that a uniform
amplitude beam is generated by each element of the array and that all elements are
energized in phase. This determines the highest theoretical gain achievable by the array.
This algorithm was performed for each antenna. A second algorithm was developed to
model an array containing elements energized in phase, but at different amplitudes. This
allows the beamwidth to be increased, but at the expense of gain. The second algorithm was
run only for the L-Band antennas. The L-Band antenna algorithms do not yield a particular
solution to the specifications (a detailed incremental design is not possible within the
allotted timeframe), however, they do show that a solution is attainable.
! !
! !
Figure D-I Payload Planar Array Antenna Deployment
qD-Z
ESto User to Sitaillte Satellite
Satellite Satellite to ES to User
Frequency 6530.0 1625.0 MHz Frequency 5205.0 t625.0 IVHz
RF Power 0.2 6 Watts RF Power 0.66 1 2 Watts
-7.0 7.8 dBW -1.8 10.8 dBW
_ower Loss -1.0 -I.0 dB Power Loss -t.5 -2,2 dB
Antenna Gain 40.2 3.0 dBI _C Ant. Gain (Isoflux) 3.0 6.5 dBI
EIRP 32.2 9.8 dBW EIRP -0.3 15. dBW
No. Users, u 35.0! 35.0 Pilot Power 0.0 -0.2 dB
Voice Duty Cycle 37.5 37.5i% ;No, Users & Interferers, U. 38.0 35.u
.t0"log (u'd) -t t .2 -11.2 dB Voice Duty Cycle, d 37.5 37.5 %
-lO'log (u'd) -11.5 -lt.2 dB
EIRP/channel -11.8 3.7 dBW
Satellite Altitude-750 NM 1389.0 1389.0km Satellite Altitude-750 NM 1389.0 1389.0km
Elevation Angle 90.0 90.0 degrees Elevation Angle 90.0 90.0 degrees
Range 1389.0 1369.0 km Range 1389.0 1389.0 km
Free Space Loss -171.6 -159.5 dB Free Space Loss -169.7 -159.5 dB
RX Signal Strength -139.4 -149.8 RX Signal Strength -181.5 -155.8
Polarization Loss -!.0 -0.5 dB Polarization Loss -1.0 -0.5 dB
Tracking Loss -t.0 0.0 dB Tracking Loss -1.0_ 0.0 dB
S/C Ant. Gain (Iso.!lu__x)__ 3.0 6.5 dBI Antenna Gain 38.2 3.0 dBI
RX Line Losses -1.2 -1.0;dB RX Line Losses -1.0 .0.5 dB
Data Rate, Rb 28800.0 28800.0[bpe Data Rate, Rb 26800.0 28800.0 bps
0"log(Rb) -44.6 -44.6 dB/Hz -t0'log(Rb) -44.6 .44.6 dB/Hz
Ph -184.2 -189.4 dBW/Hz B) -190,9 - 198.4'dBW/Hz
LNA Temp. 170 0 75.0 degree K LNA Temp. 65.0 75.0 degree K
Ant. Noise 290.0 290.0 degree K _nt. Noise 150.0 200.0 degree K
Total Thermal Noise 460.0 365.0 degree K Total Thermal Noise 178.8 264.0 d_eegree K
Thermal Noise Density, No -202.0 -203.0 dBW/Hz Thermal Noise Density, No -206.1, -204.4 dBW/Hz
Single Interferer Power -139.6 -144.8dBW Single Intederer Power -146.3 -153.8dBW
Equivalent # ol tnterferers 0.0! 3.0 Intra/Interbeam Interferen - 134.9 - 152.6 dBW
Self Interference -155.0 -146.0 dBW ilnter-Sateillte Interferenc 0.0 0.0 %
Total Interference -155.0 -146.01dBW Self Interference -134.9 -152.6dBW
Spreading Bandwidth 1.25 1.25 MHz Total Interference -134.9 -152.6 dBW
-6116 -61.0 Jb/Hz Spreading Bandwidth 1.25 1.25 MHz
.t0"log(spreadlng BW)
Pseudo-Noise Density, Io -216.0 -207.0 dBW/Hz .tO'log(spreading BW) .... -61.0 -61.0 dB/Hz
Pseudo-Noise Density, Io -t95.1J -213.6 dBW/Hz
Thermal, Eb/No 17.8 13.6 dB Thermal, EblNo t5.2 6.0 dB
Pseudo Noise, EIo/Io 31.8 17.6 dB Pseudo Noise, Eb/Io 5.0 15.2 dB
Uplink Eb/(No+lo) 17.6 12.2 dB Downlink El_(No+lo) 4.6 5.5 dB
C/I (Intermodulation) 23.0: 15.0 dB
Overall Thermal, Eb/No t 1.3 5.7 dB
Overall Interference, Eb/Io 5.0 15.2=dB
Overall Eb/(No+lo,lM) 4.0 4.8 dB-
Number ol S-Band Beams
Number ol SubBands
(::;-Band Amplifier Efficiency
L-Band Amplifier Efficiency
Number of Beams Transmitting at On_
2 Modem Implem/Doppler Lo: .0.5 -0.5,dB
13 Eb/(No+lo) Required 2.5 3.5 dB
18 % InterflPower Control Marg 1.0 1.3 dB
35 % Thermal Noise Margin 1.3 t.2 dB
! DC POWER (For 112 of Beams) 246.7 Watts
TOTAL Mobile BW 16.50 MHz
TOTAL USERS (2 Beams) 910.0
Table D-3 Link Budget, Beams 3 and 4
/ C-BANDRHCP / C-BANDLHCP
bJ
/
TIME
/
/
• • •
FREQUENCY
10 ms
/ BEAM 1 /
BEAM 2 /TRANSMIT
BEAM 3.__./
----7
BEAM 1 /
CH1 CH2 CH13
L - BAND UP & DOWN LINKS
FOR BEAMS 1,2,3
FREQUENCY
10 ms _ BEAM 4 /
BEAM 5 / TRAN
EAM 6J
BEAM 4 _
BEAM 5 ECIEVE
BEAM 6 J
CH1 CH2 CH13 _, ,./ ,._5_,
L - BAND UP & DOWN LINKS __L
FOR BEAMS 4,5,6 _._m5
CDMA j"
VOICE & DATA
CHANNELS
Figure D-3 Communications Multiplexing Scheme
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L-Band Antenna Array Design (Uniform Element Amplitude)
Patch design.
The antenna array will be constructed from patches such as the one
shown in figure i.
Figure i. Rectangular patch
Given f 1617.75" 106
Hz er _ 2.32
h _ .0127m
3. I0 8
I ..........
f
(thickness of dielectric)
i = 0.186
k __
2"p
k = 33.882
W
3. 108 1
i._, +1 W = 0.072
The effective dielectric constant is given by
_, +1 ,:, 111t 1
_" _ 2 + 2 h
1 +12.---
W[ "l
e d = 2.034
0.412 •  o.3!.[7 ]h
I_-L
i iLF_o_ 0.258 ]- -6- +0.8
_1 = 0.006
The patch length is given by
L .=
3. 108
2 • dl
L = 0.052
Directivity is given by
D O =
4 • W 2 • o 2
P
i
I
- 0
sin[,k. W. cos( _) ",L2 tan( q )
L 2 J
2.sin(_) d_.l 2
Radiation resistance:
a r -
120 .I
W
e =
3 • 108 • .je_
4.f.h
Copper loss is given by:
L ].Q2Rc = .00027-_.
Dielectric loss is given by:
30 • .0OO5 h • I
__.Q2
Rd : r e L .W
Total resistance is given by: RT = R r + Rc + R d
Antenna ef ficency:
h =
R T = 523.659
Rr
RT
h = 0.59
Directivity and gain:
D = lo ,og[DO] D = 5.186 dB
G = 10 .log[ h.D O dB
Array design.
The number of patches is selected as N := 9
the patches should by spaced d := .55 .J apart. This gives d as:
d = 0.102
for the configuration shown in figure 2, the elements must be spaced
Figure 2. Array configuration
0' defines the lobe direction, set 0'=desired beam direction and solve
for phase shift b.
q = 90 (degrees)
(b in dgrees)
b -- - cos q'- _ .k.d 180
(radians) b .... 1.212" 10 -14
D
i = O, 1.. 360
_(i) : i
! o]118°F(i) -- J b +k.d.cos q(i) •L 180
j : 0, 1.. 180
r(j) - 1.r{j)
the array factor is given by
o = k.d.--
180
D
0 = 198
AF(i)
[[ Fiil o 11
sin[[ N._ 180 J J
N ]2J180
the visible region is defined by b-kd<= F <=b+kd
180 180
]1 : N ]2 : ]1 +( 2.( k.d))" D ]1
(visible region)
= 20 J2 = 416
Plot of array factor vs. observation angle
AF(i)
AF(i)
0
- 180 F( i), j 180
degrees
This is for a linear array with uniform amplitude. A uniform array gives
the smallest half-power beamwidth, followed in order by a Dolph-Chebyshev
and binomial array. The binomial array gives the smallest side lobe levels
followed by the Dolph-Chebyshev then uniform array. For a given beamwidth
between first nulls, a Dolph-Chebyshev array gives the smallest possibel SLL.
Beamwidth calculations
directivity calculated as follows
] :-- 0, 1 .. 360
U(j) : AF( j)2
radiation intensity
U max =
IN 1sin _-( k.d-cos(,) +b)
N'sin[ k'd'c°s(')2 +b ]
U max = 0.018
j :: 0, 1 .. 360
[Umax1D(j) := 10.log U(j)
directivity in dB
U max = 1
F_-4-
antenna efficency is
antenna gain is given by
n : .55
GdB(J) [ U max
_: 10. log h • U( j l
The total gain provided by the array at the angle
is given by
G' = 90
p = 1..(N-1)
D .=
N2.(k.d)
I_1 .sin( p.k.d ) .cos( p • k.d .cos(¢) )
P
Gain := lO.Iog(h.D) Gain = 6.994 ab
¢-._j
L-Band Antenna Array Design (Variable Element Amplitude)
A. Beam _=yr,the=sis lor al, M x N planar array composed of microstrip patches.
The following chara,,t_ri._ti(-'_ ,,re d_sired:
,9= 10 degrees $= Cldegrees
beamwidth in t'4direction (_l_,n9 y axi=): 40 degrees
beamw=dth in M direct=on (along x axis) = 120 degrees
number of e.l_me.nt,_ in array M x N =
M:-4 N --9
f- tfit7.TS'MIIz
The distance bet,,-een p_tches is qi,-en by
,i
X = - -- A = 0.18_'m
([)
k - (2"',_) k = 3"__8_'m t
X
MHz '-
d : = .0947" m
iO 6 cm .= in" lO -z
tO s ms¢'c C := 3' *---
Coocdinale odenta_on
Ihe be,=n'l_ are steered by adlU=ling the progressive pha.._e shift
between elements. I he appropriate phase shifts are calculated as |ollows:
fol pha_e=hifth-,xdiiection, _, _ O0 0 :_ 45
for phase shift in y direction.
3 _ :: "k' ,t • si,; ( O, d_.T,): ,.,_s( ÷" d,.'g)
.8W := --k"d' sin (0" deE)" sin( #" de_)
The beam p,sttern is d_,fined by the total array factor which is the product of the array factor in
the x direction and the array factor in the y direction. Using the fourier transform method, the array
factors are found as fnllc_vs'
o_1 - 55 0_2 --55 4_ := 0
:=k°d'sln[OFl'dep t'c°s[' 'd¢'  ]+"F.
--M
m _ .. -1
2
_x[=. M--11
t _ 1 'lZ"*lJ'_'et I i z
.tv,
(defines pattern limits in x-z plane)
W _1 = -150.594 "dog
W_2 = t50.594" d_
dw_
m
M
m = |..--
a Xm ÷ 2 (2"_r wEI
dW m axm
The amplitude coefficent5 are found to be:
m.- 1..M In normalized form the coefficents are:
a,,_ m
J
The array factor in the x direction (for an even number of elements) is given by:
-M M
m .. I n t.. i 0..180 j • 0
_' 2
0 i -i <_j- 0
F
AF_(0,_'I :: {l"_av
{ ,L...a "'m '" M- .I.
Lm
rr'_-n- 11 .rr"_... 1] . ] ] I
2 - " -' I+t ,_ ax "a_
i i z'" '.÷l'-"i
J L n t2j
Let P='-number of d_ta points in the plane defined byQ P -30
ii U i:' j 0..I:' I 0 180 180 i 0,360 300
.. , p.. p'"
- t0 -1° Oj - ._ ,1
x1_,i
i2i _ii _-180_i
._ tO -I0
i(_,O) :'d:x(O, _t , .- I¢I ,_.. ,_ II
M-X_ii, ij I'L _'u, _i jl
_
m_x(MM)
:-: ILI'_F'x[_ OIlf2i
f2i 0.5
0
-IOO
L...........I i
o
!
ioo
Thearravfactorintheydirectionisfoundinasimilarmanner.
0v, L - 12.5 092 12.5 ¢, _ 90 (defines pattern Nmits in yz plane)
• p "I , C
k'd'sm i 0wl "d_ i'_"i i _w'd_]+Jw
Wv, := k.d.sin[Ov, l'd_!'sini_iw'd_i+t3 w_- j
(',; i) (',; i)
2 2
I',2
,/vll ----169.786"d1:_
'Y92 = 90,203 :dcg
i. {" ijl# Ill 2 F
• i (_)L i ""'+"V'] <l,,,r r.. _n ]2c ....
_'I.+_1 (2-_) I -'*'
Th_ amplitude coefflcents are found to be:
n := 0..N- i
il i!'l'
!
- I- 'o i-r<,i-7ii_i_7,
{ .o_._, o.t s----4,_
l-O.l l i
[ o. 130"2:2(:[l ._6!
t o.o8,o.o i
{ 0027+001 |
in normalized form the coefficents are:
;t" & "vn
Yn - aYn a',, -- a'.,
?n niilx[ i' v i ..'n
-0.101 * 0.027 i
0.246 + 0.52.3_
-0.728 0.192j{
0.667 - 0.47 lit
1
0.41l 0.407'1
0.34
The array factor in the y direction (for an odd number of elements) is given by:
fl. -(NT_!i.._S_71) i 0.._80 i -o
"') "l
0i = i _i :- 0
._" :. (o, _,) - _' ay ,,+[ N.,l]]'e i "["'[l'"t'""t '"<l*_:>,i,,[,r,l_._.i ,t, il
n i l t
I=_- f_,
Let P=--number of data points in the plane defined by 0
i -:o..P J:-O..e 1:-0,--..tin 180
P
, lO-t°
-P i FPi Yi -P+2.j._
x{ 2
,_i
7 f) .... i y]
Iv(X,y,o) :- Al"vi O,--d-_---"L NNii,jj.-
P - 30
90+1 _p] 10-1°
fy[ x, Yi 0
ii
, , iil
NN[ i'i] - max(NN)
[2i " max(f2")
- .. 0 l_iOj 0 P i - ,--..180
P
12i 0.5
0
--I00 o lOO
!
!
I
I
I
I
zM:f(x,y,O)
r r )_ r 1]
)n ixil _ o,.d;xZ_xi., _% j'Ai'y,
_" L .J
TPi. il " iAFi[ xi,yi,Oi :i
. . _ II
Tri,il
ii-i,i]
max(,T)
0i :: -90+1
f2i := iAFtl x.v,0 i ii
I t " !1
f2i
f2 i .-
max ( [2 )
f2i 0.5 /'L
o
-90 0i 90
E-9
The qaJn _f a sinclle p&tch was found to be 4 d B. The maximum array gain is
Gain = !0"!-'_(-9.,5'max(T)) Gain = "_314
Summary.
The array is c_mposed of M x N microstfip patches. ,mere M=d and N=9. The beam is
shaped and steered by nununifurm patch excitatit_n. The excitation _,_efficien_ are as follc_v'z;
m .... l..M n.- 0..N- 1
dn
r i_mr.,v.i_'it
- I atanl .._" "J l i'de_,
l i_qav-ill _',. ,: i_.. i
_&X m
p.616tEi:,_>j
a't yii
to.2o,i
17.]7ii
N
Yn
o.oisl
_0_.°07!
-(),00_I
_,,- to
C-Band Downlink Antenna Array Design (Uniform Element Amplitude)
Patch dHsion
L'|lO dnl.uliIIu dIIdy wtii {)V C,,II_L_UCLO_ 11L)m pQLChL)S BUCh a_ Lh(_ OllO
BhoWll if1 llgl/_e I
tlgure i Rectangular patch
Glven
I .= 5200.0- I06
Hz ep := 2.32
h = .0127 m
._•108
[
itnlcknoss ot dleloctric)
k = 0.058 ,,, k = 108.909
w _-_i_-'1 ,--......I
I ..... I
i._I2 I
w = 0,022
The offective diolect['Jc constant is given by
_p ) i _p I, Iee ..... _...... 4 ..... } ....
" " { [I _ 12" hI. W
L I
8_ = 1.896
r 1
o.412"[q _o_!._W, o2_4'h
--Jlh
?_r l
- 0.258 l'i 2. ,.-0.81
• Jilt i
8X : 0.006
The patch ienqth is given by
3" 108
-2"6),
L = 0.01
4' W 2 ' ,.2
D 0 : ........
i r _.w-,-,,s(o) F ,
i smi. t "tgn(O)''sln(O) dO'A _"
, L 2 j
0
padiation rp_1_tanrP'
120"k
Re =
" W
Q ._
_ r LI )
R c : _O00"_7",if'i- 1.0"
..... 'iWl"
D/_±GCtr_C _OSS £S gzven by:
_ 30".0005. h'g .Q,"
nd q rl-w
Total resistance ts glven by: R T = Rr_-R c _R d
Antenna etttcency
i r
R T
R T = 330.238
= 0.936
,I _,'''n O
OF POOR QI2At._I'_.
_-tZ
D = 5.1_X_ d_
o - _0.to_!.'D0! O = 4.901 dB
ArraY d_i_n
Lifo nu_Dor O_ pa_CEO_ IS _OiOCZO0 as
d = 0.032
f_r th_ ronfi <_llr_ti°n ghown in {i_lJ_O
N- 10
_n_rt Thi_ nivo_ d _
._:a._ _''_ _ -,::=:-.-...a,#-_ <:_ •
F±gure 2. Array cont_quva=_on
1
I
!
1
O dot±nes the loDo olroctlo[l, sot O':dostrocl beam dll-octton and solvo
tot phase shlL_,
t i _ il
# :- -cost 0_'i -7=_ i i"k'd
L [ i_OjJ (radxans_
e'_? = -_.2:2.m "
i:- 0, 1 .. 360
0_) i
m(i_ :: i R+k'd'rnRi eli) I1"--
_he array factor ts qiv6n by
I i!.. co,,) ,_ i,i
Bin N '_ " -- 'i t1: _ tso!]!
= LL _AF( i ) -_-_-:------v----- _1
., . il_(l)]. _r u
1_'_'9! -,l ,Rnii
C-Band Uplink Antenna Array Design (Uniform Element Amplitude)
P'_guLu I, 1_cL=nyuldL pdLch
(J L Vl:tll ! .-: 6500.0"106
Hz 8p := 2.32
h .: .0127 .i
] • t 0 s
[
t Lliicklt_ u[ diuL_cI, L.LL:)
= 0.046 ill k = 1:16.136
w :: -]-:i " l,i> _ I I W = 0.018
the effectlve dlOlectrlc constant is given by
":_ ,_._+ t ?i?; i t i
.... -_ ' l; ..........:
' - ._ h
l ,¢
-It,,
eg = 1.814
OF PO0_ 7 "" _=_'"
8X
r_° 7
...... L _e .... _i h
?W l
,e,-0.258i'i "' .0,8i
_i h i
8A = 0.005
['he par, ch lr-mg_n _s qlven Dy L
3" 10s
. - 2"6X
_ , .,i.. _. L = 0.006
.21S._.7__i".'_';'/ Z_ _',.'.'G_ D'[
4'W z''_z
D 0 :: ..........................................
r_
i I k-W-ros(O) iz
i smL i -tan(0)"'sin(O) d0"A"
2 j
120"X
w
Q _
3" I 08"N/r.
4-f'h
1
I
1
I
I
I
!
L'I_I_:2CIiC ID_E iS ._I'.'G._ Dy:
q'otai resistance ts given Dy
Arl_enna e£fLcency
_r
rJ RT
_ rT 1
T_¢ = tmO?7"-_f'_- t.Q-
• - iWl
30".0005 h'A .Q2R d =
t_i: T."W
R T - R r + R c '-R d
RT= 320.927
r_ = 0.964
u- ','_'_ i,',a {_£,a,_ %:;,:. _ =
r_,-_i_,i_., :i._,4 _:_R ¸
-r
D : In'l_ iDO!L
o :- tO'log! .-Do i G = 5.025 c_,
Fiqure 2. Array conttquragton
0' det[nes ire rode dtrecgloR, se_ O'=deslred Deam direction and solve
zor phase shxtt, /J
-. , .... ..
# :- -co_t 0_'1 -- I i'k'd
L _ i80 J-i (radlans_
' °0 14
8.,ou = -1.212"10
f[
- 0,1_360
O(i) i
d)(1) :: ! 18_-I('d'eOSi: O(i}'----!. 180
i t isOii ,r
r,ne array ;actor _s given bf
i. ,iN._li*" x iii
AFti) := i- ',.L
OF i "OOR _ ........ _'"
LSO
k'd'
= L98
180 t80
h ..... i2 = h *CZ'_k'd})'--
_ Jt = t8 iz = 4t4
i'[
.... t..... 1
i I
I I
deqrees
lnls [s tot a _[near array w_th unltorm ampl£tude A unlrorm array gzves
th_ smallest haLt.DOWer Deamwldt_, _ol[owed tn order by a Do[on-Chebvsnev
and binomial array The binomial array _ves the smallest side lobe levels
_OIlowmd by the n_Fh--cb_hy_hev then U_i_mr m array Fr?# _ _iv_n h_mwi_hh
be _ .... n _st _'.!_!_ _ _c!Fh._Cheby_hev _rr_y give_ _he _! _est 7_s!be _ _T.L
5eamw_dt t_ ca±cuiat _ons
i -0,1..360
caalas_on in=ensue'/
cm = _r
r q
smi N.(k'd'cos(==) * 8) !
N-sini ..... _ ''"i
_- t9
a = 198
180 i':, := i1÷(-"(k'd))"[80
it- N
t.I:. , ,8.kd
it -- 18 i2= 414
I
degrees
lnis is tot a linear array with uni/orm amplitude A unltot-m array gzves
tho smaLtest hart -Dower beamw]dtn, followed tn order bV a Do/D_-Chebvsnev
and binom]a array The binomial arrav olves the sma]|est side lobe levels
FollowAM hv th_ r_n1_h-+ch_'v_h_v then qnifnr m ar#aY Vrjr @ civ_p heamwt4th
5eamw_d t h caicuiattons
i +0,,..3_0
IT/:
toni N .( k "d'('OS(o,,) + 8) I
t'+maa ....... _-6:_-:-.._+,:..-< +_+(
N'siat ..... ' '' _'i
i " I
F__..-t9
U max = -0.101
} - 0,!..360
r,, 1
., i "m_l,X {
u(j) il
dzrectzvzty in aB
Um_ := |
antenna otILconcy Ls
antenna aa_n is glvon Dv
,I - .55
f iUm_l]
Odn',i) :-- 10"i_ .' -_-(-_I
The total oa]n provldod by the array at the anqio
0_=90
p -- 1..IN- 1_
D .-
N:'(k'cl)
N'k'd_n'3', _ P-_in(p-k-d)'cos(p'k'd'co_(_))]
"--" i N '
P
I
I
I
I
I
Gain 10"log(_l'D) Oai. = 7.443 ,ih
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VII. F. APPENDIX
I. RADIATION DEGRADATION of SOLAR ARRAY
ASEC 24 BSF/R-200 Si Solar Cells
lO-ohm, 2x4cm, 200mm, 0.416g/cc
as=0.72, alt=1381km, incl=5Odeg
Ref(1):Solar Cell Radiation Handbook, JPL 1982
Ref(2): ...... Addendum I. 1988
A. Front Shielding: rcmx = 2.5500 r0dsv : 1.08000 g/cc
t cmx := 0.0152adsv := 0.007640 cm
Equivalent thickness of fused silicon: r$i : 2.290
FS : • -- + t adsv " --tcmx rsi rs[ j
B. Backshielding:
FS = 0.021 cm.
i0 mils RTV-142 i.
adhesive
Insulation:
a. Glasfibre weave 2.
b. kapton 3.
c. Teflon(2 layers)4.
t rtv - .0254 rr[ v - 1.04
tgf :: .0035 _qf -- 1.87
tkap : .0025 rkoo -- 1.42
!
t
1
I
I
!
Honeycomb panel 5.
CFRP (2 layers) 6.
kaptn/ITO/Si paint 7.
tte f : .0025 '[ef -- 2.96
tAi :: 2.20 r_ :-- .026
tcfrp :-- .012 _cfro -- .74
tpain t = .010 r_ui,,[ : 1.55
Two A1 facesheets 8. tAlsh = .013 r_S h = 2.70
Backshield equivalent thickness of fused Si:
BS : trtv "rrtv +ttef "rtef +tkap "rkGo "" rsi j
+ tgf .rqf +tAi-r;_ +tcfrp "'drD ""
+ t paint " rpa;n[ + 2 • t Alsh " rAjsh
F-I PREO_.)tNG _"'" "'
BS = 0.085 cm si.
III. Trapped electrons and protons.
i. Electrons; Isc, Imp, Voc, Vmp
A. Front side.
Ref(1) p6.34-6.36
F1 = 0.0152
F2 = 0.0305
B1 : 0.0764
B2 := 0.152
F1 te = 2.05 . 1012
F2te = 1.29. 1012
B1 te =
B2 te :=
[FS-F1 ! 1FSte : -L F2 F1 j [ F1te
5.89. 1011
2.62. 1011
F2 te ] + F1 te
FSte = 1.785- 1012
e-/cm'2-yr
B. Back
BS te : BS- B1 I ]-[ 2 al j "[ 81re B2te ]+Blte
BSte = 5.498. 1011
e-/cm-2-yr
III.2. Protons; Voc, Vmp: F1 tpv :
81 tpv :
F2 tpv =
B2 tpv ::
A. Front side.
FStpv := F2 - F1 [ Fltpv
FStp v = 2.113. 1014
e-/cm_2-yr
F-Z
2.43. 10 14
7.75. 1013
1.52. 1014
5.13. 1013
F2tpv ] +Fltpv
B°
Back side
BS tpv : Ii Bs-B11,1,t _BI,ovL L B2 B1 j j L B2tpv ] +Bltpv
= 7.436. 1013
BS tpv
III. 3. Trapped Protons;
Isc, Imp:
A.
e-/cmA2-yr
F1 tpi _--
B1 tpi =
F2tp i =
B2tpi
Front side.
1.42. 1014
6.16. 1013
1.00. 1014
_= 4.39" 1013
F2tpi ] +Fltpi
FStp i = 1.274. 1014
e-/cm'2-yr
B. Back :
BStpi
-(BS- BI) 1B2 - B1 .[ Bltpi - B2tpi ] +Bltpi
!
t
!
I
Total equivalent iMev fluences, trapped protons and electrons:
orbit life of 8 years L := 5
ISC, Imp: it r = [[ FSte +BSt e ] +[ FStp i +BStp i !]-L
Voc, Vmp: Vtr :: [ [ FSte +BSte ] +[ FStpv +BStpv
I tr = 9.459. 1014 e-/cm'2
11"L
Vtr = 1.44. 1015
e-/cm'2
F°5
IV. Solar Flare Protons.
+
6.39 (e-/cm_2-yr), 1974-1984 annual, 3/6/12/20 mils.
Ref(1), table
SPv30 -- 1.695.1012
SPv6 := 6.399.1012 SPvl 2 = 3.581 • 1012
SPv60 = 9.34.1011
SPi60 := 7.91 • 10 11
SPv20 = 2.267.101_SPi30 := 1,22.1012
SPi6 :
SP i20 _= 1.600.1012
SPil 2 =
3,48. 10 12
2,258, 1012
A. Front side:
FSspv = -[ SPy6 SPv12 ] +SPy6
-(FS - F1) )FSspi = F2 - F1 .[ SPi6 SPi12 ] +SPi6
B. Back side:
BS spv
.
-(BS-B1)B2 - B1 .[ SPv30 SPv60 ] +SPv30
(BS BI)BSspi = 2 - B1 .[ SPi30 - SPi60 ] +SPi30
IV. Total equivalent 1 Mev fluence due to Solar Flare protons:
SPv:= [ FSspv +BSspv ]'L
sPi : [ FSspi+BSspi]"L
F-4-
V.
TOTAL equivalent 1 Mev electron fluence, 5 years:
(solar flare+trapped e- and protons).
VMev :: [ Vtr +sPv ] VMev = 1.475. 1015 e-/cm'2
I Mev _= [ I tr +SPi I IMev = 9.67. 1014 e-/cm'2
VI. SOLAR ARRAY
i0 ohm-cm, Si, 2x4cm, 200mm cells
Equivalent IMev fluence for 5 years;
V=I.475EI5, I=9-67E14
Pmax= 13 mW/cm "2
EOL array power = 600 watts
Fully regulated dual bus @ 28 volts.
t
I
I
I
I
I
: 0.350I sc
: 0.330Imp
V mp = 0.400
= 0.495Voc
Celll sol _:
Celll eqx _:
CellV sol =
CelIV eqx
[[ Imp
KA : .94
Kd .= .960
: .8888Kss
= .9941Kse
TSAs = 64.0
T SAe = 60.0
K E :: .9605
_l = .000
_v _: - .0023
dv :-- .006
+ol [ TSAs - 28 I I'KA "Kd "Kss ]
[[ Imp
[[Vmp
: ttvm.
CellV sol
CelIV eqx
+_L "[ TSAe 28 I I'KA "Kd "Kse ]
_ +[°v'I Ts_s 28!IKEII
- dV +[ or'[ TSAe z8]].K_ ]]
= 0.314
= 0.323
Celllsol = 0.265
= 0.296Celll eqx
Current required by each bus (A) :
Blsol 6 Vbus 281eqx -- sot = [ 300
EqxN p :=
I eqx
Celll eqx
I solSolN p : Celll sol EqxNp = 36.193
SolNp = 40.481
Number of solar cells in series.
[ Vbus +1"8 1EqxNs = CellVeqx
SolN s --
V bus + 1.8 1
CellVsol iEq xNs = 92.172
/
SolNs = 94.762
Area of Solar Array (Effective).
Asa e = [ EqxN s -EqxNp ]'[ 2"4-10 -4 ]
Asae = 2.669
Asas = [ SolNs • SolN p ].[ 2.4. 10 .4 ]
Asas = 3.069 m-2 per wing
Net array area, packing factor: F p
I 8 7
i
Asas
Area =
Fp
Area = 3.527 Required area on each wing.
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APPENDIX G
A. RADIATOR SIZLNG CALCULATIONS
B,
The following calculations were done in MATHCAD, by the Math Works, ver 2.4.
PHASE CHANGER SIZING CALCULATIONS
The following calculations were based on organic polymer properties found in Ref. 7.
The heat of fusion for C22H46 is 157.61 J/gm. The mass required to accept any heating
over the average can be calcula.ted by
O
m -
L
Power t
L
_ (870-130 W)(20 min)(60 s/min)
157.61 d/gm
=5635 gm =5.7 kg
Which is the mass required for both phase changers.
Each phase changer then masses 2.85 kg.
Knowing the height and width of the phase changer, the depth may be calculated.
W
m
91h
2850g
(0.7944-_m3) (96.12cm) (57.15cm)
=0.65cm
The depth is taken as 0.70 cm to account for the aluminum sheath around the paraffin.
C. THERMAL MODELING RESULTS
PC-ITAS results are summarized in the following pages. A list of equipment node
numbers of interest is provided in Tables A. 1 and A.2. These numbers may be matched to node
numbers in the PC-ITAS output to determine the temperatures of nodes of interest. It should
be noted that both steady state and transient thermal analyses were run and that all nodes stayed
within their allowable temperature limits as outlined in Table 5.1.
Table A.1 Partial Model Nodes of Interest
Equipment Nodes
Kapton Insulation 3xx
PropellentTank Interior
399
Table A.2 Full Model Nodes of Interest
Equipment Nodes
Transponders 45xx, 48xx
RTU's 12xx, 16xx
RCU's 10xx, 1 lxx
'IT & C 44xx, 53xx
Battery Package #1 30xx
Battery Package #2 3 l xx
Battery Package #3 32xx
Battery Package #4 33xx
Propellent Tank 7xx
1
I
I
I
I
Power vs. time for the design scenario (slightly more dissipation
than within the worst-case orbit);
i := 1 .. 113
j := 1
k := 0 ..30
1 := 0 ..19
m := 0 ..2
Define a matrix P, which is a 113 X 2 matrix
of orbital time (minutes) and power to
dissipate:
P := i P := 130
i,0 k,l
p := 864.28 P := 864.28
(1+31) ,1 (1+71) ,1
p := 130 P := 130
(1+51),i (1+91) ,i
p := 600
(m+lll),l
Plotting P yields the design criterion power profile,
P
9OO
(i,l)
I00
20 min 20 min 3 min
0 P 113
(i,0)
time, minutes
Integrating the above plot and dividing by the total time
yields the average dissipated power requirement.
130" (71) + 864.28" (40) + 600' (3)
Paverage :=
113
Paverage = 403.55044 W, average power dissipation required.
The above then becomes the design criterion for dete-_mining the
radiator size as shown below.
Using off-the-shelf louvers, the radiators can be designed
for size by determining the power dissipated through various
configurations and the temperatures associated therewith. The
following represents one possible solution.
c := 0.8
-8
G := 5.67 i0 W/m A2K ^4
71 := 0.9 72 := .4
as := 0.21 W/m_2
S := 1397
180
e := 28.5 _
2 Fairchild 18-blade louvers
per side (sunlit side radiating
at 40% efficiency).
Area := 2..4806..5715 - .00133
Area = 0.548 m^2
rad, from orbital geometry at Winter Solstice.
High Temperature check:
T := 100 1.8 - 32 + 273 = i00 F, maximum allowable temperature
for the electronics.
Powerdis := Area 6 a T 71 + 6 _ T 72 - as a (cos(e) + 0.31)
3
Powerdis = 1.01513 i0
Since the maximum power expected to
be dissipated is less than this figure,
temperatures will not exceed i00 F.
i
l
I
!
I
I
Mean temperature determination:
T := 52.1.8 - 32 + 273 = 61.6 C, mean temperature.
Powerdis := Area. e.e.T ._1 + e-e.T ._2 - _s.e. (cos(e) + 0.31)
Powerdis = 405.0395 W
Temperature during low-power operations:
T := 6.1-1.8 - 32 + 273 = -21.0 C, non-operational temperature.
Powerdis := Area- Ea'T _1 + eaT '_2 - _s.e. (cos(e) + 0.31)
Powerdis = 130.27405 W
Cold Case:
U2 := .9 (All louvers jammed open)
T := -4.9 1.8 - 32 + 273 = -40.8 C, heaters not required for
the electronics. (-40 F
allowable)
Powerdis := krea. e.e-T ._1 + e.e.T ._2
Powerdis = 130.02355 W
NODE 26 (REL NODE
NODE 27 (REL NODE
NODE 28 (REL NODE
NODE 29 (REL NODE
NODE 30 (REL NODE
NODE 31 (REL NODE
NODE 32 (REL NODE
NODE 33 (REL NODE
NODE 34 (REL NODE
NODE 35 (REL NODE
NODE 36 (REL NODE
NODE 37 (REL NODE
NODE 38 (REL NODE
NODE 39 (REL NODE
NODE 40 (REL NODE
NODE 41 (REL NODE
NODE 42 (REL NODE
NODE 43 (REL NODE
NODE 44 (REL NODE
NODE 45 (REL NODE
NODE 46 (REL NODE
NODE 47 (REL NODE
NODE 48 (REL NODE
NODE 49 (REL NODE
NODE 50 (REL NODE
NODE 51 (REL NODE
NODE 52 (REL NODE
NODE 53 (REL NODE
NODE 54 (REL NODE
NODE 55 (REL NODE
NODE 56 (REL NODE
NODE 57 (REL NODE
NODE 58 (REL NODE
NODE 59 (REL NODE
NODE 60 (REL NODE
NODE 61 (REL NODE
NODE 62 (REL NODE
NODE 63 (REL NODE
NODE 64 (REL NODE
NODE 65 (REL NODE
NODE 66 (REL NODE
NODE 67 (REL NODE
NODE 68 (REL NODE
NODE 69 (REL NODE
NODE 70 (REL NODE
NODE 71 (REL NODE
26 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
27 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
28 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
29 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
30 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
31 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
32 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
33 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
34 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
35 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
36 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
37 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
38 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
39 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
40 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
41 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
42 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
43 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
44 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
45 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
46 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
47 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
48 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
49 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
50 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
51 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
52 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
53 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
54 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
55 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
56 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
57 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
58 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
59 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
60 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
61 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
62 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
63 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
64 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
65 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
66 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
67 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
68 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
69 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
70 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
71 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
NODE 72 (REL NODE 72 ) IS BEING ADDED TO THE CURRENT LIST
73 *WARNING*THIS NODE WAS PREVIOUSLY DEFINED. OVERIDES PREVIOUS INPUT.
END OF RADIATION CONDUCTANCE & POWER PROCESSING
ITAS THERMAL ANALYSIS:
CHECKOUT PHASE OF PC-ITAS THERMAL ANALYSIS
TOTAL CARDS ENCOUNTERED: 2069
NO. OF THERMAL NODES= 146
ITAS STEADY-STATE SOLUTION ALGORITHM (SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION) PARAMETERS:
ARLXCA=0.50000E-03, DRLXCA=0.50000E-03 NLOOP = 9999
********************************************************************************
ITAS STEADY-STATE SOLUTION (SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION)
NO. OF ITERATIONS = 4416 TOTAL INPUT ENERGY (W)= 3.2800
SYSTEM ENERGY BALANCE (W)= 2.2121 ( 67.443 %)
********************************************************************************
T 1= 0.78 T 2= 0.12 T 3= -7.52 T 4= -0.22
C.I-B
T 5= 0.12 T 6= -7.60 T 7= 0.77 T 8= 0.ii
T 9= -7.49 T i0 = -0.22 T ii = 0.Ii T 12= -7.57
T 13= 1.63 T 14= 1.63 T 15= 1.63 T 16= 1.63
T 17= 1.63 T 18= 1.63 T 19= 1.63 T 20= 1.63
T 21= 1.63 T 22= 1.63 T 23= 1.63 T 24= 1.63
T 25= 1.63 T 26= 1.63 T 27 = 1.63 T 28= 1.63
T 29= 1.63 T 30 = 1.63 T 31 = 1.63 T 32 = 1.63
T 33= 1.63 T 34= 1.63 T 35= 1.63 T 36 = 1.63
T 37= 1.63 T 38= 1.63 T 39= 1.63 T 40= 1.63
T 41= 1.63 T 42= 1.63 T 43= 1.63 T 44= 1.63
T 45= 1.63 T 46= 1.63 T 47= 1.63 T 48 = 1.63
T 49= 1.63 T 50= 1.63 T 51 = 1.63 T 52 = 1.63
T 53= 1.63 T 54= 1.63 T 55= 1.63 T 56 = 1.63
T 57= 1.63 T 58= 1.63 T 59= 1.63 T 60= 1.63
T 61= 1.63 T 62= 1.63 T 63= 1.63 T 64= 1.63
T 65= 1.63 T 66= 1.63 T 67= 1.63 T 68= 1.63
T 69= 1.63 T 70= 1.63 T 71= 1.63 T 72= 1.63
T 73= -273.16 T i01= 0.78 T 102= 0.12 T 103= -7.52
T 104= -0.22 T 105= 0.12 T 106= -7.60 T 201= 0.77
T 202 = 0.ii T 203= -7.49 T 204= -0.22 T 205 = 0.ii
T 206= -7.57 T 301= 1.63 T 302 = 1.63 T 303= 1.63
T 304 = 1.63 T 305= 1.63 T 306 = 1.63 T 307 = 1.63
T 308 = 1.63 T 309 = 1.63 T 310 = 1.63 T 311 = 1.63
T 312= 1.63 T 313= 1.63 T 314= 1.63 T 315 = 1.63
T 316 = 1.63 T 317= 1.63 T 318 = 1.63 T 319 = 1.63
r 320 = 1.63 T 321= 1.63 T 322 = 1.63 T 323 = 1.63
r 324 = 1.63 T 325= 1.63 T 326= 1.63 T 327= 1.63
T 328= 1.63 T 329= 1.63 T 330= 1.63 T 331= 1.63
r 332= 1.63 T 333= 1.63 T 334= 1.63 T 335 = 1.63
r 336 = 1.63 T 337 = 1.63 T 338 = 1.63 T 339 = 1.63
T 340= 1.63 T 341= 1.63 T 342 = 1.63 T 343= 1.63
T 344 = 1.63 T 345= 1.63 T 346= 1.63 T 347= 1.63
r 348= 1.63 T 349= 1.63 T 350= 1.63 T 351= 1.63
r 352 = 1.63 T 353= 1.63 T 354 = 1.63 T 355= 1.63
T 356= 1.63 T 357= 1.63 T 358 = 1.63 T 359 = 1.63
T 360= 1.63 T 399= 22.46 T
ASCENDING NODE NUMBER : TEMPERATURE
ITAS STEADY-STATE SOLUTION (SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION)
I NO. 4416 TOTAL INPUT ENERGY (W) = 3.2800OF ITERATIONS =
SYSTEM ENERGY BALANCE (W)= 2.2121 ( 67.443 %)
' r 1= 0.780 T 2= 0.115 T 3= -7.520 T 4= -0.215
!r
T
T
r
T
T
f
T
l!
T
T
T
F
5= 0.115 T 6= -7.599 T 7= 0.770 T 8=
9= -7.488 T I0= -0.215 T ii = 0.112 T 12=
13= 1.629 T 14= 1.629 T 15= 1.629 T 16=
17= 1.629 T 18= 1.629 T 19= 1.629 T 20=
21= 1.629 T 22= 1.629 T 23= 1.629 T 24=
25= 1.629 T 26= 1.629 T 27= 1.629 T 28=
29 = 1.629 T 30= 1.629 T 31= 1.629 T 32=
33= 1.629 T 34= 1.629 T 35= 1.629 T 36=
37= 1.629 T 38= 1.629 T 39 = 1.629 T 40=
41= 1.629 T 42= 1.629 T 43= 1.629 T 44=
45 = 1.629 T 46= 1.629 T 47= 1.629 T 48=
49 = 1.629 T 50= 1.629 T 51 = 1.629 T 52 =
53= 1.629 T 54= 1.629 T 55= 1.629 T 56=
57= 1.629 T 58 = 1.629 T 59 = 1.629 T 60=
61= 1.629 T 62= 1.629 T 63= 1.629 T 64=
65= 1.629 T 66 = 1.629 T 67= 1.629 T 68=
69 = 1.629 T 70= 1.629 T 71= 1.629 T 72=
73= -273.159 T I01= 0.780 T 102= 0.115 T 103=
104= -0.215 T 105 = 0.115 T 106= -7.598 T 201=
202= 0.iii T 203= -7.488 T 204= -0.215 T 205=
206= -7.569 T 301= 1.630 T 302= 1.630 T 303 =
304= 1.630 T 305= 1.630 T 306= 1.630 T 307=
(,-3
0.iii
-7.568
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
1.629
-7.519
0.770
0.112
1.630
1.630
T 308= 1.630 T 309= 1.630 T 310= 1.630 T
T 312= 1.630 T 313= 1.630 T 314= 1.630 T
T 316= 1.630 T 317= 1.630 T 318= 1.630 T
T 320= 1.630 T 321= 1.630 T 322= 1.630 T
T 324= 1.630 T 325 = 1.630 T 326= 1.630 T
T 328= 1.630 T 329= 1.630 T 330= 1.630 T
T 332= 1.630 T 333= 1.630 T 334= 1.630 T
T 336= 1.630 T 337= 1.630 T 338 = 1.630 T
T 340= 1.630 T 341= 1.630 T 342 = 1.630 T
T 344= 1.630 T 345= 1.630 T 346= 1.630 T
T 348= 1.630 T 349= 1.630 T 350= 1.630 T
T 352= 1.630 T 353= 1.630 T 354= 1.630 T
T 356= 1.630 T 357= 1.630 T 358= 1.630 T
T 360= 1.630 T 399= 22.463 T
ASCENDING NODE NUMBER : IMPRESSED Q
Q i= 0.230 Q 2= 0.140 Q 3=
Q 5= 0.140 Q 6= 0.050 Q 7=
Q 9= 0.000 Q i0= 0.000 Q Ii=
Q 13= 0.000 Q 14= 0.000 Q 15 =
Q 17= 0.000 Q 18= 0.000 Q 19=
Q 21 = 0.000 Q 22= 0.000 Q 23=
Q 25= 0.000 Q 26= 0.000 Q 27 =
Q 29= 0.000 Q 30= 0.000 Q 31 =
Q 33= 0.000 Q 34= 0.000 Q 35=
Q 37= 0.000 Q 38= 0.000 Q 39=
Q 41 = 0.000 Q 42 = 0.000 Q 43 =
Q 45 = 0.000 Q 46 = 0.000 Q 47=
Q 49= 0.000 Q 50 = 0.000 Q 51=
Q 53= 0.000 Q 54= 0.000 Q 55=
Q 57= 0.000 Q 58= 0.000 Q 59 =
Q 61= 0.000 Q 62= 0.000 Q 63=
Q 65= 0.000 Q 66= 0.000 Q 67=
Q 69= 0.000 Q 70= 0.000 Q 71 =
Q 73= 0.000 Q i01 = 0.000 Q 102 =
Q 104= 0.000 Q 105= 0.000 Q 106=
Q 202 = 0.000 Q 203 = 0.000 Q 204 =
Q 206= 0.000 Q 301 = 0.000 Q 302 =
Q 304= 0.000 Q 305= 0.000 Q 306=
Q 308= 0.000 Q 309= 0.000 Q 310=
Q 312 = 0.000 Q 313= 0.000 Q 314=
Q 316= 0.000 Q 317 = 0.000 Q 318 =
Q 320 = 0.000 Q 321= 0.000 Q 322=
Q 324= 0.000 Q 325 = 0.000 Q 326=
Q 328= 0.000 Q 329= 0.000 Q 330 =
Q 332= 0.000 Q 333= 0.000 Q 334=
Q 336= 0.000 Q 337= 0.000 Q 338=
Q 340= 0.000 Q 341= 0.000 Q 342=
Q 344= 0.000 Q 345= 0.000 Q 346=
Q 348= 0.000 Q 349= 0.000 Q 350=
Q 352 = 0.000 Q 353= 0.000 Q 354 =
Q 356= 0.000 Q 357= 0.000 Q 358=
Q 360= 0.000 Q 399= 2.500 Q
BOLTZMANN CONSTANT: SIGMA =
O.O5O Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.566970E-II W/(CM^2 K)
311 =
315 =
319 =
323 =
327 =
331 =
335 =
339 =
343 =
347=
351 =
355=
359 =
_
8=
12=
16 =
20 =
24=
28 =
32 =
36 =
40=
44 =
48 =
52 =
56=
60=
64 =
68=
72 =
103 =
201=
205 =
303 =
307 =
311=
315=
319 =
323 =
327=
331 =
335 =
339 =
343 =
347 =
351 =
355=
359 =
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
1.630
0.170
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
NO. OF THERMAL NODES (CURRENT) = 146
[TAS TRANSIENT SOLUTION ALGORITHM PARAMETERS:
FIMEO = 0.00000 , TIMEND= 113.49 , OUTPUT = 2.0000
3TIMEI = 0.I0000 , ARLXCA = 0.50000E-03, DRLXCA = 0.50000E-03
CSGFAC = 1.0000 , NLOOP = 9999
*************************************
THERMAL CALC CPU TIME (second) = 6165.72
********************************************************************************
Date: 12/02/91 Time: 21:31:38.10
Ca-lO
355 *WARNING*THIS NODEWAS PREVIOUSLY DEFINED. OVERIDES PREVIOUS INPUT.
369 *WARNING*THIS NODEWAS PREVIOUSLY DEFINED. OVERIDES PREVIOUS INPUT.
215 *WARNING*THIS NODEWASPREVIOUSLY DEFINED. OVERIDES PREVIOUS INPUT.
END OF RADIATION CONDUCTANCE& POWERPROCESSING
ITAS THERMALANALYSIS:
CHECKOUTPHASEOF PC-ITAS THERMALANALYSIS
TOTAL CARDSENCOUNTERED: 6667
NO. OF THERMALNODES= 456
ITAS STEADY-STATE SOLUTION ALGORITHM (SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION) PARAMETERS:
%RLXCA=0.50000E-03, DRLXCA=0.50000E-03 NLOOP= 9999
********************************************************************************
ITAS STEADY-STATE SOLUTION (SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION)
_O. OF ITERATIONS=I0000 TOTAL INPUT ENERGY (W)= 801.70
_YSTEM ENERGY BALANCE (W)= -1.7652 ( 0.22019 %)
T 1 = -70.51 T 2= 45.81 T 3= -93.33 T 4= -72.01
5= -3.57 T 6= -35.71 T 7=
f 9= -93.32 T i0= -71.99 T ii=
T 13= 0.01 T 14= 0.01 T 15=
T 17= 0.01 T 18= 0.01 T 19=
21 = 0.01 T 22= 0.01 T 23 =
f 25= 0.01 T 26= 0.01 T 27=
T 29= 0.01 T 30= 0.01 T 31=
33 = 0.01 T 34= 0.01 T 35 =
? 37= 0.01 T 38= 0.01 T 39=
'f 41= 0.01 T 42= 0.01 T 43=
T 45= 0.01 T 46= 0.01 T 47=
? 49= 0.01 T 50= 0.01 T 51 =
53 = 0.01 T 54= 0.01 T 55=
T 57= 0.01 T 58= 0.01 T 59=
61= 0.01 T 62= 0.01 T 63=
? 65= 0.01 T 66= 0.01 T 67=
2 69= 0.01 T 70= 0.01 T 71=
T 73= 45.63 T 74= -3.75 T 75=
77= 45.63 T 78= 45.60 T 79=
81= 45.63 T 82= 45.63 T 83 =
2 85= -3.75 T 86= -3.75 T 87=
T 89= 46.61 T 90= 45.97 T 91=
? 93= 46.61 T 94= 46.61 T 95=
? 97= -3.21 T 98= -3.21 T 99=
T i01= -23.38 T 102= -23.38 T 103=
T 105 = -23.38 T 106= -23.38 T 107 =
? 109 = 45.60 T ii0= 45.60 T iii =
i ? 113 = 45.60 T 114= 45.59 T 115=
T 117= 45.60 T 118= 45.60 T 119=
121 = -3.78 T 122= -3.78 T 123 =
125= -3.78 T 126= -3.78 T 127=
If 129 = -3.79 T 130= -3.78 T 131=
T 133 = -30.48 T 134= -30.48 T 135=
_ 137 = 47.36 T 138= 46.38 T 139=
i ' 141 = 47.74 T 142= 47.74 T 143=
3£ 145 = -2.92 T 146= -3.02 T 147 =
T 149 = -69.01 T 150= -69.00 T 151 =
_ _ 153 = -69.00 T 154 = -69.00 T 155 =
_i 157 = 0.00 T 158 = 0.00 T 159=
T 161 = 0.00 T 162 = 0.00 T 163 =
T 165= 0.00 T 166= 0.00 T 167=
_ 169 = 0.00 T 170= 0.00 T 171 =! 173= 0.00 T 174= 0.00 T 175=
T 177= 0.00 T 178 = 0.00 T 179=
181= 0.00 T 182= 0.00 T 183 =
-70.48 T 8 = 45.69
-3.69 T 12 = -35.70
0.01 T 16 = 0.01
0.01 T 20= 0.01
0.01 T 24= 0.01
0.01 T 28= 0.01
0.01 T 32= 0.01
0.01 T 36= 0.01
0.01 T 40= 0.01
0.01 T 44= 0.01
0.01 T 48= 0.01
0.01 T 52= 0.01
0.01 T 56= 0.01
0.01 T 60= 0.01
0.01 T 64= 0.01
0.01 T 68= 0.01
0.01 T 72= 0.01
44.49 T 76= -4.36
45.63 T 80= 45.63
-3.75 T 84= -3.75
-3.78 T 88 = -3.75
46.61 T 92 = 46.99
-3.12 T 96= -3.21
-3.58 T i00= -3.21
-23.38 T 104 = -23.40
45.60 T 108 = 45.58
45.60 T 112 = 45.60
45.60 T 116 = 45.60
-3.78 T 120= -3.78
-3.80 T 124= -3.78
-3.78 T 128 = -3.78
-30.50 T 132= -30.48
-30.48 T 136= -30.48
47.74 T 140= 47.74
-2.93 T 144 = -2.92
-3.50 T 148= -2.92
-69.00 T 152= -69.00
0.00 T 156= 0.00
0.00 T 160= 0.00
0.00 T 164 = 0.00
0.00 T 168= 0.00
0.00 T 172= 0.00
0.00 T 176= 0.00
0.00 T 180= 0.00
0.00 T 184 = 0.00
_-_
T
T
T
T
T
T
185= 0.00 T 186= 0.00 T 187= 0.00 T 188=
189 = 0.00 T 190= 0.00 T 191= 0.00 T 192=
193= 0.00 T 194= 0.00 T 195= 0.00 T 196=
197 = 0.00 T 198= 0.00 T 199= 0.00 T 200=
201= 0.00 T 202= 0.00 T 203= 0.00 T 204=
205 = 0.00 T 206= 0.00 T 207= 0.00 T 208=
T 209= 0.00 T 210= 0.00 T 211= 0.00 T 212=
T 213= 0.00 T 214= 0.00 T 215 = -273.16 T 501=
T 502= 45.75 T 503= -93.32 T 504= -72.00 T 505=
T 506= -35.70 T 601= -70.48 T 602= 45.69 T 603=
T 604= -71.99 T 605= -3.69 T 606= -35.70 T 701=
T 702= 0.01 T 703= 0.01 T 704= 0.01 T 705=
T 706= 0.01 T 707= 0.01 T 708= 0.01 T 709=
T 710= 0.01 T 711= 0.01 T 712= 0.01 T 713=
T 714= 0.01 T 715= 0.01 T 716= 0.01 T 717=
T 718= 0.01 T 719= 0.01 T 720= 0.01 T 721=
T 722= 0.01 T 723= 0.01 T 724= 0.01 T 725=
T 726= 0.01 T 727= 0.01 T 728= 0.01 T 729=
T 730= 0.01 T 731= 0.01 T 732= 0.01 T 733=
T 734= 0.01 T 735= 0.01 T 736= 0.01 T 737=
T 738= 0.01 T 739= 0.01 T 740= 0.01 T 741=
T 742= 0.01 T 743= 0.01 T 744= 0.01 T 745=
T 746= 0.01 T 747= 0.01 T 748= 0.01 T 749=
T 750= 0.01 T 751= 0.01 T 752= 0.01 T 753=
T 754= 0.01 T 755= 0.01 T 756= 0.01 T 757=
T 758= 0.01 T 759= 0.01 T 760= 0.01 T 799=
T 801= 45.63 T 802= -3.75 T 901= 45.58 T 902=
T 1001= 45.63 T 1002= 45.60 T 1003= 45.63 T 1004=
T 1005= 45.63 T 1006= 45.63 T 1099= 45.63 T 1 I01=
T 1102= -3.75 T 1103= -3.75 T 1104= -3.75 T 1105=
T 1106= -3.75 T 1199= -3.75 T 1201= 46.61 T 1202=
T 1203= 46.61 T 1204= 46.99 T 1205= 46.61 T 1206=
T 1299= 46.61 T 1601= -3.12 T 1602= -3.21 T 1603=
T 1604= -3.21 T 1605= -3.58 T 1606= -3.21 T 1699=
T 2001= -23.38 T 2002= -23.38 T 2003= -23.38 T 2004=
T 2005= -23.38 T 2006= -23.38 T 2099= -23.38 T 3001=
T 3002= 45.58 T 3003= 45.60 T 3004= 45.60 T 3005=
T 3006= 45.60 T 3099= 45.60 T 3101= 45.60 T 3102=
T 3103= 45.60 T 3104= 45.60 T 3105= 45.60 T 3106=
T 3199= 45.60 T 3201= -3.78 T 3202= -3.78 T 3203=
T 3204= -3.78 T 3205= -3.80 T 3206= -3.78 T 3299=
T 3301= -3.78 T 3302= -3.78 T 3303= -3.78 T 3304=
T 3305= -3.79 T 3306= -3.78 T 3399= -3.78 T 4401=
T 4402= -30.49 T 4403= -30.48 T 4404= -30.48 T 4405=
T 4406= -30.49 T 4499= -30.51 T 4501= 47.36 T 4502=
T 4503= 47.74 T 4504= 47.74 T 4505= 47.74 T 4506=
T 4599= 47.74 T 4801= -2.93 T 4802= -2.92 T 4803=
T 4804= -3.02 T 4805= -3.50 T 4806= -2.92 T 4899=
T 5301= -69.01 T 5302= -69.00 T 5303= -69.00 T 5304=
T 5305= -69.00 T 5306= -69.00 T 5399= -69.00 T 5601=
T 5602= 0.00 T 5603= 0.00 T 5604= 0.00 T 5605=
T 5606= 0.00 T 5607= 0.00 T 5608= 0.00 T 5609=
T 5610= 0.00 T 5611= 0.00 T 5612= 0.00 T 5613=
T 5614= 0.00 T 5615= 0.00 T 5616= 0.00 T 5617=
T 5618= 0.00 T 5699= 0.00 T 5701= 0.00 T 5702=
T 5703= 0.00 T 5704= 0.00 T 5705= 0.00 T 5706=
T 5707= 0.00 T 5708= 0.00 T 5709= 0.00 T 5710=
T 5711= 0.00 T 5712= 0.00 T 5713= 0.00 T 5714=
T 5715= 0.00 T 5716= 0.00 T 5717= 0.00 T 5718=
T 5799= 0.00 T 6201= 0.00 T 6202= 0.00 T 6203=
T 6204= 0.00 T 6205= 0.00 T 6206= 0.00 T 6207=
T 6208= 0.00 T 6209= 0.00 T 6210= 0.00 T 6211=
T 6212= 0.00 T 6299= 0.00 T 6301= 0.00 T 6302=
T 6303= 0o00 T 6304= 0.00 T 6305= 0.00 T 6306=
T 6307= 0.00 T 6308= 0.00 T 6309= 0.00 T 6310=
T 6311= 0.00 T 6312= 0.00 T 6399= 0.00 T 7001=
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-70.50
-3.63
-93.32
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0 01
0 01
0 01
0 01
0 01
0 01
-3 80
45 63
-'.75
-3.78
45.97
46.61
-3.21
-3.21
-23.40
45.60
45.60
45.59
45.60
-3.78
-3.78
-3.78
-30.51
-30.48
46.38
47.74
-2.92
-2.92
-69.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-93.32
T 7002= -35.70 T 7003= -35.70 T 7101= -93.32 T 7102= -93.32
-70.50 T 7104= -70.50 T 7105= -72.00 T 7106= -72.00
T 7103= ***ASCENDINGNODENUMBER: TEMPERATURE
UCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION)OLUTION (S W = 801.70DY-STATE S INPUT ENERGY( )ITAS STEA - 000 TOTAL 019 o)TIONS-10 52 ( 0.22 ****** *****************
NO OF  TERA CE  W)=-1.76 ************* ****sYSTEM ENERGY BALA_** ********-_****** 4= -72.009
********************* 3 = -93.327 T
T 1 = -70.515 T 2= 45.807 T 8 = 45.689
T 5= -3.569 T 6 = -35.706 T 7 = -70.481 T
T 9 = -93.325 T i0 = -71.986 T ii= -3.688 T 12 = -35.704
T 13= 0.014 T 14= 0.014 T 15= 0.014 T 16= 0.014
T 17= 0.014 T 18= 0.014 T 19= 0.014 T 20= 0.014
T 21= 0.014 T 22= 0.014 T 23= 0.014 T 24= 0.014
T 25= 0.014 T 26= 0.014 T 27= 0.014 T 28= 0.014
T 29= 0.014 T 30= 0.014 T 31= 0.014 T 32= 0.014
T 33= 0.014 T 34= 0.014 T 35= 0.014 T 36= 0.014
T 37= 0.014 T 38= 0.014 T 39= 0.014 T 40= 0.014
T 41= 0.014 T 42= 0.014 T 43= 0.014 T 44= 0.014
T 45= 0.014 T 46= 0.014 T 47= 0.014 T 48= 0.014
T 49= 0.014 T 50= 0.014 T 51= 0.014 T 52= 0.014
T 53= 0.014 T 54= 0.014 T 55= 0.014 T 56= 0.014
T 57= 0.014 T 58= 0.014 T 59= 0.014 T 60= 0.014
T 61= 0.014 T 62= 0.014 T 63= 0.014 T 64= 0.014
T 65= 0.014 T 66= 0.014 T 67= 0.014 T 68= 0.014
T 69= 0.014 T 70= 0.014 T 71= 0.014 T 72= 0.011
T 73= 45.634 T 74= -3.746 T 75= 44.487 T 76= -4.364
T 77= 45.629 T 78= 45.597 T 79= 45.629 T 80= 45.629
T 81= 45.629 T 82= 45.629 T 83= -3.749 T 84= -3.749
T 85= -3.749 T 86= -3.749 T 87= -3.784 T 88= -3.749
T 89= 46.610 T 90= 45.970 T 91= 46.610 T 92= 46.985
T 93= 46.610 T 94= 46.610 T 95= -3.118 T 96= -3.215
T 97= -3.215 T 98= -3.215 T 99= -3.578 T i00= -3.215
T I01= -23.375 T 102= -23.376 T 103= -23.379 T 104= -23.396
T 105= -23.377 T 106= -23.376 T 107= 45.596 T 108= 45.584
T 109= 45.596 T ii0= 45.596 T iii= 45.596 T 112= 45.596
T 113= 45.598 T i14= 45.586 T 115= 45.598 T 116= 45.598
T 117= 45.598 T 118= 45.598 T 119= -3.781 T 120= -3.781
T 121= -3.781 T 122= -3.781 T 123= -3.796 T 124= -3.781
T 125= -3.780 T 126= -3.780 T 127= -3.780 T 128= -3.780
_ T 129= -3.794 T 130= -3.780 T 131= -30.501 T 132= -30.482
T 133= -30.483 T 134= -30.483 T 135= -30.483 T 136= -30.482
T 137= 47.362 T 138= 46.376 T 139= 47.738 T 140= 47.738
T 141= 47.739 T 142= 47.738 T 143= -2.925 T 144= -2.925
T 145= -2.925 T 146= -3.022 T 147= -3.495 T 148= -2.925
T 149= -69.007 T 150= -68.999 T 151= -68.999 T 152= -68.998
T 153= -68.999 T 154= -68.999 T 155= -0.002 T 156= 0.001
T 157= 0.001 T 158= 0.001 T 159= 0.001 T 160= 0.001
T 161= 0.001 T 162= 0.001 T 163= 0.001 T 164= 0.001
T 165= 0.001 T 166= 0.001 T 167= 0.001 T 168= 0.001
IT 169= 0.001 T 170= 0.001 T 171= 0.001 T 172= 0.001T 173= 0.001 T 174= 0.001 T 175= 0.001 T 176= -0.002
T 177= 0.001 T 178= 0.001 T 179= 0.001 T 180= 0.001
_T 181= 0.001 T 182= 0.001 T 183= 0.001 T 184= 0.001
T 185= 0.001 T 186= 0.001 T 187= 0.001 T 188= 0.001
iT 189= 0.001 T 190= 0.001 T 191= 0.004 T 192= 0.004
T 193= 0.004 T 194= 0.004 T 195= 0.004 T 196= 0.004
_T 197= 0.004 T 198= 0.004 T 199= 0.004 T 200= 0.004
_T 201= 0.004 T 202= 0.004 T 203= 0.005 T 204= 0.005
T 205= 0.005 T 206= 0.005 T 207= 0.005 T 208= 0.005
T 209= 0.005 T 210= 0.005 T 211= 0.005 T 212= 0.005
_ T 213= 0.005 T 214= 0.005 T 215 = -273.159 T 501= -70.497
_T 502= 45.747 T 503= -93.325 T 504= -71.997 T 505= -3.629
T 506= -35.705 T 601= -70.482 T 602= 45.690 T 603= -93.325
_T 604 = -71.986 T 605= -3.688 T 606= -35.704 T 701= 0.014
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
702=
706=
710 =
714=
718 =
722 =
726 =
730 =
734 =
738 =
742 =
746 =
750 =
754 =
758 =
801 =
i001 =
1005 =
1102 =
1106 =
1203 =
1299 =
1604 =
2001 =
2005 =
3002 =
3006 =
3103 =
T 3199=
T 3204=
T 3301=
T 3305=
T 4402=
T 4406=
T 4503=
T 4599=
T 4804=
T 5301=
T 5305=
T 5602=
T 5606=
T 5610=
T 5614=
T 5618=
T 5703=
T 5707=
T 5711=
T 5715=
T 5799=
T 6204=
T 6208=
T 6212=
T 6303=
T 6307=
T 6311=
T 7002=
T 7103=
Q 1=
Q 5=
Q 9=
Q 13 =
Q 17 =
Q 21 =
Q 25 =
Q 29 =
0.014 T 703=
0.014 T 707=
0.014 T 711=
0.014 T 715=
0.014 T 719=
0.014 T 723=
0.014 T 727=
0.014 T 731=
0. 014 T 735=
0.014 T 739=
0.014 T 743=
0.014 T 747=
0.014 T 751=
0.014 T 755=
0.014 T 759=
45.634 T 8 o2=
45.629 T 1002=
45.629 T 1006=
-3.749 T 1103=
-3.749 T 1199=
46.610 T 1204=
46.610 T 1601=
-3.215 T 1605=
-23.381 T 2002=
-23.377 T 2006=
45.584 T 3003=
45.596 T 3099=
45.598 T 3104=
45.598 T 3201=
-3.781 T 3205=
-3.780 T 3302=
-3.794 T 3306=
-30.488 T 4403=
-30.488 T 4499=
47.738 T 4504=
47.739 T 4801=
-3.022 T 4805=
-69.009 T 5302=
-68.999 T 5306=
0.001 T 5603=
0.001 T 5607=
0.001 T 5611=
0.001 T 5615=
0.001 T 5699=
0.001 T 5704=
0.001 T 5708=
0.001 T 5712=
0.001 T 5716=
0.000 T 6201=
0.004 T 6205=
0.004 T 6209=
0.004 T 6299=
0.005 T 6304=
0.005 T 6308=
0.005 T 6312=
0.014 T 704=
0.014 T 708=
0.014 T 712=
0.014 T 716=
0.014 T 720=
0.014 T 724=
0.014 T 728=
0.014 T 732=
0.014 T 736=
0.014 T 740=
0.014 T 744=
0.014 T 748=
0.014 T 752=
0.014 T 756=
0.014 T 760=
-3.746 T 901=
45.597 T 1003=
45.629 T 1099=
-3.749 T 1104=
-3.749 T 1201=
46.985 T 1205=
-3.118 T 1602=
-3.578 T 1606=
-23.382 T 2003=
-23.382 T 2099=
45.596 T 3004=
45.597 T 3101=
45.598 T 3105=
-3.781 T 3202=
-3.796 T 3206=
-3.780 T 3303=
-3.780 T 3399=
-30.484 T 4404=
-30.515 T 4501=
47.738 T 4505=
-2.925 T 4802=
-3.495 T 4806=
-68.999 T 5303=
-68.999 T 5399=
0.001 T 5604=
0.001 T 5608=
0.001 T 5612=
0.001 T 5616=
0.000 T 5701=
-0.002 T 5705=
0.001 T 5709=
0.001 T 5713=
0.001 T 5717=
0.004 T 6202=
0.004 T 6206=
0.004 T 6210=
0.004 T 6301=
0.005 T 6305=
0.005 T 6309=
0.005 T 6399=
0.014 T 705=
0 •014 T 709=
0 •014 T 713=
0 •014 T 717 =
0 •014 T 721=
0 •014 T 725=
0 •014 T 729=
0.014 T 733=
0.014 T 737=
0.014 T 741=
0.014 T 745=
0.014 T 749=
0.014 T 753=
0.014 T 757=
0.011 T 799=
45.577 T 902=
45.629 T 1004=
45.629 T i 101=
-3.749 T 1105=
46.610 T 1202=
46.611 T 1206=
-3.215 T 1603=
-3.215 T 1699=
-23.379 T 2004=
-23.379 T 3001=
45.596 T 3005=
45.598 T 3102=
45.598 T 3106=
-3.781 T 3203=
-3.781 T 3299=
-3.780 T 3304=
-3.780 T 4401=
-30.484 T 4405=
47.362 T 4502=
47.739 T 4506=
-2.925 T 4803=
-2.925 T 4899=
-68.999 T 5304=
-68.999 T 5601=
0.001 T 5605=
0.001 T 5609=
0.001 T 5613=
0.001 T 5617=
0.001 T 5702=
0.001 T 5706=
0.001 T 5710=
0.001 T 5714=
0.001 T 5718=
0.004 T 6203=
0.004 T 6207=
0.004 T 6211=
0.005 T 6302=
0.005 T 6306=
0.005 T 6310=
0.005 T 7001=
7102 =
7106 =
-35.705 T 7003= -35.705 T 7101= -93.325 T
-70.497 T 7104= -70.497 T 7105= -71.997 T
ASCENDING NODE NUMBER : IMPRESSED Q
46.500 Q 2 = 18.100 Q 3= 50.700 Q
18.100 Q 6=
0.000 Q i0=
0.000 Q 14=
0.000 Q 18=
0.000 Q 22=
0.010 Q 26=
0.000 Q 3°=
155.370 Q 7=
0.000 Q ii=
0.000 Q 15=
0.000 Q 19=
0.000 Q 23=
0.000 Q 27=
0.010 Q 31=
=
0. 0 8=
0.000 Q 12=
0.000 Q 16=
0.000 Q 2°=
0.000 Q 24=
0.000 Q 28=
0.000 Q 32=
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
-3.805
45.629
-3.749
-3.784
45.970
46.610
-3.215
-3.215
-23.396
45.596
45.596
45.586
45.598
-3.781
-3.781
-3.780
-30.507
-30.484
46.376
47.738
-2.925
-2.925
-69.000
-0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.005
0.005
-93.325
-93.325
-71.997
46.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
q
Q
Q
Q
Q
q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
)_
Q
Q
2
.)
Q
q
Q
"3
I "
;Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
0
Q
f
33 =
37 =
41 =
45 =
49 =
53 =
57 =
61 =
65 =
69=
73 =
77 =
81 =
85=
89=
93 =
97=
I01 =
105 =
109 =
113 =
117 =
121 =
125 =
129 =
133 =
137 =
141 =
145 =
149 =
153 =
157 =
161 =
165 =
169 =
173 =
177 =
181 =
185 =
189 =
193 =
197 =
201 =
205 =
209 =
213 =
502 =
506 =
604 =
702 =
706 =
710 =
714 =
718 =
722 =
726 =
730 =
734 =
738 =
742 =
746 =
750=
754 =
758 =
801=
I001 =
0.010 Q 34=
0.010 Q 38=
0.000 Q 42=
0.000 Q 46=
0.000 Q 50=
0.000 Q 54=
0.000 Q 58=
0.000 Q 62=
0.000 Q 66=
o.ooo Q 7o=
0.000 Q 74=
0.000 Q 78=
0.000 Q 82=
0.000 Q 86=
0.000 Q 90=
0.000 Q 94=
0.000 Q 98=
0.000 Q 102=
0.000 Q 106=
0.000 Q ii0 =
0.000 Q 114 =
0.000 Q 118=
0.000 Q 122=
0.000 Q 126=
0.000 Q 130=
0.000 Q 134=
0.000 Q 138 =
0.000 Q 142=
0.000 Q 146=
0.000 Q 150 =
0.000 Q 154=
0.000 Q 158 =
0.000 Q 162 =
0.000 Q 166=
0.000 Q 170=
0.000 Q 174=
0.000 Q 178=
0.000 Q 182=
0.000 Q 186=
0.000 Q 190=
0.000 Q 194=
0.000 Q 198=
0.000 Q 202=
0.000 Q 206 =
0.000 Q 210=
0.000 Q 214 =
0.000 Q 503 =
0.000 Q 601=
0.000 Q 605 =
0.000 Q 703=
0.000 Q 707=
0.000 Q 711=
0.000 Q 715 =
0.000 Q 719=
0.000 Q 723 =
0.000 Q 727=
0.000 Q 731=
0.000 Q 735 =
0.000 Q 739 =
0.000 Q 743 =
0.000 Q 747=
0.000 Q 751 =
0.000 Q 755=
0.000 Q 759 =
0.000 Q 802=
0.000 Q 1002 =
O. 000 Q
0. 010 Q
O. 010 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
o.ooo Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
o.ooo Q
o.ooo Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
o.ooo Q
0.ooo Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
o.ooo Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
o ooo Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0 000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
o.ooo Q
o.oo0 Q
0.000 Q
0.000 Q
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505 =
603 =
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705 =
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721 =
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729 =
733 =
737 =
741 =
745 =
749 =
753 =
757=
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902 =
1004 =
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0.010
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0.000
0.000
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0.000
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0.000
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0.000
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Q 1005= 0.000 Q 1006= 0.000 Q I099=
1102= 0.000 Q ii03 = 0.000 Q ii04 =
1106= 0.000 Q 1199= 5.000 Q 1201 =
1203= 0.000 Q 1204 = 0.000 Q 1205=
Q 1299= 40.000 Q 1601 = 0.000 Q 1602 =
Q 1604= 0.000 Q 1605 = 0.000 Q 1606=
Q 2001= 0.000 Q 2002= 0.000 Q 2003=
Q 2005= 0.000 Q 2006= 0.000 Q 2099 =
Q 3002 = 0.000 Q 3003 = 0.000 Q 3004 =
Q 3006 = 0.000 Q 3099 = 2.000 Q 3101 =
Q 3103 = 0.000 Q 3104 = 0.000 Q 3105 =
Q 3199= 2.000 Q 3201= 0.000 Q 3202=
Q 3204 = 0.000 Q 3205 = 0.000 Q 3206 =
Q 3301 = 0.000 Q 3302= 0.000 Q 3303 =
Q 3305 = 0.000 Q 3306= 0.000 Q 3399 =
Q 4402 = 0.000 Q 4403 = 0.000 Q 4404 =
Q 4406= 0.000 Q 4499 = 1.000 Q 4501 =
Q 4503 = 0.000 Q 4504 = 0.000 Q 4505 =
Q 4599 = 261.630 Q 4801 = 0.000 Q 4802 =
Q 4804= 0.000 Q 4805= 0.000 Q 4806=
Q 5301= 0.000 Q 5302= 0.000 Q 5303 =
Q 5305= 0.000 Q 5306= 0.000 Q 5399 =
Q 5602 = 0.000 Q 5603= 0.000 Q 5604 =
Q 5606= 0.000 Q 5607= 0.000 Q 5608=
Q 5610 = 0.000 Q 5611= 0.000 Q 5612=
Q 5614= 0.000 Q 5615= 0.000 Q 5616 =
Q 5618 = 0.000 Q 5699= 0.300 Q 5701 =
Q 5703= 0.000 Q 5704= 0.000 Q 5705 =
Q 5707 = 0.000 Q 5708= 0.000 Q 5709 =
Q 5711 =_ 0.000 Q 5712= 0.000 Q 5713=
Q 5715= 0.000 Q 5716= 0.000 Q 5717 =
Q 5799= 0.300 Q 6201= 0.000 Q 6202=
Q 6204= 0.000 Q 6205= 0.000 Q 6206=
Q 6208= 0.000 Q 6209= 0.000 Q 6210 =
Q 6212 = 0.000 Q 6299 = 0.300 Q 6301 =
Q 6303 = 0.000 Q 6304 = 0.000 Q 6305 =
Q 6307 = 0.000 Q 6308= 0.000 Q 6309=
Q 6311 = 0.000 Q 6312 = 0.000 Q 6399 = 0
Q 7002= 0.000 Q 7003= 0.000 Q 7101 = 0
Q 7103= 0.000 Q 7104= 0.000 Q 7105= 0
BOLTZMANN CONSTANT: SIGMA = 0.566970E-II W/(CM_2 K
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ll01 =
ll05 =
1202 =
1206 =
1603 =
1699=
2004 =
3001 =
3005=
3102 =
3106 =
3203 =
3299 =
3304 =
4401 =
4405 =
4502 =
4506 =
4803 =
4899 =
5304 =
5601=
5605=
5609=
5613 =
5617 =
5702=
5706 =
5710 =
5714 =
5718 =
6203 =
6207 =
6211 =
6302 =
6306 =
6310 =
7001 =
7102 =
7106 =
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
40.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
i00.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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0.000
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NO. OF THERMAL NODES (CURRENT) = 456
:TAS TRANSIENT SOLUTION ALGORITHM PARAMETERS:
?IMEO = 0.00000 , TIMEND= 113.60 , OUTPUT= 15.000
)TIMEI = 0.I0000 , ARLXCA= 0.50000E-03, DRLXCA = 0.50000E-03
:SGFAC = 1.0000 , NLOOP = 9999
*************************************
THERMAL CALC CPU TIME (second) = 4597.70
*************************************
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APPENDIX H
A. ATITFUDE CONTROL SYSTEM CALCULATIONS
The attitude control system (ACS) consists of one momentum wheel whose spin
axis is aligned with the pitch axis. Another momentum wheel is installed for redundancy.
Two magnetic torque rods are installed for the purposes of momentum wheel desaturation
and control of disturbances in the roll-yaw plane. Thrusters are installed for satellite
repositioning and will replace the torque rods in the event of their failure.
Table C. 1 is a summary of satellite inertias and distance of the center of mass from
the center of pressure. The contributions of the cross-products of inertia are negligible
and are not shown here.
Mass
(kg)
4OO
X
(cm)
1.1025
Y
(cm)
2.1468
Z
(cm)
0.0036
I_x Iry I=
(kg-m 2) (kg-m 2) (kg-m 2)
166.08 246.45 188.88
Table C.1 CP-CM offset and satellite inertias
t
t
I
1
I
B. DISTURBANCE TORQUES
The disturbance torques acting on the spacecraft consist of solar torque, gravity
gradient torque, magnetic torque and internal torques. The magnetic disturbance torque
is the primary disturbing force acting on the spacecraft and is used to calculate the time
constants and gains of the attitude control system.
I-I°1
lo
p. 135).
Solar Torque
The solar torque is modeled using the following equations (Agrawal, 1986,
(yKl - zK2 - xK2 sin(¢))I o
(zKI sin(_) - xKI cos(_) )Jo |
(-zK2 sin(C) + xf2 cos(_))Ko)
Solar pressure was calculated a program written for Mathcad, which is included at the
end of this appendix.
2. Gravity gradient, Magnetic and Internal torques
The gravity gradient torque is of the same order of magnitude as the solar
torque. These are both approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the magnetic
disturbing torques. These torques are very difficult to model and were therefore
calculated for worst case values.
The following figures illustrate the sensed magnetic field in both body-fixed
and inertial coordinate systems. It is seen that the magnetic disturbance is on the order
of l0 -5 Tesla for pitch and l0 -6 Tesla for roll. In order to counter the disturbances in roll
in a timely manner, a torque rod providing a 50 AMP-m 2 dipole was used. In the same
vein, a torque rod of 50 AMP-m 2 is used to desaturate the momentum wheel. Since the
magnetic torque is given by
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
Coefficient of specular reflection: ...........
Coefficient of diffuse reflection: ............
CP-CM offset: .................................
r S :=
r d =
r i=
0.25
0.03
0.0110253
0.02146816
0.00357446
.m
Solar array area: .............................
A 1= 7.0 .m
Solar pressure: ...............................
e =
-2
4.644 • 10- 6. Newton • m
Spacecraft moments of inertia:
-- 166.08 • kg • m 2I xx
2
I _: 246.45 • kg • mYY
188.88 • kg. m 2I ZZ :=
Equations foe determining constants K1 and K2 at equinox:
d : 0
[
K1 : I[ 1-r5 ].cos(d) +2. r 5 -COS( d ) +_ • r d ' COS( d )
!
1
K 2 = [1 r5 ].cos(d) .sin( d
K 1 = 1.27
K 2 = 0
14-S
Solar torque equations:
- Body cordinates -
M sb•E ( G) =
r 1 • K 1 " cos( a ) r2 • K 2
r 2 • K 1 " sin( G ) ro • K 1 " cos( Q )
rO.K2 r 1 •K1 "sin(a)
•P•A
M sb•E ( 4 )
8.86316 • 10 -7
-4.55181. 10 -7
0
• m • Newton Equinox
Inertial cordinates -
Msi.E (G)
r 1 .K1 r2.K2 "c°s(Q) ro.K2 "sin(Q) i
r2-K1 •sin(G) - ro.K1 "c°s(G) .P.A
- r 2-K2 •sin(G) +r o.K2 "c°s(Q) j
M si.E (d)
8.86316• 10 -7
_4.55181 • 10 -7
0
• m • Newton Equinox
Equations for determining constants K1
K 1 = [[ 1 r s ].cos(d) +2.
and K2 at solstice: d
r 5 .COS( d ) +_'r d •
= 23.45 • deg
cos ( d )
K 2 := [ 1 rs ]'cos(d) .sin(d)
K 1 = 1.07039
K2 = 0.27381
Solar torque equations
- Body coordinates -
Msb.S(o) :=
r 1 • K 1 " cos ( Q) - r2 • K 2 I
r2.K1 "sin(Q) ro.K1 "c°s(a) .
ro•K 2 - r 1.K 1 .sin(o)
P.A
Msb.S (d)
6.535" 10 -7
-3.02459" 10 -7
_1.99137 • 10 -7
• m. Newton Solstice
- Inertial coordinates -
Msi.S (e)
r 1 • K 1 r2 • K 2 " cos ( G) ro • K 2 " sin ( o )
r 2 • K 1 " sin( o } - r0 • K 1 " cos( _ )
- r2.K 2 .sin{ _) +ro.K 2 .cos(G)
.P.A
M si.S ( d )
6.78772. 10 -7
-3.02459• 10 -7
7.737. 10 -8
• m • Newton Solstice
Maximum steady state torque occurs at equinox
ts [IMsi.E,0"de0'0II m S = 8.86316-10 -7 • m. Newton
SIZING THE MOMENTUM WHEEL
Yaw error
F = 1.0 • deg
Let F2 :=
Then Fss =
Roll deadband
fd =
and F
0.80 •deg
0.20
0.10 • deg
14--_
= Fss + F2 m
CALCULATING THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF THE WHEEL
Wheel angular momentum: .........
Magnetic torquer offset angle:..
Satellite angular velocity: .....
h
G
_0
:= 9 • Newton • m • sec
:= 67.33414.'4 ,_eu
: 9.217. 10-4.rad
sec
Constant body-fixed roll-yaw torques:
Tbx := 1.5.10 .5 kg .[ 1-A.m 2 ]
A • sec 2
Tbx = 1.5. 10 -5 .Newton.m
Tbz -- 3.0. 10-5 kg .[ 1 .A.m 2 ]
A • sec2 t J
Tbz = 3. 10 -5 .Newton.m
The maximum torque acting on the satellite is due to magnetic disturbances.
magnitude of this disturbance torque is:
T m :: 3.0. 10-5-Newton.m
The
The angular momentum and offset angle must be found through iteration
of the equations below.
Tbz +Tbx "tan(G)
F55 = 0.4553.deg
rss = w0 • h
To determine [2, the followins\g equations are used:
Initial guesses: V I = 1 • tad v 2
F1 = 1.4. rad
F2
= 2. rad
= 1 • lO-3.rad
Given
wo "fd • h
cos[ v 1 ]- 2.Tm
F 1 ,,
[ Tm.sin[vl }]
w0 "h
fd.[ 1 +cos[ v 2 vl ]] +_,si_[ v2 vl]+[ v2
T m
vl Isis[ v2 ],oh_-0
r ! "cos[ v2 - Vl ]- rd .sin[ v2 - Vl ] +[ v2
m m
Vl ]'COS[ V 2 ]'wO .h" F2
vars = Find[ Vl , F1, v2 , F2 ] vars =
1.32709
-3.50964. 10 -3
2,8347
-7.161. 10 .3
• rad
v 1 = varso v 1 = 76.03669 • deg
F 1 = Mars 1
v 2 -- vars2
F2 :: vars 3
r 1 = -0.20109 • deg
v 2 = 1.14592. 10 2 • deg
r 2 = -0.4103 • deg
To solve for Psi:
F= I%=1 + rGI
To calculate the autopilot gain:
K =
Assume the linear range is:
MR
LR
M R :=
r = 0.8656 • deg
LR = 3.deg
O.O0106.Newton. m
K = 0.02024 • Newton • m • rad- 1
The correction factor is:
N =
h21 + I zz ' K • cos( a )
N = 0.01787
Magnetic torquer offset angle is given by:
a = 64.33414 • deg
The lead time constant is:
ixxt : 2- N.K cos(o) [ = 2.05925. 10 3 • sec
The magnetic torquer impulse is determined from:
dh lower _=
2.h.r d .tan(_)
COS(a)
dh upper _=
2.r d .h
1 +sin a) +2.sin .785398
dhupper = 8.1 5706- 10 -3 .Newton.m-sK_qowe r = 0.15094-Newton.m.sec
The limits on the upper impulse bit should be less than:
dh upper
:: t uppert upper M R
= 7.69534. sec
The limits on the lower bound should be greater than:
dh lower
t lower =
MR
t lower = 1.424. 1 0 2 • sec
14-1_
Magnetic torquer impulse is chosen to be:
t upper +t lower
2
t = 75.0476 • sec
PITCH AXIS CONTROL
Desaturation torque impulse: ............ My = 0.075 •Newton m sec
Maximum pitch error: .................... q _= 0.7.deg
The system time constant is given by:
__
q .lyy .e
My
t = 1.09128. 102 • sec
The system gain is given by:
lyy m
Kq : Kq = 0.02069 • Newton • ra--d
t 2
The lead-time constant is given by:
tQ -- I YY2. K
,_ q
[q = 2.18257. 10 2 • sec
_4-|I
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APPENDIX I
1. List of parametric equations used in the analysis [Ref 1].
Structure/Thermal costs = 0.0 + 92.3X °65
TT&C costs = 99 + 175X °'93
Comm. Antenna costs = 21 + 245X °59
Comm. electronics pkg. costs = 0.0 + 191X t°
2. Equation for determining the total cost fUN) to produce N units given a learning rate
and a TFUC UI.
( /(i --6-)
UN = Cl N In2 )
(S),
'Z'..I.
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APPENDIX J
A. INTRODUCTION
Orbital perturbation analysis was performed using the Orbital Workbench software.
Perturbations were analyzed over the five year lifetime of a single satellite, with the
assumption that all other satellites would be effected in a similar manner. The analysis
was undertaken from 0800, 1 July 1996 until 0800, 1 July 2001. This simulation
required 17 hours to complete using a 25-MHz, 486 computer.
1
I
!
I
t
i
I
B. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
The Cowell Propogation Method, using fourth order Runga Kutta integration, was
used. The forces included in the simulation were zonals, tesserals, lunar gravity, solar
gravity, and solar pressure.
Zonals -- Zonal harmonics (J2 through J6 of the spherical harmonic gravitational
potential) vary with latitude. These forces result from the oblateness of the Earth
and cause changes in eccentricity, inclination, nodal right ascention, and argument
of perigee. For altitudes greater than 300 kilometers and less than
geosynchronous, zonal harmonics are the dominant perturbation.
Tesserals -- Spherical harmonic gravitational potential caused by longitudinal
variations in the distribution of the Earth's mass. The Cowell integration uses the
first 12 x 12 tesseral terms.
• Lunar Gravity -- The gravitational force of the Moon.
• Solar Gravity -- The gravitational force of the Sun.
• Solar Pressure -- Solar radiation pressure. The magnitude of this force is directly
propotional to the satellite's area.
"_ "_ _ _ _" *', _ r,: _,_,
.3"-1.
Table J-1 lists the ephemeris parameters generated using an integration time step
of 2 minutes, with ephemeris data extracted every three months. It is assumed that there
are no stationkeeping maneuvers during the 5 year simulation. It can be seen that the
inclination stays relatively constant at 52 +0.1 degrees and that the only stationkeeping
required is in-plane to maintain the semi-major axis (altitude).
Table J-1 Ephemeris Parameters with Perturbations
Tim Semi Maj Ax Eccentricity Inclination Rt A_ Node True Anomaly
(hr) (kin) (deg) (deg) (deg)
Jul 96 7759.000 .0000000 52.00000 .(XX)tX)(_ .000010
Oct96 7747.179 .1511960E-O2 51.97098 76.75061 29.44777
Jan 97 7755.166 .9083657E-03 51.99851 153.2886 13.12778
Apt 97 7752.531 .1953402E-02 51.99595 -130.3860 281.9897
Jul 97 7746.177 , I071790E-02 51.98509 -53.58741 217.0868
Oct 97 7750.141 .1819065E-02 52.00235 22.24785 28.47666
Jan 98 7738.558 .1787696E-02 51.97140 97.85960 217.6329
Apt 98 7746.370 .1259050E-02 51.99823 173.2620 359.0561
Jul 98 7743.375 .1488790E-02 51.99589 -I 11.5506 104.6905
Oct 98 7741.999 .7179373E-03 51.99943 -36.61902 8.691524
Jan 99 7739.987 .1301609E-02 51.99683 38.06161 238.5591
Apr 99 7728.932 .9331507E-03 51.96684 112.5455 92.40669
Jul 99 7736.780 .6732633E-03 51.99484 -173.2252 199.6741
Oct 99 7728.548 .1495671E-02 51.97702 -98.47444 350.8088
Jan 00 7725.359 .2402283 E-03 51.97666 -24,70368 91.68115
Apt 00 7727.728 .1550561E-02 51.98837 48.83462 133.4879
Jul 00 7729.731 .1040971E-O2 51.99676 122.1106 5.949828
Oct 00 7718.523 .1956844E-02 51.96882 -164.8025 149.4116
Jan 01 7722.038 .1046557E-02 51.98616 -91.99513 295.4624
Apr 01 7724.671 .1693590E-02 52.00174 -19.39046 14.04350
Jul 01 7722.102 .1275817E-02 51.99793 53.69950 120.0624
